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NOTES:
There are 4 sets of LIFE+ "Nature & Biodiversity" application forms: A, B, C (technical
forms) and F (financial forms). The financial forms are in a separate Excel file.
While filling in the technical forms A – C, please respect the standard A4 format. Maps
illustrating the location of the proposed actions should be presented in annex. Insofar as
possible, these maps should be in A4 format but may if necessary be presented in format
A3. No formats other than A4 or A3 are allowed.
Whenever several copies of one form 2010-XY needs to be produced, please use the
following naming convention per page: 2010-XY/1; 2010-XY/2 etc.
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LIFE+ 2010

FOR ADMINISTRATION USE ONLY

LIFE+ 10 NAT/
PROJECT
Project title (max. 120 characters):
Environmental Management and Conservation in Mediterranean salt works and coastal lagoons
Project acronym (max. 25 characters): MC-SALT
The project will be implemented in the following:
Countries Italy, France, Bulgaria,
Administrative regions Emilia-Romagna, Sardegna, (IT); Provence Alpes Côte d'Azur and LanguedocRoussillon (FR) ; Bourgas (BG)
Expected start date: 01/10/2011

Expected end date: 31/03/2016

BENEFICIARIES
Name of the coordinating beneficiary (1): Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’EmiliaRomagna
Name of the associated beneficiary (2): Consorzio del Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius-Saline
Name of the associated beneficiary (3): Parc naturel régional de Camargue
Name of the associated beneficiary (4): Green Balkans NGO
Name of the associated beneficiary (5): Compagnie des Salins du Midi et des Salines de l'Est
Name of the associated beneficiary (6): Tour du Valat

PROJECT BUDGET AND REQUESTED EC FUNDING
Total project budget:

4949869€

Total eligible project budget:

4791327€

EC financial contribution requested:

2395663€ ( = 50,00% of total eligible budget)

PROJECT POLICY AREA
You can only tick one of the following options:
LIFE+ Nature: Best practice and/or demonstration project contributing to the
implementation of the objectives of the EU Birds and Habitats Directives (Council
Directives 79/409 EEC and 92/43/EEC)

LIFE+ Biodiversity: Demonstration and/or innovative project contributing to the
objectives of the Commission Communication COM (2006) 216 final: "Halting the
loss of Biodiversity by 2010 – and beyond"

X
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Coordinating Beneficiary Profile Information
Parco Delta Po E-R

Short Name
Legal information on the Coordinating Beneficiary
Consorzio del Parco Regionale del
Legal Name
Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna
01465380382
VAT No

Legal Status
Public body

Legal Registration No

N.A.

Private commercial

Registration Date

N.A.

Private non- commercial

Legal address of the Coordinating Beneficiary
c.so Mazzini, 200
Street Name and No
Post Code

44022

1

Beneficiary n°

X

PO Box
Comacchio (FE)

Town/City

IT
ITALY
Country Code
Country Name
Coordinating Beneficiary contact person information
Title

Architect

Surname

Previati

E-mail address

direttore@parcodeltapo.it

Department / Service

Direzione

Street Name and No

c.so Mazzini, 200

Post Code

44022

Country

ITALY

Director

Function

First Name

Lucilla

PO Box
Comacchio (FE)

Town/City

+390533 314003
Telephone No
Coordinating Beneficiary details
2009
Year

Fax No

+390533 318007

Annual turnover

n.a

Number of employees

29 (13 employees with open-ended contract, 15 workers with open-ended
contract, 1 director).

Website

www.parcodeltapo.it

Annual Balance Sheet Total

n.a.

Brief description of the Coordinating Beneficiary's activities and experience in the area of the
proposal
The beneficiary is a public consortium created to manage the Regional Park of the Po Delta; the members
are the municipal authorities of Goro, Mesola, Codigoro, Comacchio, Ostellato, Argenta, Alfonsine, Ravenna
and Cervia and the provincial authorities of Ferrara and Ravenna. The Consortium pursues the aims set out
in Regional Law no. 27 of 02/07/1988, which brought the Po Delta Regional Park into being. It is governed by
its own statutes as regards planning and programming issues.
Under the terms of Regional Laws nos. 27/88 and 6/2005, the Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del
Po is responsible for the management of the protected area of the Po Delta Park, which contains the SCI –
SPZ “Salina di Cervia” (Cervia salt pan) IT4070007. Regional Law no. 7/2004 made the Consorzio del Parco
Regionale del Delta del Po responsible for managing the conservation of Natura 2000 Network sites situated
within the park boundaries.
The Park has been involved both as coordinating beneficiary and as associate beneficiary in various Life
projects: LIFE00NAT/IT/7215 ”Ecological renovation and conservation of the habitats in the Salina of SCI Valli
di Comacchio”; LIFE02NAT/IT/8526 ”Renovation of ecological equilibrium for the conservation of habitats and
species of Community interest”; LIFE00NAT/IT/7142 ”Improvements to bird habitats and electrical systems”;
LIFE00NAT/IT/7147 ”Conservation of the habitats and the species found in the SCI “Bosco della Mesola”.
YOU MAY NOT DUPLICATE THIS PAGE
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COORDINATING BENEFICIARY DECLARATION
The undersigned hereby certifies that:
1. The specific actions listed in this proposal do not and will not receive aid from the
Structural Funds or other European Union financial instruments. In the event that any
such funding will be made available after the submission of the proposal or during the
implementation of the project, my organisation will immediately inform the European
Commission.
2. My organisation Consorzio Parco Regionale del Delta del Po Emilia-Romagna has not
been served with bankruptcy orders, nor has it received a formal summons from
creditors. My organisation is not in any of the situations listed in Articles 93.1 and 94 of
Council Regulation 1605/2002 of 25/06/2002 (OJ L248 of 16/09/2002).
3. My organisation (which is legally registered in the European Union) will contribute with
633069€ to the project. My organisation will participate in the implementation of the
following actions: A1, A2, A3, C1, D1, D2, D3, D8, D9, E1, E2, E7, E8, E9. The
estimated total cost of my organisation's part in the implementation of the project is
1466137€.
4. Should one or more associated beneficiary or co-financier reduce or withdraw its
financial contribution, my organisation will ensure that a corresponding additional
contribution is made available.
5. My organisation will conclude with the associated beneficiaries and co-financiers any
agreements necessary for the completion of the work, provided these do not infringe
on their obligations, as stated in the grant agreement with the European Commission.
Such agreements will be based on the model proposed by the European Commission.
They will describe clearly the tasks to be performed by each associated beneficiary
and define the financial arrangements.
6. I am aware that my organisation is solely legally and financially responsible to the
Commission for the implementation of the project (Article 4 of the Common
Provisions).
I am legally authorised to sign this statement on behalf of my organisation.
I have read in full the Common Provisions (attached to the Model Grant Agreement provided
with the LIFE+ application files).
I certify to the best of my knowledge that the statements made in this proposal are true and
the information provided is correct.
At Comacchio on ……..
Signature of the Coordinating Beneficiary:
Name(s) and status of signatory: .........................................................................................
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ASSOCIATED BENEFICIARY DECLARATION (complete for each Associated Beneficiary)
The undersigned hereby certifies that:
1. My organisation Consorzio del Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius-Saline has not
been served with bankruptcy orders, nor has it received a formal summons from
creditors. My organisation is not in any of the situations listed in Articles 93.1 and 94
of Council Regulation 1605/2002 of 25/06/2002 (OJ L248 of 16/09/2002).
2. My organisation (which is legally registered in the European Union) will contribute with
843936€ to the project. My organisation will participate in the implementation of the
following actions: A1, A4, A5, C2, D1, D2, D3, D8, D9, E1, E3, E8, E9. The estimated
total cost of my organisation's part in the implementation of the project is 1687872€.
3. My organisation will conclude with the coordinating beneficiary an agreement
necessary for the completion of the work, provided this does not infringe on our
obligations, as stated in the grant agreement with the European Commission. This
agreement will be based on the model proposed by the European Commission. It will
describe clearly the tasks to be performed by my organisation and define the financial
arrangements.
4. For the purposes of the implementation of the agreement regarding this project
between the European Commission and the coordinating beneficiary:
a) My organisation grants power of attorney to the coordinating beneficiary, to act in
our name and for our account in signing the above-mentioned agreement and its
possible subsequent riders with the European Commission. Accordingly, my
organisation hereby mandates the coordinating beneficiary to take full legal
responsibility for the implementation of such an agreement.
b) My organisation hereby confirms that we have taken careful note of and accept all
the provisions of the above agreement with the European Commission, in particular all
provisions affecting my organisation and the coordinating beneficiary. In particular, my
organisation acknowledges that, by virtue of this mandate, the co-ordinator alone is
entitled to receive funds from the Commission and distribute to my organisation the
amount corresponding to our participation in the action.
c) My organisation hereby agrees to do everything in our power to help the
coordinating beneficiary fulfil his obligations under the above agreement. In particular,
my organisation hereby agrees to provide him whatever documents or information may
be required, as soon as possible after receiving his request.
d) The provisions of the above agreement, including this mandate, shall take
precedence over any other agreement between my organisation and the coordinating
beneficiary which may have an effect on the implementation of the above agreement
between the coordinating beneficiary and the Commission.
I am legally authorised to sign this statement on behalf of my organisation.
I have read in full the Common Provisions (attached to the Model Grant Agreement provided
with the LIFE+ application files).
I certify to the best of my knowledge that the statements made in this proposal are true and
the information provided is correct.
At Cagliari on ……..
Signature of the Associated Beneficiary:
Name(s) and status of signatory: ...............................................................................................
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ASSOCIATED BENEFICIARY DECLARATION (complete for each Associated Beneficiary)
The undersigned hereby certifies that:
5. My organisation Parc naturel régional de Camargue has not been served with
bankruptcy orders, nor has it received a formal summons from creditors. My
organisation is not in any of the situations listed in Articles 93.1 and 94 of Council
Regulation 1605/2002 of 25/06/2002 (OJ L248 of 16/09/2002).
6. My organisation (which is legally registered in the European Union) will contribute with
313719 € to the project. My organisation will participate in the implementation of the
following actions: A6. C3, D4, D8, D9, E1, E8, E9. The estimated total cost of my
organisation's part in the implementation of the project is 627439 €.
7. My organisation will conclude with the coordinating beneficiary an agreement
necessary for the completion of the work, provided this does not infringe on our
obligations, as stated in the grant agreement with the European Commission. This
agreement will be based on the model proposed by the European Commission. It will
describe clearly the tasks to be performed by my organisation and define the financial
arrangements.
8. For the purposes of the implementation of the agreement regarding this project
between the European Commission and the coordinating beneficiary:
a) My organisation grants power of attorney to the coordinating beneficiary, to act in
our name and for our account in signing the above-mentioned agreement and its
possible subsequent riders with the European Commission. Accordingly, my
organisation hereby mandates the coordinating beneficiary to take full legal
responsibility for the implementation of such an agreement.
b) My organisation hereby confirms that we have taken careful note of and accept all
the provisions of the above agreement with the European Commission, in particular all
provisions affecting my organisation and the coordinating beneficiary. In particular, my
organisation acknowledges that, by virtue of this mandate, the co-ordinator alone is
entitled to receive funds from the Commission and distribute to my organisation the
amount corresponding to our participation in the action.
c) My organisation hereby agrees to do everything in our power to help the
coordinating beneficiary fulfil his obligations under the above agreement. In particular,
my organisation hereby agrees to provide him whatever documents or information may
be required, as soon as possible after receiving his request.
d) The provisions of the above agreement, including this mandate, shall take
precedence over any other agreement between my organisation and the coordinating
beneficiary which may have an effect on the implementation of the above agreement
between the coordinating beneficiary and the Commission.
I am legally authorised to sign this statement on behalf of my organisation.
I have read in full the Common Provisions (attached to the Model Grant Agreement provided
with the LIFE+ application files).
I certify to the best of my knowledge that the statements made in this proposal are true and
the information provided is correct.
At ................................................. on........................................................
Signature of the Associated Beneficiary:
Name(s) and status of signatory: ...............................................................................................
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ASSOCIATED BENEFICIARY DECLARATION (complete for each Associated Beneficiary)
The undersigned hereby certifies that:
9. My organisation Green Balkans NGO has not been served with bankruptcy orders, nor
has it received a formal summons from creditors. My organisation is not in any of the
situations listed in Articles 93.1 and 94 of Council Regulation 1605/2002 of 25/06/2002
(OJ L248 of 16/09/2002).
10. My organisation (which is legally registered in the European Union) will contribute with
64988€ to the project. My organisation will participate in the implementation of the
following actions: A1, A7, C4, D1, D2, D3, D8, D9, E1, E5, E8, E9. The estimated
total cost of my organisation's part in the implementation of the project is 129977€.
11. My organisation will conclude with the coordinating beneficiary an agreement
necessary for the completion of the work, provided this does not infringe on our
obligations, as stated in the grant agreement with the European Commission. This
agreement will be based on the model proposed by the European Commission. It will
describe clearly the tasks to be performed by my organisation and define the financial
arrangements.
12. For the purposes of the implementation of the agreement regarding this project
between the European Commission and the coordinating beneficiary:
a) My organisation grants power of attorney to the coordinating beneficiary, to act in
our name and for our account in signing the above-mentioned agreement and its
possible subsequent riders with the European Commission. Accordingly, my
organisation hereby mandates the coordinating beneficiary to take full legal
responsibility for the implementation of such an agreement.
b) My organisation hereby confirms that we have taken careful note of and accept all
the provisions of the above agreement with the European Commission, in particular all
provisions affecting my organisation and the coordinating beneficiary. In particular, my
organisation acknowledges that, by virtue of this mandate, the co-ordinator alone is
entitled to receive funds from the Commission and distribute to my organisation the
amount corresponding to our participation in the action.
c) My organisation hereby agrees to do everything in our power to help the
coordinating beneficiary fulfil his obligations under the above agreement. In particular,
my organisation hereby agrees to provide him whatever documents or information may
be required, as soon as possible after receiving his request.
d) The provisions of the above agreement, including this mandate, shall take
precedence over any other agreement between my organisation and the coordinating
beneficiary which may have an effect on the implementation of the above agreement
between the coordinating beneficiary and the Commission.
I am legally authorised to sign this statement on behalf of my organisation.
I have read in full the Common Provisions (attached to the Model Grant Agreement provided
with the LIFE+ application files).
I certify to the best of my knowledge that the statements made in this proposal are true and
the information provided is correct.
At ................................................. on........................................................
Signature of the Associated Beneficiary:
Name(s) and status of signatory: ...............................................................................................

LIFE+ Nature & Biodiversity 2010- A4/4
ASSOCIATED BENEFICIARY DECLARATION (complete for each Associated Beneficiary)
The undersigned hereby certifies that:
13. My organisation (add name) Compagnie des Salins du Midi et des Salines de l'Est has
not been served with bankruptcy orders, nor has it received a formal summons from
creditors. My organisation is not in any of the situations listed in Articles 93.1 and 94
of Council Regulation 1605/2002 of 25/06/2002 (OJ L248 of 16/09/2002).
14. My organisation (which is legally registered in the European Union) will contribute (add
amount) 451355€ to the project. My organisation will participate in the implementation
of the following actions: A1, A8, C5, D5, D6, D7, D9, E1, E6, E8, E9. The estimated
total cost of my organisation's part in the implementation of the project is 744167 €.
15. My organisation will conclude with the coordinating beneficiary an agreement
necessary for the completion of the work, provided this does not infringe on our
obligations, as stated in the grant agreement with the European Commission. This
agreement will be based on the model proposed by the European Commission. It will
describe clearly the tasks to be performed by my organisation and define the financial
arrangements.
16. For the purposes of the implementation of the agreement regarding this project
between the European Commission and the coordinating beneficiary:
a) My organisation grants power of attorney to the coordinating beneficiary, to act in
our name and for our account in signing the above-mentioned agreement and its
possible subsequent riders with the European Commission. Accordingly, my
organisation hereby mandates the coordinating beneficiary to take full legal
responsibility for the implementation of such an agreement.
b) My organisation hereby confirms that we have taken careful note of and accept all
the provisions of the above agreement with the European Commission, in particular all
provisions affecting my organisation and the coordinating beneficiary. In particular, my
organisation acknowledges that, by virtue of this mandate, the co-ordinator alone is
entitled to receive funds from the Commission and distribute to my organisation the
amount corresponding to our participation in the action.
c) My organisation hereby agrees to do everything in our power to help the
coordinating beneficiary fulfil his obligations under the above agreement. In particular,
my organisation hereby agrees to provide him whatever documents or information may
be required, as soon as possible after receiving his request.
d) The provisions of the above agreement, including this mandate, shall take
precedence over any other agreement between my organisation and the coordinating
beneficiary which may have an effect on the implementation of the above agreement
between the coordinating beneficiary and the Commission.
I am legally authorised to sign this statement on behalf of my organisation.
I have read in full the Common Provisions (attached to the Model Grant Agreement provided
with the LIFE+ application files).
I certify to the best of my knowledge that the statements made in this proposal are true and
the information provided is correct.
At ................................................. on........................................................
Signature of the Associated Beneficiary:
Name(s) and status of signatory: ...............................................................................................

LIFE+ Nature & Biodiversity 2010- A4/5
ASSOCIATED BENEFICIARY DECLARATION (complete for each Associated Beneficiary)
The undersigned hereby certifies that:
17. My organisation Tour du Valat has not been served with bankruptcy orders, nor has it
received a formal summons from creditors. My organisation is not in any of the
situations listed in Articles 93.1 and 94 of Council Regulation 1605/2002 of 25/06/2002
(OJ L248 of 16/09/2002).
18. My organisation (which is legally registered in the European Union) will contribute
147139€ to the project. My organisation will participate in the implementation of the
following actions:A6, D4, D8, D9, E1, E4, E8. The estimated total cost of my
organisation's part in the implementation of the project is 294277 €.
19. My organisation will conclude with the coordinating beneficiary an agreement
necessary for the completion of the work, provided this does not infringe on our
obligations, as stated in the grant agreement with the European Commission. This
agreement will be based on the model proposed by the European Commission. It will
describe clearly the tasks to be performed by my organisation and define the financial
arrangements.
20. For the purposes of the implementation of the agreement regarding this project
between the European Commission and the coordinating beneficiary:
a) My organisation grants power of attorney to the coordinating beneficiary, to act in
our name and for our account in signing the above-mentioned agreement and its
possible subsequent riders with the European Commission. Accordingly, my
organisation hereby mandates the coordinating beneficiary to take full legal
responsibility for the implementation of such an agreement.
b) My organisation hereby confirms that we have taken careful note of and accept all
the provisions of the above agreement with the European Commission, in particular all
provisions affecting my organisation and the coordinating beneficiary. In particular, my
organisation acknowledges that, by virtue of this mandate, the co-ordinator alone is
entitled to receive funds from the Commission and distribute to my organisation the
amount corresponding to our participation in the action.
c) My organisation hereby agrees to do everything in our power to help the
coordinating beneficiary fulfil his obligations under the above agreement. In particular,
my organisation hereby agrees to provide him whatever documents or information may
be required, as soon as possible after receiving his request.
d) The provisions of the above agreement, including this mandate, shall take
precedence over any other agreement between my organisation and the coordinating
beneficiary which may have an effect on the implementation of the above agreement
between the coordinating beneficiary and the Commission.
I am legally authorised to sign this statement on behalf of my organisation.
I have read in full the Common Provisions (attached to the Model Grant Agreement provided
with the LIFE+ application files).
I certify to the best of my knowledge that the statements made in this proposal are true and
the information provided is correct.
At ................................................. on........................................................
Signature of the Associated Beneficiary:
Name(s) and status of signatory: ...............................................................................................

LIFE+ Nature & Biodiversity 2010- A5/1
ASSOCIATED BENEFICIARY PROFILE (complete for each Associated Beneficiary)
Associated Beneficiary profile information

Short name

Parco Molentargius

Legal Name
VAT No

Beneficiary n°

Legal information on the Associated Beneficiary
Consorzio del Parco Naturale
Legal Status
Regionale Molentargius-Saline
92133380920

Legal Registration No

2

Public body

X

Private commercial
Private non-commercial

Registration Date
Legal address of the Associated Beneficiary
Via La Palma – Edificio Sali Scelti
Street Name and No
Post Code

09126

Country Code

IT

Town/City
Country Name

PO Box
Cagliari

ITALY

Brief description of the Associated Beneficiary's activities and experience in the area of the
proposal
The “Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius-Saline” is a wetland of international interest thanks to the
presence of extraordinary biodiversity related to the complex ecosystems with variable salt balance.
The Consortium of the Molentargius Park promotes the compendium through a joint management not
only realizing all the activities of conservation and valorization of environmental, historical and cultural
resources, their social function, the exalt of scientific research and educational initiatives, but also the
development of the environmentally sustainable economic activities. Moreover the Park is inserted in the
“Nature 2000 Net” thanks to the presence in its territory of a SCI and SPA areas of which the Consortium
is also the manager.
A lot of initiatives are now in realization in different scientific disciplines, in managerial field and for the
social function from when the Molentargius Park has taken office, to confirm that it’s important to
consider the territory as a zone limited by constraints, on the contrary as a naturalistic patrimony to share
thanks to its peculiarities derived from an exclusive and particular environment mounted inside a urban
town.
The development of this area must be searched both in the protection and the safeguard of habitats and
the species - through a fit control of the hydraulic flow of waters in the environmental divisions, a suitable
monitoring of the biothic and abiothic factors, together with the defence of the territory: all these activities
are feasible through a fair exalt of the economic initiatives connected, to the public visits inside the areas,
to the protection of the naturalistic zones and the recovery of traditional activities in the past (bound to
the agriculture, the breeding and the salt activity).
YOU MAY DUPLICATE THIS PAGE
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ASSOCIATED BENEFICIARY PROFILE (complete for each Associated Beneficiary)
Associated Beneficiary profile information

Short name

PNRC

Legal Name
VAT No

Beneficiary n°
Legal information on the Associated Beneficiary
Parc naturel regional de
Legal Status
Camargue
Non asujetti à la TVA

Legal Registration No

251 302 295 000 18

Registration Date

01/01/2005

13200

Country Code

FR

Public body

X

Private commercial
Private non-commercial

Legal address of the Associated Beneficiary
Mas du Pont de Rousty
Street Name and No
Post Code

3

PO Box

Town/City
Country Name

ARLES

FRANCE

Brief description of the Associated Beneficiary's activities and experience in the area of the
proposal
The Camargue Regional Natural Park was created in 1970.
The union joint management of the park's mission is to implement a policy of coordinated management
between all human activities across its territory (86,400 ha) in order to protect the natural and social
environment. The protection and management of natural environments, the maintenance of agriculture,
the development of natural and cultural heritage are the main objectives of the Regional Natural Park of
the Camargue, which works in a harmonious and sustainable economic development.
These objectives are accompanied by a number of actions including:
- Supporting local economic activities,
- Vigilance in urban planning and architecture,
- Management of natural areas,
- The animation of NATURA 2000
- Limitation of pollution and waste,
- The development of cultural activities and education to the environment,
- Improving knowledge and its dissemination.
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ASSOCIATED BENEFICIARY PROFILE (complete for each Associated Beneficiary)
Associated Beneficiary profile information

Short name

Green Balkans

Legal Name

Beneficiary n°

4

Legal information on the Associated Beneficiary
Green Balkans NGO
Legal Status

VAT No

Public body

Legal Registration No

825349081

Private commercial

Registration Date

16.04.1990

Private non-commercial

Legal address of the Associated Beneficiary
Shesti Septembvri blvd.
Street Name and No
Post Code

4000

Country Code

BG

PO Box

Town/City
Country Name

√

Plovdiv

Bulgaria

Brief description of the Associated Beneficiary's activities and experience in the area of the
proposal
Green Balkans is a leading organization in the field of conservation of rare species and habitats in
Bulgaria. The Organization was established in 1988 being Bulgaria’s oldest nature conservation NGO.
Main areas of work include: biodiversity conservation; habitat restoration; sustainable natural resource
management; improvement of nature conservation policy and legislation; environmental education. For
its more than 20 years’ existence, Green Balkans has won recognition from international and national
institutions, authorities, and donors as a serious partner and a highly reputable and competent
organization. This is proven by the public confidence in the Organization and its almost 4,500 Bulgarian
and foreign members. More than 110 projects have been implemented, as their investment in nature
conservation exceeds $ 3,5 million.
Green Balkans activity in the area of Pomorie Lake has started in 1996. Since then the site gained status
of national protected area as well as a Ramsar site. In 2007 after Bulgaria’s EU accession Pomorie Lake
acquired EU protection in the form of SPA and SCI. Green Balkans is running a long-term conservation
program in the area aimed at: restoration of habitats, conservation of rare and threatened bird species
and their habitat, environmental education, public awareness and communication. As a result of the
conservation actions for habitat restoration the number of nesting Sandwich terns has increased
enormously: from 6 pairs in 1996 to 1500 pairs in 2009. This makes Pomorie Lake home of the largest
Sandwich tern colony on the Balkans and in the Black sea region. The created habitat is used for nesting
also by Common terns, Avocets and Little terns. A Medium-sized GEF project was developed, proposed
and successfully implemented in the period 2005-2010 with main activities being: development of
Management Plan of Natura 2000 sites, restoration of hydrological balance of the lake by repair of sealake canal, establishment of visitor centre, environmental education and promotion of the natural heritage
of the site.
Partnership with Po Delta Park Emilia-Romagna has been established since 2007 and a joint EU
Twinning project was implemented in 2008 aiming at transfer of experience from Po Delta Park to
Bulgarian partners: Green Balkans NGO and Association of Parks in Bulgaria.
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Associated Beneficiary profile information

Short name

CSME

Legal Name
VAT No

Beneficiary n°
Legal information on the Associated Beneficiary
Compagnie des Salins du Midi et
Legal Status
des Salines de l'Est
not liable for French VAT

Legal Registration No

412431744

11/06/1997 (originally created in
1856)
Legal address of the Associated Beneficiary
137 rue Victor Hugo
Street Name and No
Post Code

92 300

Country Code

FR

Public body

Private commercial

Registration Date

Town/City
Country Name

5

X

Private non-commercial

PO Box

Levallois-Perret

FRANCE

Brief description of the Associated Beneficiary's activities and experience in the area of the
proposal
The Compagnie des Salins du Midi and the Salines de l'Est (CSME), has been producing salt in France since
1856. This company is the owner-manager of three salt-works on the Mediterranean Coast: Salin d'AiguesMortes (10 700 ha), Salin de Giraud (5 500 ha) and Salin de Berre (500 ha). CSME is a subsidiary of the
group SALINS which is the first producer of sea salt in the Mediterranean area (France, Spain and Tunisia).
It is, at present, largely admitted that sea salt production actively protects wetlands by creating real wildlife
refuges for the unique flora and fauna, recognized all over the world by many protected site designations and
labels. In Europe, saltworks are all concerned by the Natura 2000 Network. Aware of this great biological
wealth, the company exercises a high degree of responsibility in the management of its natural areas. An
ecological manager was recruited in July 2005 to define and implement the nature conservation actions on
the saltworks in the framework of environmental management plans carried out in constant dialogue with the
saltworks staff and scientific experts working in various fields.
CSME decided to implement the project Life + Nature on the Aigues-Mortes salt-works in the Camargue,
localized over two French regions, Languedoc-Roussillon and Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur.
Activities on the Aigues-Mortes saltworks: Sea Salt Production
The production of sea salt or "saliculture" is an agricultural activity. The salt production is carried out by the
progressive concentration of sea water along various ponds until the precipitation of sodium chloride (NaCl)
on the saline tables (salt harvesting zones), thanks to the natural evaporation from the effects of the sun and
the wind. Salt is collected twice a year: the manual harvest of the flower of salt ("Fleur de sel") in July giving
approximately 400 tons and the mechanized harvest at the end of the summer giving approximately 430 000
tons. The salt manufactured at the Aigues-Mortes saltworks is for food grade salt (46%), de-icing salt for
winter services (49%) and salt for industrial uses (5%). The exploitation site of Aigues-Mortes employs
approximately 180 people.
Management of Natural Spaces CSME regularly carries out environmental protection actions. The
environmental management plan for the saline of Aigues-Mortes was validated in 2009. It was agreed by the
Natura 2000 Steering Committee of the Natura 2000 operator (Syndicate Association of Camargue Gardoise)
in December 2008. Carrying out some of these actions, CSME is committed, along with the French local
authorities, to the framework of the Contracts and Charter of Good Practices for Natura 2000. To date, it has
contracted three Natura 2000 Contracts (“Creation of a small reproduction island for the Pink flamingos”,
“Undertaking of installations in favor of the laro-limicolous reproducers” and the “Elimination of the invading
plant species”) as well as the Natura 2000 Charter for the Petite Camargue sites.
Eco-Tourism CSME opened the saltworks to the public in order to promote the ecological quality of the site
and the Camargue salt it produces. The access is controlled and channeled in a way compatible with the
conservation of the milieu.
Two types of guided visits exist on the site: in the small train one can discover the saline tables and with a
4WD vehicle the biodiversity of the salt along with the various operations needed for salt production can be
discovered. These visits include a trip to salt eco-museum.
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ASSOCIATED BENEFICIARY PROFILE (complete for each Associated Beneficiary)
Associated Beneficiary profile information

Short name

Tour du Valat

Legal Name

6

Beneficiary n°

Legal information on the Associated Beneficiary
Tour du Valat
Legal Status

VAT No

Not subject

Legal Registration No

314549056

Registration Date

13-feb-1978

Public body
Private commercial
Private non-commercial

Legal address of the Associated Beneficiary
Le Sambuc
Street Name and No
Post Code

13200

Country Code

FR

X

PO Box
Town/City

Country Name

Arles

France

Brief description of the Associated Beneficiary's activities and experience in the area of the
proposal
Tour du Valat is a research centre for the conservation of Mediterranean wetlands recognised as a
public-benefit foundation since 1974. It is located in the Camargue and was founded by Luc Hoffmann in
1954. Its general mission is to contribute to halt and reverse the destruction and degradation of
Mediterranean wetlands and their natural resources and promote their wise use. Tour du Valat
comprises over 60 employees and its budget was 4,254,000 euros in 2009. It is developing research and
integrated management programmes that encourage exchanges between wetlands users and
researchers. Activities include :
- research on vertebrates, invertebrates and plants biology and ecology,
- research on geomatics (landscape dynamic) and hydrology,
- wetlands management and restoration and management plans preparation,
- long-term monitoring,
- development of an Observatory of Mediterranean Wetlands.
In addition, Tour du Valat provides support for drawing up public policies and for monitoring their
implementation. Through the MedWet initiative, Tour du Valat has been involved in the concrete
application of the principles of the Ramsar Convention in the Mediterranean.
Tour du Valat also holds an estate extending over 2600 hectares including a wide range of the typical
natural habitats of the Camargue, of which 1844 ha have been classified in Regional Nature Reserve.
Tour du Valat has a special interest in lagoons and salt pans management and restoration. Back in the
70’s, it was involved in partnership with Groupe Salins in the construction of a nesting islet for greater
flamingos in the Camargue salt pans. This islet remains nowadays the only breeding location of
flamingos in France. Tour du Valat is conducting long-term monitoring of the greater flamingos
populations in the Camargue and elsewhere (in partnership) in the Mediterranean and West Africa. Other
current research activities linked with lagoons and salt pans include long-term monitoring of
Recurvirostridae and Laridae in the Camargue and an on-going PhD thesis supervised together with
Institut Méditerranéen d’Ecologie et de Paléoécologie on the dynamic of Limonium girardianum
populations located on Mediterranean salt steppes habitats in Golfe de Fos (Bouches-du-Rhône
department, France). Tour du Valat was co-author of the management plan prepared for Anciens Salins
d’Hyères (Var department, France). It is an associated coordinator of Pôle Relais Lagunes
Méditerranéennes, a joint initiative developed with Conservatoire d’Espaces Naturels du LanguedocRoussillon and Agence pour l’Environnement de Corse with the support of the Environment Minister to
spread information and promote conservation and wise use of Mediterranean lagoons in southern
France.
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OTHER PROPOSALS SUBMITTED FOR EUROPEAN UNION FUNDING
Please answer each of the following questions :
•

Have you or any of your associated beneficiaries already benefited from previous LIFE cofinancing? (please cite LIFE project reference number, title, year, amount of the cofinancing, duration, name(s) of coordinating beneficiary and/or partners involved):

LIFE
reference
number

Title
Year
Ripristino
ecologico e
conservazione
degli habitat nella
Salina del SIC
LIFE00NAT/ Valli di
IT/7215
Comacchio.
2000
Ripristino di
equilibri ecologici
per la
conservazione di
habitat e specie di
LIFE02NAT/ interesse
IT/8526
comunitario
2002

Miglioramento
degli habitat di
LIFE00NAT/ Uccelli e bonifica
IT/7142
di impianti elettrici

Conservazione
degli habitat e
delle specie del
LIFE00NAT/ SIC “Bosco della
IT/7147
Mesola”

Self-financing
LIFE04ENV/ protected areas IT/000489
Self-Pas
Conservation of
habitats and
species in the
Nature 2000 sites
LIFE
in the Po Delta 09/NAT/IT/0 Natura 2000 in
00110
the Po Delta

LIFE09
ENV/IT/000
158

Recovery of
dredged
SEDIments of the
PORT of Ravenna
and SILicon
extraction SEDI.PORT.SIL

UE Co-financing €

Duration

Coordinatin
g
beneficiary Partners

EU contribution 40%
(€ 638,857.00), 50%
(€ 798,572.00)
Regione
applicant, 10% (€
Emilia159,714.00) partner. 45 months Romagna

EU contribution €
573,928.21 (40%), €
573,928.21 (40%)
applicant, €
286,964.10 (20%)
partners.
EU contribution €
2,198,806 (39%), €
36,152 (0.6%)
applicant, €
3,403,007 (60.4%)
2000 partners.
EU contribution 50%
(€ 205,000.00),
24.4% (€
100,000.00)
applicant, 25.6% (€
105,000.00)
2000 partners.

July 2002- Regione
December Emilia2005
Romagna

Parco Delta del Po
Emilia-Romagna
Parco Delta del Po
Emilia-Romagna,
ComuneArgenta,
Consorzio della Bonifica
Renana, ARPA EmiliaRomagna

Parco
regionale
Delta del Po
Emilia48 months romagna
Enel spa

Corpo
Forestale
dello Stato
– Ufficio per Parco Delta del Po
la
Emilia-Romagna, ARPA
48 months Biodiversità Emilia-Romagna
Federazione Italiana dei
Parchi e delle Riserve
EU contribution €
Naturali; Parco Delta del
724.000,00 (50%), €
Po dell'Emilia-Romagna;
155,000,00
1st
Ente Parco Parco Nazionale del
beneficiary (11%) € November Regionale Vesuvio; Parco Fluviale
576,000,00 as
2004-30th della
dell'Alcantara; Parco
2004 partners (40%)
April 2008 Maremma Nazionale Cinque Terre
EU contribution €
Consorzio
2,172,385.00 (50%),
del Parco
€ 1,239,515.00
1st
Regionale Ente Parco Delta del Po
(28,53%)
Septembe del Delta
Veneto; Consorzio di
beneficiary, €
r 2010 del Po
Bonifica Delta del Po
932,870,00
30th July dell'Emilia- Adige; Veneto
2009 (21,47%) partners
2014
Romagna
Agricoltura; WWF Italia
EU contribution €
931,192.00
(48,38%), €
201,232.00
(10,46%)
1st
University of Ferrara;
beneficiary's, €
Septembe
University of Bologna;
492,133.00
r 2010 Parco del Delta del Po
(25,57%) partner, € 31th
dell'Emilia-Romagna;
300,00.00 coAugust
MedIngegn ISPRA; Geoecomar;
2012
eria s.r.l.
Diemme
2009 financers (15,59%)

LIFE Nature
00NAT/F/72
69

Restauration et
gestion des
habitats du Butor
étoilé en France

2000

UE co-financing for
Tour du Valat
actions : €208,259

april 2001
- march
2006

Ligue pour
la
Protection
des
Oiseaux

LIFE Nature
99NAT/F/00
6304

Conservation des 1999
Mares
temporaraires
méditerranéennes

UE co-financing for
Tour du Valat
actions : €162,400

Septembe
r 1999 Septembe
r 2003

Fondation
Sansouire
(Tour du
Valat)

LIFE Nature
94NAT/F/00
0860

Sauvegarde des
Etangs Littoraux
du LanguedoxRoussillon

UE co-financing for
Tour du Valat
actions : €15,000

Septembe CELRL.
r 1994 December
1997

•

1994

La Maison de l’Estuaire –
association gestionnaire
de la RN de l’Estuaire de
Seine ; Association
gestionnaire de la
Réserve Naturelle de
CHérine; LPO en
Charente-Maritime ;
Conservatoire d’Espaces
Naturels du LanguedocRoussillon et Syndicat
Mixte de la Basse Vallée
de l’Aude; Station
Biologique de la Tour du
Valat et Syndicat Mixte
pour la Protection et la
Gestion de la Camargue
Gardoise; association
Les Amis des Marais du
Vigueirat.
CELRL, Conservatoire
Botanique National
Méditerranéen de
Porquerolles,
Conservatoire d’Espaces
Naturels du LanguedocRoussillon, Conservatoire
Etude des Ecosystèmes
de Provence, Association
de gestion de la Réserve
naturelle de RoqueHaute, Société de
Protection de la Nature
d’Agde, Faculté des
Sciences de l’Université
de Corte, Institut
Méditerranéen d’Ecologie
et de Paléoécologie
Fondation Sansouire
(Tour du Valat)

Have you or any of the associated beneficiaries submitted any actions related directly or
indirectly to this project to other European Union financial instruments? To whom? When
and with what results?

No.

•

For those actions which fall within the eligibility criteria for financing through other
European Union financial instruments, please explain in full detail why you consider that
those actions nevertheless do not fall within the main scope of the instrument(s) in
question and are therefore included in the current project.

The actions are specifically aimed at the improvement and conservation of habitats and
species within Natura 2000 sites, so the LIFE+ Nature is the most appropriate financial
instruments.
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SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT (Max. 3 pages; to be completed in English)
Project title:
Environmental Management and Restoration of Mediterranean Salt Works and Coastal
Lagoons.
Project objectives:
The overall objective of the project is the conservation in a favourable state (“favourable” in
terms of the Habitat Directive) of habitats and birds species inside 10 Natura 2000 sites (all
SPA and pSCI various degree of overlapping) located in Italy, France and Bulgaria. The
habitats targeted by the conservation actions are: 1150* Coastal lagoon; 1310 Salicornia
and other annuals colonizing mud and sand; 1410 Mediterranean salt meadows (Juncetalia
maritimi); 1420 Mediterranean halophilous scrubs (Sarcocornetea fruticosi); 1510*
Mediterranean salt steppes (Limonietalia); 92D0 Southern riparian galleries and thickets
(Nerio-Tamaricetea and Securinegion tinctoriae); 2120 Shifting dunes along the shoreline
with Ammophila arenariae.
The bird species targeted are: Aythya nyroca; Charadrius alexandrinus; Charadrius dubius;
Cygnus olor; Gelochelidon nilotica; Himantopus himantopus; Larus genei; Larus
melanocephalus; Larus ridibundus ; Phoenicopterus roseus ; Podiceps cristatus ;
Recurvirostra avosetta; Sterna albifrons; Sterna hirundo; Sterna sandvicensis; Tadorna
tadorna. The secondary objectives of the project are: the elaboration of a management
model for salt works; the elaboration of Guidelines for Larus michahellis disturbance
mitigation; the improvement of the touristic fruition and the reduction of potential
disturbance induced; the elaboration and approval of the management plan for the Cervia
site.
Actions and means involved:
The present project origins from the results of LIFE00NAT/IT/7215 on Comacchio salt work,
which clustered together Natura 2000 sites’ managers who are currently facing similar
conservation issues. As a matter of fact the common characteristic of the 10 Natura 2000
sites involved into the project is to host a salt work. Furthermore the hosted salt works are
in a range of different salt production status, ranging from production interruption 25 years
ago to still fully productive. In Molentargius site (Sardinia, Italy) salt production was
interrupted 25 years ago, in Camargue (Provence Alpes Côte d'Azur and LanguedocRoussillon, France) salt production was interrupted last year, in Comacchio (EmiliaRomagna, Italy) salt production was interrupted for 20 years and it has been restored in
2004 just for conservation purpose (to maintain salt gradient), in Cervia (Emilia-Romagna,
Italy) salt production is still in use but artisanal, in Aigues-Morte (Provence Alpes Côte
d'Azur and Languedoc-Roussillon, France) and Pomorie Lake (Bulgaria) salt production is
still fully operative. The project proposal has been arranged after two workshops, one of
which shared in video-audio conference, among partners and lead to apply the restoration
method of LIFE00NAT/IT/7215 in other sites, but also conceived a new method.
The habitat 1150* Coastal lagoon is present in all salt works, and water circulation is
artificial, the water circulation is necessary for a good conservations status of the habitat
and salt productions, both for conservation of halophilous habitat and species and
commercial purpose. But considering the cited range of different salt works condition the
methods involved for habitats conservation will be two. The first method will involve sluices
restoration, embankments restoration and dredging channels, as experienced in
LIFE00NAT/IT/7215. The second method conversely involves the restoration of more
natural drainage at “Ancien Salins de Beauduc“ in Camargue, where the water supply was
previously artificially guarantee by a pumping station dismantled in 2009 with the

interruption of salt production. To have natural drainage is necessary a topographic reshaping to recreate condition for the colonization of coastal habitats such as 1310
Salicornia and other annuals colonizing mud and sand; 1410 Mediterranean salt (Juncetalia
maritimi) meadows; 1420 Mediterranean halophilous scrubs (Sarcocornetea fruticosi);
1510* Mediterranean salt steppes (Limonietalia). The two different methods will be involved
because of different initials conditions. As a matter of fact the Camargue site is huge,
something like one order of magnitude bigger than the other sites, and the area interested
has no inhabitants. Comacchio, Cervia, Molentargius, Pomorie and Aigues-Morte salt works
are surrounded by cities or very close to cities. The restoration methods that will be
implemented in Camargue represent an example of climate change adaptation project
because into the area restored the coastal erosion rate ranges from 7 to 10 meters per
year.
For the conservation of habitat 92D0 Southern riparian galleries and thickets (NerioTamaricetea and Securinegion tinctoriae) and 2120 Shifting dunes along the shoreline with
Ammophila arenariae will be necessary mechanical removal of invasive plant species, in
particular Amorpha fruticosa, Eleagnus angustifolia, Antirrhinum majus and Spartium
junceum. The presence of these invasive species affects the conservation status of typical
native plant species in Pomorie like Eryngium maritimum, Cakile maritima, Medicago
marina, Silene thymifolia, Stachys maritime and Trachomitum venetum.
For the conservations of the birds targeted species the means involved will be both
restoration and ex-novo construction of breeding sites and mitigation of disturbance from
Larus michahellis. Disturbance for Sterna albifrons in Camargue is also induced by human
presence and dogs, this disturbance will be avoided through fencing the perimeter of
breeding sites. Also in Aigues-Mortes will be constructed bird hides to prevent general
human disturbance during guided visit. The mitigation of disturbance from Larus michahellis
will involve different methods, including scaring with a mechanical “scarey-man” with timer,
the arrangement of the use of a grid of cable of size suitable for Charadriformes but not for
L. michahellis up to the use of alphachloralose bait (with authorization).
The specific partnership of the project, which involves protected areas managers, a private
entity and a scientific foundation will largely facilitate dissemination of the projects’ results.
The networking action will be also used for the dissemination both of the management
model of Mediterranean salt works and Guidelines for L. michahellis disturbance mitigation
Expected results (outputs and quantified achievements):
Considering the habitat targeted the expected result is the restoration and conservation of
about 14000 hectares of habitat 1150* Coastal lagoon, of which about 7600 in AiguesMortes site, 5000 in Camargue site, 750 in Cervia site and 600 in Molentargius site. Plus
the conservation, including fire prevention and invasive plant removal, of a large extent of
habitats 1310 Salicornia and other annuals colonizing mud and sand; 1410 Mediterranean
salted meadows; 1420 Mediterranean halophilous scrubs (Sarcocornetea fruticosi); 1510*
Mediterranean salt steppes (Limonietalia); 92D0 Southern riparian galleries and thickets
(Nerio-Tamaricetea and Securinegion tinctoriae); 2120 Shifting dunes along the shoreline
with Ammophila arenariae.
Considering the bird species targeted the expected results in Camargue are the
construction of a new breeding site for Phoenicopterus roseus and new breeding islets for
Recurvirostra avosetta, Sterna hirundo, Sterna sandvicensis, Sterna nilotica and Larus
genei in Camargue site. The population of these species are expected to recover to the
population sizes recorded during the 1980’s- early 2000’s period in “Ancien salins de
Beauduc”. In Aigues-Mortes is expected the restoration of suitable breeding condition,
including mitigation of Larus michahellis disturbance, in about 1500 hectares, plus the
burial of 3.5 Km of aerial electrical lines which are a deadly threat for Phoenicopterus
roseus. In Cervia site will be constructed 0,2 ha of new islets for the breeding of Sterna
hirundo, Himantopus himantopus, Recurvirostra avosetta, Sterna albifrons and protected
from Larus michahellis disturbance. In Molentargius site will be constructed 0,5 ha of new

islets for the breeding of Larus genei, Gelochelidon nilotica, Sterna hirundo, Sterna
albifrons, Himantopus himantopus, Recurvirostra avosetta, and Tadorna tadorna.
Elaboration and printing in four languages English, French, Italian and Bulgarian of a
management model for Mediterranean salt work, elaboration and printing of Guidelines for
Larus michahellis disturbance mitigation. 2000 paper copies of the management model
(500 for each language) and 2000 paper copies of the Guidelines for L. michahellis
disturbance mitigation (500 for each language).
Furthermore will be built two bird-watching towers, both for tourist and avifauna monitoring,
in Molentargius site, one bird-watching tower in Cervia site, the historical building located at
the entrance of Comacchio salt work will be consolidated. Elaboration of the management
plan for the Cervia site IT4070007.

Can the project be considered to be a climate change adaptation project?

Yes

No
Yes, because actions in Camargue local coastline managed retreats are expected .

X
□
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA / SITE(S) TARGETED BY THE PROJECT

Name of the project area: Salina di Cervia
Surface area (ha): 1,087 ha
EU protection status:

X
pSCI X
SPA

NATURA 2000 Code : IT4070007
NATURA 2000Code : IT4070007.

Other protection status according to national or regional legislation:
The site lies within the Regional Park of the Po Delta.
"Salina di Cervia" is a state-designated Natural Reserve
It is part of the Ramsar Zone named “Salina di Cervia” (830 ha), created by Ministerial
Decree on 13/07/1981, published in the Official Gazette no. 203 on 25/07/1981.
Main land uses and ownership status of the project area:
The Salina di Cervia is public property (Ministry of the Economy and Finance – State
Monopoly. Provisional ownership has been given to the Municipal Authority of Cervia for 19
years.
Scientific description of project area:
The Salina (or salt work) is probably of Etruscan origin and is situated in a vast depression
along the side of the main coastal road (S.S. Adriatica).
The Cervia salt pan is 1,600 metres from the sea. It is surrounded by a 14.2 Km-long
perimeter canal and is criss-crossed by a number of other canals with a total length of over
46 kilometres.
Since 1959, the traditional system of collecting salt from 144 small salt pans has been
replaced by an industrial-type procedure collecting from ten or so large basins.
After a 4-year period in which all activity lapsed (from 1999 to 2002) and following the
transfer of management of the salt pan to the Società Parco della Salina di Cervia,
production was resumed in the summer of 2003 and annual output now stands at about
5,000 tons.
The processing method currently being used is called “by differentiated basins”, also known
as “the French method”, and involves separating the numerous salts in the sea water in
order to produce sodium chloride which is as pure as possible.
The Salina comprises basins of various sizes and depths, separated by a grid of low
embankments with predominantly halophytic vegetation. The basins contain large stretches
of water with different degrees of salinity; they also feature emergences just above water
level and expanses of mud. Hedges of Prunus spinos and Tamarix gallica grow on the
higher parts. In the centre of the Salina there are several plots of cultivated land and
uncultivated fields. The entrance and exit of seawater is controlled by artificial canals
connecting the Salina with the sea and by a surrounding canal that distributes the water.
The supply of water from the sea takes place along a canal variously called the Canale del
Pino, the Canalino and the Canale di Milano Marittima; the water drains away along the
Canale della Bova, which empties into the Porto Canale di Cervia. The extraction of salt is
mechanized, although private operators process a small proportion in the traditional way, as
a tourist attraction and for educational purposes. At the edges of the site there are areas
where hunting is permitted and former sand- and gravel-pits that are now used for fish
farming and for angling.

The site contains 4 habitats of Community interest, including 2 with priority status, and
these cover about 60% of the total site area: coastal lagoons*, Mediterranean salt
meadows (Juncetalia maritimi), salt steppes (Limonietalia), annual pioneer samphire
vegetation and other annual species typical of muddy and sandy zones.
Salicornia veneta (Venetian samphire), a species of priority Community interest, is present;
and of great interest is the presence of Limonium bellidifolium and Trachomitum venetum.
The Salina di Cervia is one of the most important wetlands in the region for waterfowl and
regularly hosts at least 31 species of Community interest. In particular, it is one of the most
important Italian nesting sites for the Avocet, the Black-winged stilt, the Mediterranean gull
(over 1,000 pairs in 2002), the Common gull, the Common tern and the Little tern, and at a
regional level for the Kentish plover, the Common redshank and the Gull-billed tern. The
colonies of nesting Charadriiformes are found on the emergent muddy areas within the
basins and on the low embankments and other areas above water level. It is possible too
that within a few years Pink flamingos, which for some years have been regular summer
visitors, will set up a nesting colony. There are pairs of nesting Ortolan bunting, Redbacked shrike and Greater short-toed lark in the hedges and fields at the edge of the
Salina. The site is also of great importance for the wintering of numerous species of
waterfowl, especially the Great egret, the Common shelduck, the Widgeon, the Teal, the
Pintail, the Avocet and the Dunlin, hunting being forbidden in most of the area. Many
Anatidae and Charadriiformes, including some very rare species, also use the Salina as a
stopover point during migration. The presence of a nucleus of European pond turtles Emys
orbicularis, a species of Community interest, has been reported. Substantial populations of
three other species of Community interest are present: the Mediterranean killifish or South
European toothcarp (Aphanius fasciatus), the Knipowitschia panizzae and the
Pomatoschistus canestrini.
Importance of the project area for biodiversity and/or for the conservation of the
species / habitat types targeted at regional, national and EU level (give quantitative
information if possible):
From the general point of view of the biodiversity embodied in this artificial environment, the
community of Laridae and Sternidae is of international importance; it includes numerous
nesting species, many of which are of Community interest: the Common tern (> 50 pairs),
the Little tern (around 300 pairs), the Gull-billed tern (4 pairs), the Sandwich tern, the
Kentish plover (around 50 pairs), the Mediterranean gull and the Spender-billed gull.
Wintering birds of particular interest include the Avocet and the Dunlin, the numerous
contingents of which account, respectively, for around 10% and 34% of those found in Italy,
as well as other species of Charadriiformes (the Black-winged stilt, the Grey plover, the
Ruff and the Little stint) and a number of species of Anatidae, especially the Common
shelduck (around 50 – 60 pairs). Flamingos regularly use the Salina as an important source
of alternative food during the winter period.
From the point of view of the habitats targeted by the proposed actions, they are essentially
coastal lagoon habitats*, which account for almost 1,000 ha. or 90% of the site area.

IF YOUR PROJECT INVOLVES SEVERAL DISTINCT SUB-SITES, PLEASE FILL IN ONE FORM FOR EACH SUB-SITE
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA / SITE(S) TARGETED BY THE PROJECT

Name of the project area: Valli di Comacchio, salina di Comacchio
Surface area (ha): 13012, the whole site, Salina di Comacchio 600
EU protection status:

SPA

X
pSCI

NATURA 2000 Code : IT4060002

X

NATURA 2000Code : IT4060002.

Other protection status according to national or regional legislation:
The site lies within the Regional Park of the Po Delta of Emilia-Romagna.
It is Ramsar area named “Valli di Comacchio e territori limitrofi” (13.500 ha) created by
Ministerial Decree 13/07/1981, published on Official Italian Gazette GU n. 203 on
25/07/1981.
Main land uses and ownership status of the project area:
In Comacchio valleys takes place aquaculture extensive and it is undertaken by the Park
itself, is also engaged in tourist use regulated on a navigable route. The Comacchio lagoon
is 90% publicly owned, and 10% privately owned. The Comacchio salt work is inside the
site and is publicly owned. The salt production stopped in 1984, then the salt work has been
restored with the life project LIFE00NAT/IT/7215 and the property passed from the State to
the Municipality of Comacchio which in turn passed it to the Regional Park of the Po Delta
of Emilia-Romagna. Since then the salt work is dedicated to nature conservation and open
to guided touristic visits under the control of the Park.
Scientific description of project area:
The Comacchio lagoon is the largest inland marsh in Italy. It has brackish water with salinity
between 0.5% and 3.5%. The main lagoon is approximately 10,000 hectares, has open
water in the central and complex systems of ridges, salt marshes and dune cordons
emerging into the perimeter. At least 37 species of birds breed in the site regularly.
The salt work still holds the original man-made shape necessary for salt production. The
salt production is now limited to maintain salt gradient for habitat and species conservation.
Importance of the project area for biodiversity and/or for the conservation of the
species / habitat types targeted at regional, national and EU level (give quantitative
information if possible):
Into the Comacchio site the habitat 1150* coastal lagoon cover about 90% of the area. A
close situation is for the salt work. Inside the salt work breed Phoenicopterus roseus (1200
pair in year 2008), and Charadrius alexandrinus,Recurvirostra avosetta, Himantopus
himantopus, Anas platyrhynchos, Larus melanocephalus, Larus genei, Sterna hirundo.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA / SITE(S) TARGETED BY THE PROJECT

Name of the project area: Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius – Saline (Bellarosa
Maggiore)
Surface area (ha): 410 ha
EU protection status:

SPA x

NATURA 2000 Code : ITB044002

pSCI x

NATURA 2000 Code : ITB040022

Other protection status according to national or regional legislation:
- Regional Law 26/02/1999, n. 5;
- National Law 06/12/1991, n. 394.
According to the Section 5.1 of the Nature 2000 Schedule, (SCI and SPA), different
typologies of appointment to the naturalistic protection and conservation tied to both sites
are:
Category
Code
A
IT05
Regional/provincial nature Reserve
A
IT07
Fauna protection Area
B
IT12
Urban green Zones
Main land uses and ownership status of the project area:
The Nature 2000 sites involve all the Molentargius territory to 2184 hectares, inside of
which there are the SCI and the SPA areas.
The land uses, totally considered in the territory (to fall under the competence of the
Molentargius – Saline), can be shared:
21.21% include residential areas composed by a properly urban zone (SPA area located in
Quartu Sant'Elena town), and an half -rural typology, with single settlings that are present in
the zone “Medau Su Cramu”, neighbourhood of Cagliari: is necessary to consider that this
appraisal they have been considered the areas used for sport and recreational activities;
3.05% of the affected territory is occupied from industrial, craftmade, and trade activities:
amongst them, to have also consider the zone where the purification plant of “Is Arenas” is
located, inside the municipality of Cagliari;
11% of the affected territory include artificial lawns and cultivated fields (they are frequent
where are rural settlings);
0.4% is occupied from valuable cultivations as vineyards, olive trees, comprising shrubs
and high stalk plants;
5.96% is occupied from several share cultivations, also connected to the rural nature of the
territory; Only 0.2% of the territory examined, can be considered a natural pasture area;
5.64% include vegetal areas (very frequent in the fluvial and lacustrine zones);
2.18% include sandy areas;
1.8% include marshy zones to lowest water level (their presence is temporary);
22.90% of the examined surface is occupied from brackish river basins, also from the past
salt works system (the state had property in the past);
25.69% of the surface instead involve artificial river basins (they however are a natural
origin as the “Bellarosa Maggiore”, but is necessary to also consider in the same way both
the “Bellarosa Minore” and the “Perda Bianca”;

53.50% of the Molentargius - Saline territory, the “Nature 2000” environmental site is of
Regional property, while the remaining part is private.
Concerning to the “Bellarosa Maggiore” area as zone involved of the LIFE+ Project, this is
integrally property of the Sardinia Region.
Scientific description of project area:
Habitat
The area of the Bellarosa Maggiore is characterized to the water not much deep and
unsettled salt balance, rich of micro and macrofite communities. In particular, we observe
the presence of hydrophitic elements belonging to the genera Ruppia, Lemna and Najas,
together with populations of Phragmites australis (Cav.) Trin. ex Steud and Typha
angustifolia L..
Biodiversity
It’s important to underline the presence of the phytosociological classes Ruppietea and
Zosteretea indices of priority Habitat 1150* “Coastal Lagoons”.
Be noted in particular the presence of characteristic plant species: Ruppia cirrhosa,
Zostera noltii and Cymodocea nodosa.
Inside of the plan area is also necessary to put in evidence the endemic species:
Delphinium longipes Moris, Euphorbia pithyusa L. subsp. cupanii (Guss. ex Bertol.) Radcl.Sm., Limonium dubium (Guss.) Litard., Limonium retirameum Greuter & Burdet and Phleum
arenarium L. subsp. caesium H. Scholz, together with the entities inscribes in the “Red
Lists”, as: Limonium avei (De Not.) Brullo & Erben, Salicornia emerici Duval-Jouve e
Salicornia patula Duval-Jouve.
Amongst the marked species, is important to remember that the Limonium retirameum
represents an exclusive species of Sardinia.
A lot of Phoenicpteridae (Phoenicopterus roseus) populations are present in every month of
the year in the “Bellarosa Maggiore”: this typology of aquatic bird has indeed nested from
1993 to 2004.
To start from 2007 they have tried to still colonize the naturalistic site.
We must emphasize a lot of exemplaries belonging to the “Laro-limicols” species, as:
Recurvirostridae, Charadriidae, Scolopacidae, Laridae and Sternidae.
In different years the site has been colonized from the Larus genei, moreover, many
couples of following species Sternidae (Gelochelidon nilotica, Sterna hirundo e Sterna
albifrons), Recurvirostridae (Himantopus himantopus e Recurvirostra avosetta), together
with Tadorna tadorna together with Larus michahellis actually nest.
The presence of Aphanius fasciatus has also been remarked in the site.
Concerning the benthonic fauna, we must observe the Bivalves as Abra alba and
Cerastoderma glaucum.
Amongst the “vagilies species” there are the typologies of Nematodi and Policheti.
The benthonic population is also characterized to the presence of the Ditteri Chironomidi
maggots; in the habitat has been also observed the, a crustacean branchiopode Artemia
parthenogenetica represented by the A. salina.
Importance of the project area for biodiversity and/or for the conservation of the
species / habitat types targeted at regional, national and EU level (give quantitative
information if possible):
Habitat
The total surface of 605 ha relative to the Habitat 1150* “Coastal Lagoons” involve the SCI
territory (47,37%) through some areas that appears external to the Molentargius borders
into the “Habitats” prospectus.
Concerning the SPA, the habitat represent 41.86% of the bounded area.
In that case it’s important to specify that the effective extension of this habitat develops
outside of the Molentargius limits, with a surface of 26,9 ha.

In the field of the Bellarosa Maggiore the habitat is wide 410 ha relative to the “Nature
2000” area involved in the plan.
On a national level the habitat is present in the following Regions: Veneto, Friuli Venezia
Giulia, Emilia-Romagna, Toscana, Marche, Lazio, Campania, Puglia, Calabria, SCIilia,
Sardinia, 101 sites in detail represented overall for 103.793 ha.
Concerning Sardinia, the habitat is reported into 33 sites of the “Nature 2000” Net.
Biodiversity
Inside of the “hotspot” of the Mediterranean Basin, 25,000 vascular plants are reported.
In particular Sardinia, alone represents 9.6% of the total basin, thanks to 2.407 of vegetable
entities.
The floristic patrimony of the Molentargius – Saline Park salt waters section, separately
represents 62% of the vegetable biodiversity of the global “Nature 2000” area involved in
this plan.
The Bellarosa Maggiore - separately considered – approximately has 20% of the flora
related to the saltworks system.
Considering the Bellarosa entities, 19 of them are focals species, (20% nearly related to the
flora site), that is endemic exemplaries, “Red List” entities and the exotic.
In 2009 the “Nature 2000” site hosted 82.1% of different species (32 in all) concerning
aquatic birds typologies (not Passeriformes) that are nesting in Sardinia (39 species).
Concerning the Larus genei and Gelochelidon nilotica the populations of the Molentargius
exceed 1% of their communitarian numerical amount.
In the “Nature 2000” area the populations of the following species: Tadorna tadorna, Anas
strepera, Aythya ferina, Himantopus himantopus, Recurvirostra avosetta, Charadrius
alexandrinus, Larus genei, Gelochelidon nilotica, Sterna hirundo and Sterna albifrons reach
or exceed 10% of their Sardinian populations.
In the saltworks water system, 13 species are themselves reproduced (40.6% related to the
“Nature 2000” area) with a 3305 total couples.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA / SITE(S) TARGETED BY THE PROJECT

Name of the project area: Camargue
Surface area (ha): 114126 ha
EU protection status:

X
SPA X
SCI

NATURA 2000 Code: FR9301592
NATURA 2000Code: FR9310019

Other protection status according to national or regional legislation:
The project area is included in two largely superposed Natura 2000 sites: SCI FR9301592
(113,729 ha) and SPA FR9310019 (221,062 ha). It comprises 77,336 ha of land surfaces
and 36,393 ha of marine surfaces.
Protections within Natura 2000 sites include:
Total Surface
% of land surface
of the project area
- National Nature Reserve “Camargue”
13117 ha
17%
- Regional Nature Reserve “Tour du Valat”
1800 ha
2,3%
- Conservatoire du Littoral properties
20580 ha
26,6%
- Conseil Général Bouches-du-Rhône properties 3654 ha
4,7%
Further protected areas comprise Espaces boisés classés, sites classés and sites inscrits.
At the international level, the project area is fully included in the “Camargue” Man &
Biosphere Reserve, with 22000 ha being located in the central zone of the reserve. Total
land surface of the project area is also included within the “Camargue” Ramsar site.
Main land uses and ownership status of the project area:
The project area comprises 7500 inhabitants (1999) located mainly in Saintes-Maries-de-laMer and Salin de Giraud. Most of the lands included in the Natura 2000 sites are under
private properties. It is of note that protected public properties owned by Conservatoire du
Littoral and Conseil Général des Bouches-du-Rhône total over 24200 ha.
Economical activities located within the project area are: agricultural cultivation; livestock
production (including cattles, horses and sheeps); tourism; salt production and industry (two
companies); commercial hunting.
Surfaces exploited for salt production at Salin de Giraud are being progressively reduced to
one half (5500 ha) of the initial area. Tourism includes important seaside activities and
visits related to cultural and environmental interests.
Activities related to natural resources exploitation also include professional fishing (mainly
in marine areas while inland it is restricted to a few lagoons), reed harvesting and
recreational hunting.
Land occupation includes1 natural areas (60%), agricultural lands (27%), salt works (12%)
and urban areas (1%).
Natural areas include lagoons and ponds (31% of natural areas), Mediterranean
halophilous scrubs (21%), marshes (11%), reedbeds (7%), Mediterranean salt meadows
1

Update from : Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue, 2009. Document d’objectifs Sites Natura 2000 « Camargue » SIC FR
9301592 – ZPS FR 9310019. Tome 1 : Etat des lieux écologique et socio-économique – Enjeux et objectifs de
conservation.

(6%), woodlands (6%), grasslands (4%) beaches (3%), dunes (1%), rivers (8%) and others
habitats (2%).
Agricultural lands primarily include rice (39% of agricultural lands), wheat (24%) and fallow
lands (22%), with smaller surfaces cultivated for wine grapes, vegetables, fruits,
sunflowers, coleseeds and corn production.
Scientific description of project area:
Camargue is part of the Rhône Delta, a young (ca. 10000 years), alluvial lowland covering
140.000 ha with extensive marshlands and lagoons. Soils in the Camargue are
characterized by fine calcareous components. Sands and silt are predominant, with a
generally very flat landscape primarily located below 1m asl, eventually reaching 6m asl at
Beauduc coastal dunes. Topography is therefore a major factor because it influences the
dynamics of two other essential factors: water and salt2.
Two geomorphological units can be distinguished:
- Camargue fluvio-lacustre is located in the northern part of the project area. It is less
influenced by the effects of salt and is mainly irrigated with water from the Rhône river. It
primarily includes cultivations and freshwater and brackish marshes.
- Camargue laguno-marine is located in the southern part of the project area. It is of recent
origin and mainly includes lagoons, saltworks, Mediterranean salt scrubs, dunes and other
coastal habitats.
The climate is characterized by low rainfalls averaging 600 mm/year3, strong winds blowing
predominantly from the north and high evaporation (averaging 1700 mm/year)4.
The project area holds some of the most remarkable Mediterranean coastal and wetlands
areas in Europe, including very large areas of lagoons and Mediterranean salt scrubs. 370
bird species have been recorded in the Camargue and its wetlands are of international
importance for waterbirds.
Importance of the project area for biodiversity and/or for the conservation of the
species / habitat types targeted at regional, national and EU level (give quantitative
information if possible):
The project area holds an exceptional 29 habitats listed in Annex 1 of Habitats Directive, of
which 6 have priority status. Of special conservation interest are the remarkable extent and
diversity of coastal habitats.
Coastal lagoons* (1150) cover 20,680 ha of which 7,734 ha are/were used for water
circulation for salt production. Areas of halophilous steppes are remarkable at the
international level, with 9,112 ha covered by the Mediterranean halophilous scrubs
(Sarcocornetea fruticosi) (1420) and 807 ha covered by Salicornia and other annuals
colonizing mud and sand (1310).
The project area hosts a remarkable diversity of dune habitats: Embryonic shifting dunes
(2110), Shifting dunes along the shoreline with Ammophila arenaria (2120), Humid dune
slacks (2190), Crucianellion maritimae fixed beach dunes (2210), Malcolmietalia dune
grasslands (2230), Brachipodietalia dune grasslands with annual (2240), Coastal dunes
with Juniperus spp.* (2250), Cisto-Lavenduletalia dune sclerophyllous scrubs (2260) and
Wooded dunes with Pinus pinea* (2270).
Other coastal habitats include Mudflats and sandflats (1140), Mediterranean salt meadows
(Juncetalia maritimi) (1410), Spartina swards (Spartinion maritimae) (1320) and
Mediterranean salt steppes (Limonietalia)* (1510). A further two priority habitats of special
conservation interest are Mediterranean temporary ponds* (3170) and Pseudo-steppe with
2
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grasses and annuals of the Thero-Brachypodietea* (6220). Marine habitats comprise
Sandbanks which are slightly covered by sea water all the time (1110), Estuaries (1130),
Large shallow inlets and bays (1160) and Reefs (1170). Other habitats listed in annex 1 of
the Habitats Directive are 3140, 3150, 6420, 6430, 6510, 92A0 and 92D0.
Flora includes 72 taxa of conservation concern, of which 34 are protected at the regional
level, 18 are protected at the national level and 20 are included in the National Red List of
Threatened Flora. Most of them are associated to freshwater wetlands and coastal habitats.
Taxa of particular conservation concern include Allium chamaemoly, Althenia filiformis,
Damasonium polyspermum, Euphorbia peplis, Limonium girardianum, Pseudorlaya pumila,
and Scorzonera parviflora.
107 bird species listed in the Annex 1 of the Birds Directive are recorded in the project
area5. Coastal lagoons are a major breeding ground for Pied Avocet (Recurvirostra
avosetta) (A132), Slender-billed (Larus genei) (A180) and Mediterranean Gull (L.
melanocephalus) (A176), Sandwich (Sterna sandvicensis) (A191), Little (S. albifrons) (195),
Gull-billed (S. nilotica) (A189) and Common Tern (S. hirundo) (193). Coastal lagoons
currently include the only breeding colony of Greater Flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus)
(A035) in France. Other annex 1 breeding birds encountered in coastal habitats include
Kentish Plover (Charadrius alexandrinus) (A138), Tawny Pipit (Anthus campestris) (A255)
and Greater short-toed Lark (Calandrella brachydactyla) (A243).
Extensive Phragmites reedbeds host nationally important breeding populations of several
Annex 1 bird species including Great Bittern (Botaurus stellaris) (A021), Little Bittern
(Ixobrychus minutus) (A022), Great White Egret (Egretta alba) (A027), Purple Heron (Ardea
purpurea) (A029) and Moustached Warbler (Acrocephalus melanopogon) (A293). Large
heronries host breeding Little Egret (Egretta garzetta) (A026), Night Heron (Nycticorax,
Nycticorax) (A023), Squacco Heron (Ardeola ralloides) (A024) and Glossy Ibis (Plegadis
falcinellus) (A032). Other Annex 1 breeding birds include a number of species that are
either rare or localized in France i.e. Eurasian Spoonbill (Platalea leucorodia) (A034),
Purple Gallinule (Porphyrio porphyrio) (A124), Collared Pratincole (Glareola pratincola)
(A135) and European Roller (Coracias garrulus) (A231). The project area is a site of
international importance for migrating waterbirds, with i.e. wintering duck populations
frequently reaching over 100000 individuals. Annex 1 migrant birds include 4 Globally
threatened species: Greater Spotted Eagle (Aquila clanga) (A090), Egyptian Vulture
(Neophron percnopterus) (A077), Lesser Kestrel (Falco naumanni) (A095) and Aquatic
Warbler (Acrocephalus paludicola) (A294).
Fish species listed in Annex 2 of Habitats Directive include Twaite Shad (Alosa fallax)
(1103), Sea Lamprey (Petromyzon marinus) (1095), River Lamprey (Lampreta fluviatilis)
(1099) and European Bitterling (Rhodeus sericeus amarus) (1134). Camargue hosts
populations of Pond Terrapin (Emys orbicularis) (1220) of national importance. European
Beaver (Castor fiber) (1337) is still common along the river Rhône and the project area
hosts 6 bat species listed in Annex 2 of Habitats Directive: Greater horseshoe bat
(Rhinolophus ferrumequinum) (1304), Mediterranean horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus euryale)
(1305), Lesser mouse-eared bat (Myotis blythii) (1307), Greater mouse-eared bat (Myotis
myotis) (1324), Geoffroy’s bat (Myotis emarginatus) (1321) and Schreiber’s bat
(Miniopterus schreibersi) (1310).
Actions identified for the LIFE+ Nature project will target coastal habitats and birds. They
will be implemented at Anciens Salins de Beauduc, a coastal area located in the Natura
2000 sites and covering 6,690 ha, of which 5,060 ha (75% of the site area) were purchased
by Conservatoire du Littoral (CEL) from 2008 to 2010.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA / SITE(S) TARGETED BY THE PROJECT

Name of the project area: Pomorie Lake
Surface area (ha): 2 085 ha
EU protection status:

X
pSCI X
SPA

NATURA 2000 Code: BG0000152

NATURA 2000 Code: BG0000620
Other protection status according to national or regional legislation:
Pomorie Lake was designated as a protected site (IUCN category III-V) in accordance to
Protected Areas Act of Republic of Bulgaria. The site was designated with Decree № RD31 of the Minister of Environment and Waters from 23 January 2001.
Main land uses and ownership status of the project area:
Pomorie Lake is state public property. The ownership within SCI Pomorie covering 2085 ha
is divided as follows: state public ownership – 89%, private – 9% and municipality-owned –
2%.
Scientific description of project area:
Pomorie Lake is a natural hyper-saline lagoon, part of the most important wetland complex
along the Bulgarian Black sea coast – Bourgas wetlands. Lagoon’s high salinity compared
to the Black sea (more than 48‰) has led to the development of unique ultra-halide
ecosystem with specific flora and fauna. Part of the lake is turned into salt pans for
production of sea salt through evaporation. Due to its European and global important
biodiversity the wetland is protected by national and international legislation 9protected site
according national legislation in 2001, Ramsar site 1229 in 2002, Important Bird Area (IBA)
in 1997 and Natura 2000 site (SPA and pSCI) since 2007.
The site contains 8 habitats of Community interest, including 2 with priority status, and
these cover about 50% of the total site area: *1150 Coastal lagoons and *1530 Pontic salt
steppes and salt marshes. Other habitat types found within the site include 2110 Embryonic
shifting dunes, 2120 Shifting dunes along the shoreline with Ammophila arenaria, 1310
Salicornia and other annuals colonizing mud and sand, etc.
Vascular plants are presented by 87 species in total. Of these, 11 species are subject to
protection under the Biological Diversity Act and 13 species are listed in Bulgaria’s Red
Data Book (including 3 threatened and 10 rare species). Corispermum nitidum is listed
among Europe’s Rare, Threatened, and Endemic Plants. The sand strip separating the lake
from the sea is notable for the sand dunes and the specific vegetation (Euphorbia peplis,
Eryngium maritimum, Ammophila arenaria, Trachomitum venetum, etc.). The saline basins
and the saltpans provide conditions suitable for the development of Salicornia europaea –
specific for salt lakes. The sand dunes around the lake hold Bulgaria’s most significant
population of the threatened Trachomitum venetum.
The area of the lake and the adjacent territories harbour a total of 17 amphibian and reptile
species, many of which rare and globally threatened, such as Spur-thighed Tortoise
(Testudo graeca), Hermann’s Tortoise (Testudo hermanni), European Pond Terrapin (Emys
orbicularis), Fire-belied Toad (Bombina bombina), Balkan Green Lizard (Lacerta trilineata),
Balkan Wall Lizard (Podarcis taurica), Southern Crested Newt (Triturus karelinii), European
Tree-frog (Hyla arborea), etc.
Pomorie Lake is one of the most important wetlands in the region for water birds. So far, a
total of 268 species (breeding, wintering, migrating) have been found in this region, as
many of them are rare and threatened, such as Pygmy Cormorant, White-headed Duck

(Oxyura leucocephala), Red-breasted Goose (Branta ruficollis), Dalmatian Pelican
(Pelecanus crispus), Ferruginous Duck (Aythya nyroca), Sandwich Tern (Sterna
sandvicensis), Avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta), etc. The lagoon is situated on Europe’s
second biggest migration route - Via Pontica, and annually thousands of Storks, Pelicans,
Geese, and Raptors migrate above the lake on their way to Africa and back. In terms of
total number of bird species, the Pomorie Lake ranks third among the Black Sea coastal
wetlands. Fifty-seven bird species breed in the area of the lake, which is one of Bulgaria’s
most important breeding sites for the following species: Sandwich Tern (Sterna
sandvicensis), Avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta), Black-winged Stilt (Himantopus
himantopus), Kentish Plover (Charadrius alexandrinus), Common Tern (Sterna hirrundo),
Little Tern (Sterna albifrons), Mute swan (Cygnus olor) and Shelduck (Tadorna tadorna).
The colonies of nesting Charadriiformes are found on the embankments and eroded dikes
of the salinas and artificially built islets in the lake. There are pairs of nesting Red-backed
shrike (Lanius collurio), Penduline tit (Remiz pendulinus) and Crested lark (Galerida
cristata) in the vineyards and fields around the lake. The site is also of great importance for
the wintering of numerous species of waterfowl, especially the Common shelduck (Tadorna
tadorna), the Widgeon (Anas penelope), the Teal (Anas crecca), the Shoveler (Anas
clypeata), the Mute swan (Cygnus olor) and Pochard (Aythya ferina), hunting being
forbidden in the area.
Importance of the project area for biodiversity and/or for the conservation of the
species / habitat types targeted at regional, national and EU level (give quantitative
information if possible):
Designation of Pomorie Lake as a Ramsar site in 2002 and Natura 2000 site in 2007 comes
to testify the importance of the site for biodiversity conservation. The lake is holding
greatest importance for breeding, wintering and migrating birds being situated along Via
Pontica migratory route of birds. In terms of nesting bird species of Community interest the
lake is most important site in Bulgaria and the Black sea for the Sandwich tern (Sterna
sandvicensis) holding the largest colony with 1500 pairs and nationally important nesting
site for Avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta) with average 80 pairs, Black-winged Stilt
(Himantopus himantopus) with average 50 pairs, Kentish Plover (Charadrius alexandrinus)
about 15 pairs, Common Tern (Sterna hirrundo) with average 60 pairs, Little Tern (Sterna
albifrons), Mute swan (Cygnus olor) with 1-2 pairs and Shelduck (Tadorna tadorna) with 3-5
pairs. Proposed actions for improvement of nesting conditions – establishment of nesting
platforms, rafts, nest boxes and islets will help improvement of the conservation status of
the target birds species.
During migration the lake is important staging point for many Charadriiformes - Dunlin
(Calidris alpina) – around 500-800 ind., Black-tailed Godwit (Limosa limosa) – around 700
ind., Little Stint (Calidris minuta) – around 1500 ind., Curlew sandpiper (Calidris ferruginea)
and Laridae – Little Gull (Larus minutus) more than 2000 ind., Slender-billed gull (Larus
genei) around 100-200 ind. and Mediterranean gull (Larus melanocaphalus) around 1-2000
ind. The lake is a “bottleneck” site for the migrating storks (White stork (Ciconia ciconia) –
daily peak 58 000 and Black stork (Cionia nigra) – daily peak 500), pelicans (White pelican
(Pelecanus onocrotalus) – daily peak 3000 and Dalmatian pelican (Pelecans crispus) –
daily peak 150).
Regarding the plants the sand dunes around the lake hold Bulgaria’s most significant
population of the threatened Trachomitum venetum.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA / SITE(S) TARGETED BY THE PROJECT

Name of the project area: Aigues-Mortes Salt marshes
Surface area (ha): 10 800 ha
EU protection status:
(18,370 ha)
(34,559 ha)

x
SCI x
SPA

NATURA 2000 Code :

FR 9112013

NATURA 2000 Code :

FR 9101406

Other protection status according to national or regional legislation:
National: Important Bird Areas (ZICO LR 24 « Petite Camargue laguno-marine) (21000
ha): 100 % of the site,
Natural Zones of Faunistic and Floristic Ecological Interest (ZNIEFF de type I et II): 100 %
of the site,
Wetlands (Inventory carried out by Gard department) : 70 % of the site
2 classified sites: 20% of the site: "Etang de la ville et ses abords" (552 ha) since 1993 on
the territory of Aigues-Mortes medieval city and the "Pointe de l’Espiguette et du Rhône de
Saint Roman " (2700 ha) since 1998 on the territory of Grau-du-Roi city.
Registered sites "Camargue" and "Petite Camargue" (Sites inscrits Camargue et Petite
Camargue) : 50% of the site
International :
Biosphere Reserve (MAB) “Camargue" in the Rhone Delta (194,500 ha) since marsh 2007
for the Aigues-Mortes salt marshes : 100% of the site,
Ramsar site n°786 (3FR017): “La Petite Camargue et l’étang de l’Or ” since January 1996
(37,000 ha) : 70% of the site
Ramsar site n°346 (3FR001) "Camargue" since 1986 ( ? ha): 30 % of the site
Main land uses and ownership status of the project area:
The "Compagnie des Salins du Midi et des Salines de l'Est" (CSME) is the owner and the
manager of the Aigues-Mortes Salt marsh (100% private property). The main activity is sea
salt production (about 430 000 t /year). In addition to this traditional activity, CSME opened
the salt works to the public in a controlled way.
Scientific description of project area:
The Aigues-Mortes salt marsh is situated on the French Mediterranean Coast. It stretches
over 4 municipalities (Saint-Laurent-d’Aigouze, les Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer, le Grau-duRoi et Aigues-Mortes) of two 2 regions (Provence Alpes Côte d'Azur and LanguedocRoussillon) and 2 departments (Bouches-du-Rhône and Gard). It covers an area of 10,800
ha and extends over a length of 18 km from north to south and width of 13,5 km from east
to west.
Aigues-Mortes saltmarsh represents more than 1/3 of an eco-region "La camargue
gardoise"/ This ecoregion is composed of a river and lake part and a marine and lagoonary
one. Aigues-Mortes saltmarsh represents the largest part of the marine and lagoonary zone
of Camargue Gardoise which constitutes with Camargue the French largest wetland.
It is the oldest in the Mediterranean, date back to Antiquity and the biggest one of the
Mediterranean cost with 10 800 ha. It comprises 8 km of beach. This site where has been
conserved a traditional land use, is very few managed and that is the reason why it occurs
a large faunistic richness. The size and the salinity gradient allow the maintain of various

littoral habitats. It offers a large mosaic of natural habitats representative of sandy and low
Mediterranean coast that together constitute an original ecosystem.
Production sea salt extracts salt from the sea calling for renewables energies (solar and
mechanical energy from the wind) on huge coastal spaces.
Water pumped in the sea travels through 60km and is moved around 87 basins of various
size and depth. In the course of this process, the water is exposed to the effects of sun and
wind, and nine tenths of the volume of the water pumped from the sea is progressively
evaporated; salt content of the seawater rises from 29 gm per litre to 260 gm per litre, close
to saturation in sodium chloride.
The saturated brines are introduced from April to September in the harvesting tables (which
represents 4% of the entire saltmarsh) where salt crystallizes and deposits. The saturated
brines take on the beautiful red-pink colour from the only organism able to survive in such
high salt concentrations, the microscopic alga known as "Dunaliella salina". The salt is
harvested once a year during a month between end of august and beginning of October.
The saliculture rhythm is typical of agriculture with a break production period used for
repairing grounds and equipments (winter time) and for dressing harvesting tables (survey
at the beginning of the spring), a production period when happens the pump of sea water,
the progressive concentration and saturated brines and salt cristalisation (spring and
summer), and then a harvest period (autumn). Production of salt can upgrade natural lands
(coastal salt lagoons of low depth) without degradations and main disturbances that could
induce others economic activities. This activity leads to sanctuarisation of large spaces
where human place is limited.
Therefore, the activity is the cause of an original ecosystem, and is tributary of it as well. It
is now well known that sea salt production actively protects coastal territories by creating
real wildlife refuges for unique flora and fauna. This reciprocal dependence between sea
salt production an biological richness of salt works almost commands to manage it not only
as its basic aim, e.g. salt extraction from sea, but also as a natural landscape with specific
conservation objectives. That's why the "Compagnie des Salins du Midi et des Salines de
l'Est "(CSME), owner and operator of the saltworks, had implemented a multi-annual
environmental management plan (2008-2014) to support reliable tools and practices
dedicated to efficient nature conservation targets and actions.
Importance of the project area for biodiversity and/or for the conservation of the
species / habitat types targeted at regional, national and EU level (give quantitative
information if possible):
The choice of the site is related to presence of 20 different habitats, 280 flora species and
200 bird species. The territory shelters exceptional 12 habitats of Community interest,
including 4 with priority status.
Natural habitats of Community interest present on this site: Coastal lagoons* (1150), the
ponds used for salt production in Aigues-Mortes salt works, excepted harvesting tables, are
classified as "Coastal Salt lagoons" (special name gave to the coastal lagoons of the
saltmarsh). They represent 7600 ha : 70% of the saltmarsh, 47% of the lagoons of the SIC
FR 9101406 and 10% of the lagoons and peripheral wetlands of French Mediterranean
Cost); Mediterranean salt meadows (Juncetalia maritimi) (1410); Mediterranean and
thermo-Atlantic halophilous thickets (Sarcocornetea fruticosi) (1420); Mediterranean salt
steppes (Limonietalia)* (1510); Salicornia and other annuals colonizing mud and sand
(1310); Crucianellion maritimae fixed beach dunes (2210); Shifting dunes along the
shoreline with Ammophila arenaria ('white dunes') (2120); Embryonic shifting dunes (2110);
Coastal dunes with Juniperus spp.* (2250); Wooded dunes with Pinus pinea and/or Pinus
pinaster* (2270); Thermo- Mediterranean riverains and thickets (92D0); Mediterranean
riverains (92A0) *Priority habitat according with Council Directive 92/43/EEC
The great biological welth of a salt marsh, both from its diversity and its heritage point of
view, is demonstrated in its population of wild birds. The Aigues-Mortes salt marsh

constitutes a main habitat for water birds and takes part in their conservation along
Mediterranean coast. It constitutes a place for wintering, nesting and feeding, particularly
well adjusted to water birds, gulls, terns and shorebirds. The saltmarsh includes 157
protected bird species among which 97 species targeted by Bird directive (Appendix I and
II) ; 42 bird species registered with Appendix I.
The Aigues-Mortes salt marsh is particularly important for the population preservation of the
Greater Flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus), about 5000 individuals observed in summer
(15% of the total number in France) and up to 10000 individuals in winter (International
importance in reference to Ramsar Convention). At present, they try regularly to nest but
unsuccessfully (in the past, they reproduced). An islet was made on the salt marsh in
marsh 2010 to foster nesting on the site.
The salt marsh is of major importance for the conservation of 7 colonial laro-limicolous
breeders, hosting sometimes up to 100% of breeders in France for the Slender-billed Gull
(Larus genei)(up to 800 pairs in the last 15 years), Mediterranean Gull (Larus
melanocephalus) (up to 1420 pairs in the last 15 years), Sandwich Tern (Sterna
sandvicensis) (up to 1120 pairs in the last 15 years) and Gull-billed Tern (Gelochelidon
nilotica) (up to 330 pairs in the last 15 years). The site is important too for the Little tern
(Sterna albifrons) (up to 274 pairs in the last 15 years), the Common Tern (Sterna hirundo)
(up to 469 pairs in the last 15 years) and the Avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta) (up to 229
pairs in the last 15 years).
Species of birds registered with Appendix I of the Directive Birds:
Reproduction/Wintering: Little egret (Egretta garzetta) (A026), Avocet (Recurvirostra
avosetta) (A132), Great white Egret (Egretta alba / Ardea alba) (A027), Mediterranean Gull
(Larus melanocephalus) (A176), Greater Flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) (A035).
Reproduction: Gull-billed Tern (Gelochelidon nilotica/Sterna nilotica) (A189), Common Tern
(Sterna hirundo) (A193), Sandwich Tern (Sterna sandvicensis) (A191), Little tern (Sternula
albifrons/Sterna albifrons) (A195), Slender-billed Gull (Chroicocephalus genei/Larus genei)
(A180), Stone-Curlew (Burhinus eodicnemus) (A133), Black-winged Stilt (Himantopus
himantopus) (A131), Marsh Harrier (Circus aeruginosus) (A081), Tawny Pipit (Anthus
campestris) (A255).
Wintering: Great white Egret (Casmerodius albus /Egretta alba / Ardea alba) (A027),
Golden Plover (Pluvialis apricaria) (A140), Kentish Plover (Charadrius alexandrinus)
(A138), Peregrine (Falco peregrinus) (A103), Hen Harrier (Circus cyaneus) (A082), Merlin
(Falco columbarius) (A098), Dartford Warbler (Sylvia undata) (A302), Kingfisher (Alcedo
atthis) (A229)
Migratory stage: Ruff Reeve (Philomachus pugnax) (A151), Whisdered Tern (Chlidonias
hybrida/hybridus) (A196), Black Tern (Chlidonias niger) (A197), Caspian Tern
(Hydroprogne caspia/Sterna caspia) (A190), (Botaurus stellaris) (A021) , Black Stork
(Ciconia nigra) (A030), White Stork (Ciconia ciconia) (A031), Spoonbill (Platalea
leucorodia) (A034), Purple Heron (Ardea purpurea) (A029), Glossy Ibis (Plegadis
falcinellus) (A032), Wood Sandpiper (Tringa glareola) (A166), Red-necked Phalarope
(Phaloropus lobatus) (A170), Short-toed Eagle (Circaetus gallicus) (A080), Ortolan Bunting
(Emberiza hortulana) (A379), Red-Backed Shrike (Lanius collurio) (A338), Short-toed Lark
(Calandrella brachydactyla) (A243), Wood Lark (Lullula arborea) (A246), Montagu's Harrier
(Circus pygargus) (A084), Nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeus) (A224), Black Kite (Milvus
migrans) (A073), Honey Buzzard (Pernis apivorus) (A072), Bluethroat (Luscinia svecica)
(A272)
Other species of birds having justified the designation of the SPA "Petite Camargue lagunomarine" FR 9112013 are related to these habitats:
Curlew Sanspiper (A147), Little Stint (A145), Dunlin (A149), Gadwall (A051), Pintail (A054),
Wigeon (A050), Shoveler (A056), Redshank (A162), Curlew (A160), mute Swan (A036),
Coot (A125), Pochard (A059), Tufted Duck (A061), Cormorant (A017), Kentish Plover
(A138), Oystercatcher (A130), Heron (A028), Cattle Egret (A025), Black-headed Gull
(Chroicocephalus ridibundus /Larus ridibundus) A179), Grey Plover (A141), Teal (A052),
Shelduck (A048)

The action of hydraulic restoration works on the Aigues-Mortes salt marshes (C.5) will allow
to conserve the preservation state of Costal lagoons (1150*) and the associated birds.
Species of birds registered with Appendix I of the Directive Birds related to the Costal salt
lagoons:
Reproduction/Wintering: Egretta garzetta, Recurvirostra avosetta, Egretta alba, Larus
melanocephalus, Phoenicopterus roseus
Reproduction: Sterna nilotica, Sterna hirundo, Sterna sandvicensis, Sterna albifrons, Larus
genei.
Wintering: Egretta alba, Pluvialis apricaria
Migratory stage: Philomachus pugnax, Chlidonias hybrida, Chlidonias niger, Sterna caspia.
The actions to encourage the nesting birds (C.5) will allow improving the preservation state
of birds targeted by the Appendix I of the Directive Birds: Recurvirostra avosetta, Larus
melanocephalus, Sterna nilotica, Sterna hirundo, Sterna sandvicensis, Sterna albifrons,
Larus genei, Phoenicopterus roseus.
The action of burying the electric lines (C5) will allow protecting the preservation state of
the Phoenicopterus roseus and the habitats "Mediterranean salted meadows" (1410) and
"Mediterranean and thermo-Atlantic halophilous thickets" (1420).
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DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES / HABITATS / BIODIVERSITY ISSUES
TARGETED BY THE PROJECT
Salina di Cervia IT4070007 (SPA – pSCI)
Habitat:
Habitat 1150 Coastal lagoon* covers about 90% of the entire site. This habitat is currently
threatened by a reduced capacity for water circulation. Since the area is a salt work, the
circulation system is totally artificial. Any failure in the circulation system would therefore
lead to far-reaching changes in the habitat and, as a consequence, for the species that
populate it.
The sites host populations of Charadrius alexandrinus, Himantopus himantopus, Larus
genei, Larus melanocephalus, Recurvirostra avosetta, Sterna albifrons, Sterna hirundo,
which suffers from disturbance of Larus michahellis.

Site of Community Importance (ITB040022 - Stagno di Molentargius e territori limitrofi),
Special Protection Area (ITB 044002 -Saline di Molentargius).
The action regards the Bellarosa Maggiore, that was the ancient river basin of first
evaporation of the Molentargius Saltworks system. In this area, is present the Habitat 1150*
“Coastal Lagoons” Directive habitats 92/43/EEC sensu, that approximately covers the area
of the plan for 95%. The Habitat is characterized from lentic, brackish or hypersaline
waters, also little deep. The salinity, could be modified according to different atmospheric
events as the rain, the evaporation, and the sea input in the Bellarosa Maggiore site.
Habitats could be lacking in vegetation or rather differentiated, related to the Ruppietea
maritimae J.Tx.1960, Potametea pectinati R.Tx. & Preising 1942, Zosteretea marinae
Pignatti 1953, Cystoseiretea Giaccone 1965 e Charetea fragilis Fukarek & Kraush 1964.
The Bellarosa Maggiore, in the last 25 years, has been object of an important decay,
because of the environmental deterioration of banks, causing the decrease of chemical –
physical water characteristics, that actually have a strong eutrophication and decrease of
salinity, after the entrance of freshwaters polluted by urban waste.
Bottom sediments are enriched of organic matter and anoxic: these conditions, compromise
the settling of benthonic community.
Migratory species not listed in Annex 1 of Birds Directive 79/409/EEC regularly come back
in the site are 23 and thus described:
Anas acuta ; Anas clypeata ; Anas crecca ; Anas penelope ; Anas platyrhynchos ; Anas
querquedula; Anas strepera ; Anser anser ; Aythya ferina ; Aythya fuligula ; Bucephala
clangula ; Fulica atra ; Gallinula chloropus; Larus fuscus; Larus ridibundus; Limosa limosa;
Numenius arquata; Phalacrocorax carbo; Rallus aquaticus; Tadorna tadorna; Tringa
erythropus; Tringa nebularia; Tringa totanus
The project area is bounded to the reproduction, the wintering and the stopping of 36
different species, listed in the Annex 1 of Birds Directive 79/409/EEC:
Acrocephalus melanopogon; Anser erythropus; Ardea purpurea; Ardeola ralloides; Aythya
nyroca;Botaurus stellaris; Chlidonias hybridus; Chlidonias niger; Circus aeruginosus;
Egretta alba; Egretta garzetta; Falco peregrinus; Gelochelidon nilotica; Glareola pratincola;
Grus grus; Himantopus himantopus; Ixobrychus minutus; Larus audouinii; Larus genei;
Larus melanocephalus; Limosa lapponica; Luscinia svecica; Nycticorax nycticorax; Oxyura
leucocephala; Pandion haliaetus; Philomachus pugnax; Phoenicopterus ruber; Platalea
leucorodia; Plegadis falcinellus; Recurvirostra avosetta; Sterna albifrons; Sterna caspia;
Sterna hirundo; Sterna sandvicensis; Tadorna ferruginea; Tringa glareola.

Amongst these bird species, 5 of them are present in the List of priority bird species of
Directive 2009/147/EC considered as "Priority for funding under LIFE":
Anser erythropus; Aythya nyroca; Botaurus stellaris; Larus audouinii; Oxyura leucocephala
Concerning bird species before describes, Community species action plan has been
prepared. In the salt waters system (the Bellarosa Maggiore and the retro coast basins) 13
species are able to reproduce (40,6% of the Nature 2000 area), in all 3305 couples.
Annex II of Directive habitats 92/43/EEC: Aphanius fasciatus
The bird species that will take advantage of the next physical spaces both realized with the
banks restoration and the creation of the artificial islets, could be: Phoenicopterus roseus ;
Tadorna tadorna ; Himantopus himantopus ; Recurvirostra avosetta ; Charadrius dubius;
Charadrius alexandrinus; Larus ridibundus ; Larus genei ; Larus michahellis ; Gelochelidon
nilotica ; Sterna hirundo ; Sterna albifrons.

Camargue (SCI 9301592 – SPA 9310019)
The general objectives of the project are:
- to restore habitats, focusing on Coastal lagoons* (1150), Salicornia and other annuals
colonizing mud and sand (1310), Mediterranean halophilous scrubs (Sarcocornetea
fruticosi) (1420) and Mediterranean salt steppes (Limonietalia)* (1510), all of which are
listed in Annex 1 of Directive 92/43/EEC.
- to restore suitable breeding conditions for Pied Avocet, Slender-billed Gull, Mediterranean
Gull, Sandwich Tern, Gull-billed Tern, Little Tern and Common Tern populations, all of
which are listed in Annex 1 of Directive 79/409/EEC.
- to maintain suitable breeding conditions for Greater Flamingo listed in Annex 1 of
Directive 79/409/EEC.
Strategy to achieve these objectives is primarily to restore natural processes focussing on
coastal dynamics and hydrological restoration and to carry out construction and protection
of breeding sites for colonial waterbirds. Actions will be located at Anciens Salins de
Beauduc, a former private estate recently purchased by Conservatoire du Littoral (or
“Coastal Protection Agency”). This french public organization is member of the International
Union for Conservatino of Nature and was created in 1975 to ensure the protection of
outstanding natural areas on the coast. Ancien Salins de Beauduc comprise a wide range
of coastal habitats, including coastal lagoons, salt-tolerant Mediterranean thickets,
meadows, beaches and dunes. Until 2008, most of the lagoons were managed for water
circulation aiming at salt production. From late 2008 onwards, lagoons are progressively
shifting towards an ecosystem-oriented water management with the aim to restore natural
processes and focus on the protection of habitats and species of conservation concern.
Information on targeted habitats:
Coastal lagoons* (1150) cover 20,680 ha in the SCI 9301592, which represent 18,4% of the
SCI total area. SCI 9301592 is considered to support over 15% of the total area of Coastal
lagoons included in the Natura 2000 network in France6. The conservation status of Coastal
lagoons is assessed as ‘Unfavourable bad’ in France and in most of the European Union.
Their conservation status within the SCI 9301592 ranges from Favourable to Unfavourable
depending on locations. Although total surfaces in SCI 9301592 remained globally stable in
the last three decades, large surfaces are threatened by eutrophication and almost all of
them are degraded by hydrological perturbations. Hydrological perturbations have led to the
decline of temporary lagoon communities i.e. communities including submerged
macrophytes such as Althenia filiformis (protected at the national level) and Ruppia
maritima (protected at the regional level). In the specific area where we intend to implement
actions as part of this project’s proposal (Anciens Salins de Beauduc), coastal lagoons
6
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range over 5000 ha and remained undeveloped until the 1950’s, when embankments were
built to control salt and water levels and include the lagoons in the first part of the process
of water circulation for salt production. Further embankments were built all along the coast
to prevent uncontrolled intrusions by the sea. From the 1960’s onwards seawater circulated
in the lagoons using various infrastructures including pumping stations. However, from
2008 onwards, water circulation for salt production was progressively reduced in Anciens
Salins de Beauduc and is planned to be withdrawn by 2011 or 2012. If no action is taken,
water connections will be much reduced in the near future, eventually leading to 5,000 ha of
coastal lagoons getting globally unfavourable conservation status.
Salicornia and other annuals colonizing mud and sand (1310) cover 807 ha in the SCI
930592, which represent 0,7% of the SCI total area. Their conservation status vary from
Favourable to Unfavourable within the SCI 9301592 depending on their location. Large
extents of this habitat have been lost during the last decades as a result of hydrological
perturbations (i.e. irrigation with freshwater, water level stabilization). Additional threats
include overgrazing and trampling by horses.
Mediterranean halophilous scrubs (Sarcocornetea fruticosi) (1420) cover 9112 ha in the
SCI 9301592, which represent 8% of the SCI total surface. Their conservation status vary
from Favourable to Unfavourable bad within the SCI 9301592 depending on their location.
Very large surfaces of this habitat were lost during the last decades following conversion for
agriculture and salt works. An on-going threat of high concern in the Camargue is
freshwater irrigation for wildfowl hunting, leading halophilous scrubs to be replaced by
freshwater marshlands. Additional threats include overgrazing and trampling by horses.
Mediterranean salt steppes (Limonietalia)* (1510) cover 32 ha in the SCI 9301592, which
represent 0,03% of the SCI total surface. Reported from 10 SCI only in southern France, it
is a very rare and localized habitat and the SCI9301592 is reported to be one of the most
important SCI in France for this habitat7. Its conservation status in the SCI 9301592 is
assessed as Favourable in areas still benefiting from coastal dynamics, although these
areas are nowadays severely restricted as a result of the development of a number of
infrastructures including embankments for preventing sea intrusion or controlling water
levels in salt works.
Information on targeted species:
Greater Flamingo (Phoenicopteus roseus) (A035) – Birds Directive Annex 1
SPA 9310019 currently host the only breeding colony of Greater Flamingo (Phoenicopteus
roseus) (A035) in France and one of the most important in Europe and the Mediterranean
Basin. The colony averaged 11.500 breeding pairs during 2000-2009, which represents an
average of 31% (and up to 55%) of the European breeding population and an average of
29% of the West Mediterranean breeding population (including Tunisia and Algeria)8.
Greater Flamingos bred every year at Anciens Salins de Beauduc since 1972, when a
breeding islet was constructed by Groupe Salins in partnership with Tour du Valat.
Following an increase the population is currently stable in France and its conservation
status is Favourable. However this is a conservation-dependant species, with breeding
populations in Europe being entirely dependent of a network comprising a total of 7 regular
breeding sites in recent years (3 in Italy, 3 in Spain, 1 in France). If no action is taken to
restore water circulation and to build a new breeding islet in SPA 9310019, breeding is
likely to fail in coming years.
Pied Avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta) (A132) – Birds Directive Annex 1
Breeding population in SPA 9310019 is facing a sharp decrease (870+ pairs in 1956, 230
pairs in 2008). Anciens Salins de Beauduc is an important stronghold for this species within
SPA 9310019 as it hosted in average 102 pairs during the 1956-2007 period, with up to 331
pairs in 1976. If no action is taken to restore water circulation at Anciens Salins de
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Beauduc, breeding populations in the SPA 9310019 are likely to remain very low in coming
years.
Kentish Plover (Charadrius alexandrinus) (A138) – Birds Directive Annex 1
Breeding population in SPA 9310019 is estimated at 100-300 pairs. Anciens Salins de
Beauduc is an important stronghold within the SPA, with 44 pairs counted there in 2008.
Population trend is unknown.
Mediterranean Gull (L. melanocephalus) (A176) – Birds Directive Annex 1
This species first bred in the Camargue in 1965 and its population showed an exponential
increase in the 1990’s as a result of bird influxes from populations located in Easter Europe
and presumed to have an unfavourable conservation status. The breeding population in
SPA 9310019, however declined markedly in recent years. Anciens Salins de Beauduc
used to be an important stronghold for this species within SPA 9310019 as it hosted in
average 145 pairs during the 1956-2007 period, with up to 1895 pairs in 2001. If no action
is taken to restore water circulation at Anciens Salins de Beauduc, breeding population in
the SPA 9310019 is likely to remain very low in coming years.
Slender-billed Gull (Larus genei) (A180) – Birds Directive Annex 1
This species is known to breed sporadically in the Camargue since the 19th century at least
but it is not until 1973 that it became a regular breeder. Population remained low until 1980,
then the population showed an exponential increase during the 1990’s (with up to 600
breeding pairs in 2000) as a result of bird influxes from populations having an unfavourable
conservation status. The breeding population in SPA 9310019, however declined markedly
in recent years, with no breeding recorded in 2010. Anciens Salins de Beauduc used to be
an important stronghold for this species within SPA 9310019 as it hosted in average 30
pairs during the 1956-2007 period, with up to 419 pairs in 2000. If no action is taken to
restore water circulation at Anciens Salins de Beauduc, breeding population in the SPA
9310019 is likely to remain very low in coming years.
Gull-billed Tern (Gelochelidon nilotica) (A189) – Birds Directive Annex 1
The Camargue used to be the only breeding site for this species in France but the breeding
population in SPA 9310019 is facing a sharp decrease with no breeding in recent years, as
breeding colonies have moved further west in Languedoc-Roussillon region. Anciens Salins
de Beauduc used to be an important stronghold for this species within SPA 9310019 as it
hosted in average 34 pairs during the 1956-2007 period, with up to 257 pairs in 2000. If no
action is taken to restore water circulation at Anciens Salins de Beauduc, breeding
population in the SPA 9310019 is likely to remain very low in coming years.
Sandwich Tern (Sterna sandvicensis) (A191) – Birds Directive Annex 1
SPA 9310019 is one of the most important breeding area for this species in France with up
to 1500 breeding pairs in 1994. Breeding population showed a sharp increase until 2000
but a dramatic decline has occurred in recent years. Anciens Salins de Beauduc used to be
an important stronghold for this species within SPA 9310019 as it hosted in average 287
pairs during the 1956-2007 period, with up to 1250 pairs in 1982. If no action is taken to
restore water circulation at Anciens Salins de Beauduc, breeding population in the SPA
9310019 is likely to remain very low in coming years.
Common Tern (Sterna hirundo) (A193) – Birds Directive Annex 1
Breeding population in SPA 9310019 faced a dramatic decline during the last decades
(2500 pairs in 1956, less than 500 pairs in 2008). Anciens Salins de Beauduc used to be an
important stronghold for this species within SPA 9310019 as it hosted in average 165 pairs
during the 1956-2007 period, with up to 628 pairs in 1985. If no action is taken to restore
water circulation at Anciens Salins de Beauduc, breeding population in the SPA 9310019 is
likely to remain very low in coming years.
Little Tern (Sterna albifrons) (A195) – Birds Directive Annex 1
Breeding population in SPA 9310019 faced an important decline from the 1950’s to the
early 1980’s (400 pairs in 1956, ca. 150 pairs in 1982) and population size remained low
during the last 3 decades (below 150 breeding pairs) with important annual fluctuations.
Anciens Salins de Beauduc is an important stronghold for this species within SPA 9310019
as it hosted in average 64 pairs during the 1956-2007 period, with up to 152 in 1973.

Pomorie Lake, Sites SPA BG0000152 and pSCI BG0000620
The proposed action for removal of invasive species will benefit the development of the
habitat 92D0 Southern riparian galleries and thickets (Nerio-Tamaricetea and Securinegion
tinctoriae) and 2120 Shifting dunes along the shoreline with Ammophila arenaria (habitat
holding the threatened Trachomitum venetum) that is currently put on risk by invasive
species - Amorpha fruticosa, Elaeagnus angustifolia, Antirrhinum majus and Spartium
junceum.
During past 10 years many land plots’ ownership was returned to private owners and many
of the disused old salt works situated within the city boundaries have been turned into new
residential and resort areas. The existing embankments and dikes in the lake used as
nesting sites by Charadriiformes are subject to the impact of the elements – wind, rain and
waves – causing their erosion and degradation. The action implemented will improve the
nesting habitat for Sandwich Tern (Sterna sandvicensis), Avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta),
Black-winged Stilt (Himantopus himantopus), Kentish Plover (Charadrius alexandrinus),
Common Tern (Sterna hirundo), Little Tern (Sterna albifrons), Mute swan (Cygnus olor),
Shelduck (Tadorna tadorna), Great Crested Grebe (Podiceps cristatus) and Ferruginous
Duck (Aythya nyroca).
Aigues-Mortes Salt marshes Aigue-MorteSites SPA FR 9112013 and SCI FR 9101406
The habitat 1150* Coastal lagoons covers 7600 ha, representing 47% of the lagoons of the
SIC FR 9101406. The habitat insists on the ponds used for salt production in AiguesMortes salt works, excepted harvesting tables, the habitat covers 70% of the saltmarsh.
Aigues-Mortes is a reproduction site for Recurvirostra avosetta, Larus melanocephalus,
Gelochelidon/Sterna nilotica, Sterna hirundo, Sterna sandvicensis, Sterna albifrons, Larus
genei, Phoenicopterus roseus. To maintain such condition it is necessary to create or
restore small nesting islets whose characteristics are variable according to the concerned
species. Furthermore gulls, terns and avocet suffer from disturbance by Larus michahellis.
The conservation status of Phoenicopterus roseus is also affected by the presence of aerial
electrical lines, on a part of this line regularly are found dead specimens of P. roseus. In
October 2009 the collision of flamingos also triggered a fire with consequent destruction of
about 0.5 ha of habitats 1410 Mediterranean salted meadows and 1420 Mediterranean and
thermo-Atlantic halophilous scrubs (Sarcocornetea fruticosi)
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CONSERVATION / BIODIVERSITY PROBLEMS AND THREATS

Please provide this information for those species and habitat types directly targeted by the
project
ITALY, site SPA and pSCI IT4070007 - site SPA and pSCI IT4060002
Name of the threat: progressive decline in the capacity of water circulation
Description: Habitat 1150 “coastal lagoon*”, which accounts for 90% of the Salina,
depends on water exchange with the sea, in the absence of which it would change
gradually into different habitats. The project proposes to deal with this threat by repairing
some of the artificial structures that are essential to water circulation, in particular by
dredging the canals in the evaporation basins all over the site and by reconditioning
artefacts such as draining pumps and other installations.
The entrance and exit of seawater into the site are regulated by artificial canals linking it
with the sea and a surrounding canal that distributes the water. The supply of water from
the sea takes place along a canal variously called the Canale del Pino, the Canalino and
the Canale di Milano Marittima; the water drains away along the Canale della Bova, which
empties into the Porto Canale di Cervia. Similarly, all the circulation within the various
basins of the Salina is controlled by means of draining pumps and sluices. The closure of
the State Monopoly led to abandonment and inactivity for a period of four years from 1999
to 2002, which in turn led to a gradual decline in the hydraulic regime, in terms both of the
water flow control system and of the internal canal system, especially of the “Savonelle”
(small channels within the evaporation basins) which silted up and caused deterioration in
normal water flow and consequently in the quality of the water. When salt production
activities were fully operative, maintenance and repairs were carried out annually; during
the decline in the activities of the State Monopoly and up to its closure, maintenance was
not carried out regularly and the last operation of this kind was conducted some 15 years
ago.
Location: Salina di Cervia – water exchange is of fundamental importance for the entire
salt pan, in particular for the coastal lagoon* habitat: action should therefore be taken
almost in all the site.
Name of the threat: loss of nesting habitat and disturbance from Larus michahellis.
Description: the progressive erosion of islets lead to a loss of physical loss of space for
nesting and to a consequent decrease in population of species such as Charadrius
alexandrinus, Himantopus himantopus, Larus genei, Larus melanocephalus, Recurvirostra
avosetta, Sterna albifrons, Sterna hirundo. Besides the site had a significative increase of
the population of Larus michahellis, which is currently a threat for the cited species.
represented
Location: Salina di Cervia
Name of the threat: loss of attractiveness and historical value.
Description: the “Torre Rossa” (Red Tower in English) is an historical building located at
the entrance of Comacchio salt work. It dates back to the second half of 1500. The
Comacchio salt works, since the restoration project implemented with the project
LIFE00NAT/IT/7215, is visited from about 700 hundreds visitors per year. The Torre Rossa
currently is in danger to crash abruptly, it needs urgent restoration works, at least of
consolidation in a manner tourists can visit the tower without entering. The loss of the tower
will lead to a loss of touristic attractiveness.

Location: at the entrance of Comacchio salt work.
ITALY, site pSICITB044002 and SPA ITB040022
Name of the threat: decline in the capacity of water circulation and loss of nesting sites.
Description: To start to 1985, the year of the interruption of the salt activity, the Bellarosa
Maggiore has very important changes, not only to the physical habitat but also from the
naturalistic and ecological elements. The banks degradation, the unreliability of the channel
ensure entry of sea water, together with the loss of internal division, provoked the lost of
typical salt values of a first evaporation basin. These values once allowed the maintenance
of the habitat and bird species. The Bellarosa Maggiore was always more colonized by
specific Mugilidae eurialin fish species before absent to the stop of the system
management. The hypersaline habitat was indeed favourable to the life of a specific fish
typology, Aphanius fasciatus of Community importance, and other organisms as Artemia
salina shellfish, that represent an essential element for Greater Flamingo feeding.
Considering this decay, there was an important entry of fresh waters, after a further
unreliability of the south-west bank, dates from the last two floods that involved Cagliari,
both in September 2006 and October 2008.
Fresh waters, polluted by the waste water, rich of nitrogen, phosphorous, and organic
matters, also the lacking of a correct water exchange, have determined not only a strong
lowering of salinity values but also a higher input of nutrients: this consequence provoked
eutrophication, and a store of sediment bottom.
In this context placed the fish plagues, very often happened in the Bellarosa Maggiore, after
dystrophic crises.
The lack of management, concerning water levels, the increase of it, the disappearance of
internal banks aroused a reduction of areas for the breeding to the ornithic species.
During the project, will be faced actions to the restoration of a good water exchange and
circulation, to support an improvement of the environment quality, with the aim to reduce
the fragmentation and the loss of habitat, that will be realized through a constant monitoring
to the effects of actions on habitats and species.
Location: main water basin named “Bellarosa Maggiore”

FRANCE, sites Parc naturel régional de Camargue
Name of the threat: Camargue – Loss of capacity in water supply and water circulation
Description: Anciens salins de Beauduc were progressively included to the water
circulation scheme of Salin de Giraud in the later half of the XIXth century. Prior to
conversion for salt production, most of the lagoons located immediately in front of the
shoreline were naturally connected to the Mediterranean Sea, with i.e. Lagune du Grau des
Figues being connected year-round and others i.e. Etang du Galabert having irregular
connections. Further hydraulic connections linked the lagoons to a wider water basin
located further north inside the SCI Camargue. This water basin encompasses Etang du
Vaccarès hydrosystem which is currently protected as a National Nature Reserve.
Conversion for salt production from the 50’s until the 70’s led to important hydraulic
changes: the construction of embankments (totalling over 140 kilometres) divided the 9
existing lagoons of Anciens Salins de Beauduc into a comprehensive and organized
scheme comprising 23 water compartments and most natural hydraulic connections were
suppressed or transformed. Construction and management of various hydraulic
infrastructures including pumping stations led to controlled sea water circulation and active
water level management.
However from 2008 water circulation for salt production was reduced and even withdrawn in
several lagoons as Groupe Salins decided to reduce its production and to sale one half of
its salt works in Salin de Giraud to the Conservatoire du Littoral. By 2011 or 2012, water
circulation for salt production will be completely withdrawn as the purchase programme
conducted by Conservatoire du Littoral is completed (it is of note that salt production activity

is to be continued on the 5,500 ha remaining at Salin de Giraud). While the artificial system
of embankments and pumping stations developed in Anciens Salins de Beauduc for the
needs of salt production provided real benefits for saltworks-specialised waterbirds
including breeding greater flamingos, it is presently a major obstacle for natural hydraulic
reconnections resulting in a 6.000 hectares hydraulic system that is no longer functioning
and is increasingly lacking water supply and water circulation. As a result, most of the
lagoons are affected by prolonged drying, with the following impacts:
- degradation and loss of the lagoon habitats including Ruppia cirrhosa communities,
- degradation and loss of hydrological conditions suitable for breeding and foraging of
waterbirds including nesting greater flamingos, terns and shorebirds,
- loss of hydrological connections and loss of ecological conditions required for both
circulation and survival of migrant fishes and other marine wildlife.
- hydrological perturbation of several natural habitats including Mediterranean Salt Steppes*
(1510), Salicornia and other annuals colonizing mud and sand (1310) and Mediterranean
halophilous scrubs (Sarcocornetea fruticosi) (1420).
Adapting the water system is therefore urgently needed. There is a consensus amongst all
local conservation bodies for restoring a natural hydrology not only because it will lead to
natural processes restoration and to an increase in species and natural habitats diversity
but also because restoring natural water circulation will be much more cost-effective
compared to maintaining an artificial water circulation inherited by salt production (the latter
would require considerable costs resulting from infrastructure maintenance and continuing
water pumping). Furthermore, restoring connections between the site and its water basin
will have strong benefits for the nearby Camargue National Nature Reserve, as it will
contribute to improve its water circulation and most importantly, its natural drainage to the
sea.
Location: hydrological restoration is of prime importance for almost the entire Anciens
Salins de Beauduc site. Actions should therefore be taken on various parts of the site to
restore water basin – lagoon hydraulic connections as well as sea – lagoon and interlagoons connections.
Name of the threat: Camargue – Coastal habitats degradation and destruction resulting
from embankments construction
Description: embankments construction works (often associated with ditch digging) totals
over 140 linear kilometres in Anciens salins de Beauduc and resulted in important
topographical changes. In most locations these works were developed on higher
topographical grounds, leading to the degradation and local destruction of a number of
coastal habitats, including Mediterranean salt steppes* (1510), Mediterranean halophilous
scrubs (Sarcocornetea fruticosi) (1420), Crucianellion maritimae fixed beach dunes (2210)
and Mediterranean salt meadows (Juncetalia maritimi) (1410).
At a very local scale the process of coastal sediments circulation is already naturally
restored and an on-going return of topographical conditions suitable for the reappearance
of a variety of coastal habitats is observed. However this process is mainly restricted to the
immediate vicinity of the sea. Indeed the natural process conducting to the restoration of a
full set of coastal habitats is most unlikely to occur in the many areas situated too far away
from the sea thus escaping a strong coastal dynamic. As a result, most of the remaining
embankments constitute an obstacle for restoring the diversity of coastal habitats to a large
extent. A simple task could be to implement local destruction of some stretches of
embankments and restore a gentle topography suitable for coastal habitats restoration.
Location: coastal habitats degradation and destruction resulting from embankments
construction occurred in many locations distributed across the entire site.
Name of the threat: Camargue - Loss of suitable breeding conditions for colonial coastal
waterbirds, including Greater Flamingo, Pied Avocet, Slender-billed Gull, Mediterranean
Gull, Sandwich Tern, Gull-billed Tern and Common Tern

Description: hydraulic changes induced by conversion for salt production have led to an
interruption of the natural process of sediments accretion and islets construction. In the
mean time, erosion by water has led to the complete destruction of many existing islets
while others are heavily degraded. Water level stabilization for salt production produced on
the remaining islets favourable conditions for the development of large breeding colonies of
yellow-legged gulls (Larus michahellis). As a result of both islet erosion and yellow-legged
gulls competition, breeding populations of many colonial waterbirds are facing a dramatic
decline. The decline of Avocet, Slender-billed Gull, Mediterranean Gull, Sandwich Tern,
Gull-billed Tern, Little Tern and Common Tern intensified recently with barely no colony
breeding on the site during 2006-2010. Although it is expected that yellow-legged gulls will
suffer from the restoration of a degree of unpredictability in water level fluctuations
(eventually leading to the extirpation of some colonies), there is still a crucial need to create
and restore islets in order to provide suitable breeding conditions for avocets, lesser gull
species and terns.
There is evidence of the existence of colonies of Greater Flamingo breeding intermittently
in the Camargue since at least the early XIXth century, but it is not until the 1970’s that a
successful, long-living colony was established after a large islet was constructed in Etang
du Fangassier N°2 by Groupe Salins in partnership w ith Tour du Valat. The islet has proved
to be ideally located during the salt production period with flamingos returning to breed
successfully year after year. However the islet is located on relatively high topographical
ground and it is predicted that following the removal of the lagoon from the water circulation
for salt production by 2011 or 2012, the large extent of open water surrounding the islet will
eventually get dry every year during the breeding season, resulting in an increased
disturbance by terrestrial predators (i.e. wild boar, red fox, escaped dogs) and the loss of
the Greater Flamingo breeding colony. Greater flamingos are long-lived birds and
according to long-term demographic studies, breeding should occur on average once every
3 years in order to keep a stable breeding population size in the Camargue. It is therefore
crucial to build a new islet in a different location that will provide long-term suitable breeding
conditions in the context of restored natural water fluctuations.
Location: The threatened Greater Flamingo breeding colony is currently located in Etang
du Fangassier N°2 in the north-eastern part of Anciens Salins de Beauduc. Several
localities that would be more suitable for a continuing successful breeding have been
provisionally identified for the construction of a new islet. These are deeper, permanent
lagoons (i.e. Etang du Vaisseau or Etang du Fangassier N°1). It is of note that Anciens
Salins de Beauduc currently hold the only Greater Flamingo breeding colony in France and
that other regular breeding sites in Europe are restricted to 6 localities in Italy and Spain.
Breeding colonies of avocets, terns, slender-billed and mediterranean gulls were
established in the past in widespread localities across Anciens Salins de Beauduc. As a
result, the almost complete extirpation of the breeding populations of the latter species is
affecting their conservation status at the scale of the whole site. It is of note that a general
decline of these species is monitored in the remaining parts of SPA FR9310019 as well.
Name of the threat: Camargue - Disturbance of Little Tern colonies.
Description: Little Tern colonies are established both on islets (inside lagoons) and on
nearby coastal beaches. While the decline of colonies inside the lagoons is described
hereabove, the situation on coastal beaches is equally alarming, with a reduction in
population sizes and very low breeding success. Coastal beaches surrounding Anciens
salins de Beauduc are heavily frequented by tourists. Main factors affecting breeding little
terns there include human disturbance and predation by dogs.
Location: Plage de la Comtesse and Plage de la Pointe de Beauduc, adjacent to the
Anciens Salins de Beauduc.

BULGARIA, site SPA BG0000152, pSCI BG0000620
Name of the threat: Bulgaria site BG0000152-BG0000620 Loss and degradation of
nesting habitat for target bird species.
Description: Main threats for the avifauna of Pomorie Lake are direct destruction and
degradation of nesting habitat and human disturbance. First is caused by erosion of salt
works embankments and dikes. The second is a complex factor caused by waste disposal,
light and noise pollution and disturbance related to construction of new resorts around the
lagoon. During past 10 years many land plots’ ownership was restituted to private owners
and many of the disused old salt works situated within the city boundaries have been turned
into new residential and resort areas. The existing embankments and dikes in the lake used
as nesting sites by Charadriiformes are subject to the impact of the elements – wind, rain
and waves – causing their erosion and degradation. In this regard it is of crucial importance
that safe and reliable nesting habitat is created and maintained – in that case nesting
platforms, nest boxes, rafts and islets. The measures will benefit the following species:
Sandwich Tern (Sterna sandvicensis), Avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta), Black-winged Stilt
(Himantopus himantopus), Kentish Plover (Charadrius alexandrinus), Common Tern
(Sterna hirrundo), Little Tern (Sterna albifrons), Mute swan (Cygnus olor), Shelduck
(Tadorna tadorna), Great Crested Grebe (Podiceps cristatus) and Ferruginous Duck
(Aythya nyroca).
Location: Nesting platforms will be established in some of the “concentrator pans” shallow pools used by salt producers for increasing of water salinity. Nest boxes for
Common shelducks will placed in dikes and embankments and rafts will be anchored in the
reed beds.
Name of the threat: Degradation of habitats by invasive species.
Description: Main threats for the habitats of Community interest 92D0 Southern riparian
galleries and thickets Nerio-Tamaricetea and Securinegion tinctoriae and 2120 Shifting
dunes along the shoreline with Ammophila arenaria are invasive species Amorpha
fruticosa, Eleagnus angustifolia, Antirrhinum majus and Spartium junceum. These are
developing rapidly taking over lots of area and suppressing the plants typically associated
to these habitats like Eryngium maritimum, Cakile maritima, Medicago marina, Silene
thymifolia, Stachys maritime and Trachomitum venetum. Clearing of the invasive species
will support normal development of the target habitats and plant communities.
Location: The sand strip and dunes separating the lagoon from the sea in the Eastern part
of the site.
FRANCE, sites SPA FR 9112013, SCI FR 9101406,
Name of the threat: disruption in the hydraulic management and loss of favourable trophic
and nesting conditions for birds
Description: The lagoons of the salt marshes are permanent or temporary plans of water
among which the area and the salinity are variable. These areas of water correspond to
former ponds and natural lagoons which were modified and reorganized for salt. They have
the peculiarity to be characterized by a gradient of salinity and a hydraulic management
which goes against the natural cycle. They are separated from the sea by a sandy
offshore bar and fed with sea water in an active way. There is no permanent natural
exchange between the salt lagoons and the sea. The habitat 1150* Coastal lagoon is
the most represented on the salt marsh with 7600 ha, which is nearly half of the
lagoons and the ponds of the Natura 2000 site " the Camargue gardoise ".
In accordance with the reciprocal dependence between sea salt production and biological
richness of saltworks, a critical link connects the economic viability and the conservation
objectives. Many Mediterranean saltworks have already been closed introducing
progressive changes mainly to waterfowls; on the inactive saltworks, one observes a
reduction in the population of the Great flamingo and of some coastal limicolous. Indeed,
the saltworks are strategic zones for the feeding of the flamingos via the presence of

Artemias sp . Moreover, at a time of dry climatic conditions, the salt-water marshes become
refuges zones for its feed. In the long term, this progressive disappearance of
Mediterranean saltworks could bring into question the conservation of certain species.
Location: Aigues-Mortes saltworks situated over two departments: Gard and Bouches-duRhône
Name of the threat: birds collision on electrical lines, accidental fire.
Description: All the electric lines on the salt-works are above ground and are 50 km long.
On a part of the electric lines, 3.5 km, the CSME staff regularly sees regularly dead Pink
Flamingos (A035). These collisions result in material damage and a high mortality rate of
birds. In October 2009, a collision between flamingos and the electric line provoked a fire
leading to damage to the habitats 1410 Mediterranean salt meadows (Juncetalia maritimi)
and 1420 Mediterranean and thermo-Atlantic halophilous scrubs (Sarcocornetea fruticosi)
were burnt on approximately 0.5 ha.
Location: part of the Aigues-Mortes salt-works situated in the department of Bouches-duRhône named “Boniface”.
Name of the threat: loss of nesting sites, disturbance
Description: To maintain favourable breeding conditions for Recurvirostra avosetta (A132),
Larus melanocephalus (A176), Gelochelidon nilotica (A189), Sterna hirundo (A193), Sterna
sandvicensis (A191), Sterna albifrons (A195), Larus genei (A180), Phoenicopterus roseus
(A035). It is necessary to create or restore small nesting islets whose characteristics are
variable according to the concerned species. It appears necessary to set up a specific
management for limiting the disturbance of the Yellow-legged Herring Gull (Larus
michahellis), expanding species on the Mediterranean coastline since the years 1950 and
which compete with the others limicolous species of patrimonial interest.
To maintain favorable breeding conditions for these species, it is necessary to create
because of erosion and regularly restore small nesting islets whose characteristics are
variable according to the concerned species. It appears necessary to set up a specific
management for limiting the disturbance of the Yellow-legged Herring Gull, expanding
species on the Mediterranean coastline since the years 1950 and which compete with the
others limicolous species of patrimonial interest.
Location: part of the Aigues-Mortes salt-works situated in the department of Bouches-duRhône

PREVIOUS CONSERVATION EFFORTS IN THE PROJECT AREA
AND/OR FOR THE HABITATS / SPECIES TARGETED BY THE PROJECT
ITALY, site IT4070007: Since the closure of the State Monopoly (in 1999), maintenance
has been confined to partial actions designed to try and limit the damage done by the
reduction in the water circulation capacity; these have involved dredging the sea water
supply canals and the surrounding canal, without extending operations to the network of
internal canals, nor to drainage pumps and accessory installations.
ITALY, site SPA and pSCI IT4070007 project LIFE00NAT/IT/7215.
ITALY, site pSICITB044002 and SPA ITB040022: In 2010 the area of the Bellarosa
Maggiore has been involved to the remaking of banks for 1.300 m., to obstruct the fresh
waters entry from channels downflow the neighbouring. After overflowing events of polluted
water from the Bellarosa Minore, a new saline affluent channel has been realized (in place
of current), on the contrary assigned to the waters downflow of the Perdalonga. A plant to
waters raising has been realized (the Poetto water – scooping machine) that lead sea water
until the Bellarosa Maggiore through the affluent channel.

It’s actually working a monitoring program concerning biological and naturalistic elements of
the habitat, and chemical – physical components related to water.
Within the“Programma di salvaguardia del litorale e delle retrostanti zone umide di
interesse internazionale dell'area metropolitana di Cagliari” (ex art. 17, comma 20, legge
11/03/1988 n. 67 e art. 73, comma 3 Decreto Legislativo 31/03/1998 n. 112) two breeding
islets and a flamingo corral has been realized in Cagliari and Quartu S. Elena.
Scientific and educational observatories to the observation and the study of different
ornithic species, also has been realized.
Camargue / Anciens Salins de Beauduc: Previous conservation efforts prior to the site
purchase by Conservatoire du Littoral include the construction of a nesting islet for breeding
greater flamingos and the construction of another islet for breeding terns. Both islets were
constructed in Etang du Fangassier N°2 by Groupe Sa lins with the scientific support of Tour
du Valat. A long-term monitoring of breeding bird colonies including Greater Flamingo, Pied
Avocet, gulls and terns is conducted by Tour du Valat and Amis des Marais du Vigueirat.
Various actions were tested in the past by Tour du Valat to reduce the impacts of the
competition by Yellow-legged Gull on other breeding colonial waterbirds. Little Tern beach
fencing experiments were conducted recently by Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue and
Amis des Marais du Vigueirat.
Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue is officially responsible for the management of the
northern part of Anciens Salins de Beauduc (including Etang du Fangassier) since it was
purchased by Conservatoire du Littoral in late 2008. Management of the latter area is
conducted in partnership with Tour du Valat and Société Nationale de Protection de la
Nature. Management activities initiated since 2009 include wardening, monitoring and
partial water circulation actions to limit the damage resulting from the reduction in the water
circulation capacity; these have involved partnership with Groupe Salins to temporarily
continue water supply of Etang du Fangassier for breeding flamingos using water from the
remnant salt works owned by Groupe Salins. Further parts of the former salt works were
purchased by Conservatoire du Littoral in october 2009 and may 2010 and the transfer of
their management is currently being organized. The whole site is targeted by an on-going
biodiversity assessment including terrestrial and submerged habitats, aquatic invertebrates,
amphibians, breeding birds and migrating waterbirds, with further researches on the fauna
and flora encountered prior to the site conversion for salt production. A second study on
hydrological modelling will be launched in late 2010. Both studies will provide information
and analysis for the implementation of LIFE project actions. In addition, a Natura 2000
management plan (Document d’Objectifs) is currently being prepared for both SCI 9301592
and SPA 9310019 by Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue.

LIFE+ Nature & Biodiversity 2010- B3
EU ADDED VALUE OF THE PROJECT AND ITS ACTIONS

The multinational partnership has a very high EU added value, because the present project
origins from a previous experience (LIFE00NAT/IT/72159) of just one of the partner, which
led to cluster together Natura 2000 sites’ managers who are currently facing similar
conservation issues. On of the outputs of the current project will be a management model
for salt works, guidelines for Larus michahellis disturbance mitigation and networking with
other salt works in Natura 2000 side.
The specific partnership of the project will largely facilitate dissemination of the projects’
results, because it involves protected areas managers, a private entity who manage 10 salt
works 7 of which in Europe and a scientific foundation

BEST PRACTICE / INNOVATION / DEMONSTRATION CHARACTER OF THE PROJECT
LIFE+ Nature projects must complete best practice and/or demonstration
LIFE+ Biodiversity projects must complete demonstration and/or innovation
BEST PRACTICE: The current proposal has a component of best practice because apply a
restoration method of no longer on production salt works experienced on a previous life
project.
DEMONSTRATION: On the other hand the project has a also a demonstration component
because puts into practice a restoration, of a recently dismissed salt work, carrying back
the area to amore natural drainage avoiding the use of a pumping station. This of course is
site’s specific but it offers an example of climate change adaptation.

EFFORTS FOR REDUCING THE PROJECT'S "CARBON FOOTPRINT"
For the whole project characteristics the best effort to reduce the carbon footprint is
intensive use of electronic communications whenever possible, including audio and/or video
conference. This will lead to a better project management and to a good internal
communication.
Water circulation restoration works in the Camargue will focus on the restoration of natural
connections, favouring whenever possible gravity water flow instead of water pumping as
the latter require fossil or electric energy. The project should therefore bring a significant
contribution to footprint's reduction in the long term.

LIFE+ Nature & Biodiversity 2010- B4
EXPECTED CONSTRAINTS AND RISKS RELATED TO THE PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION AND HOW THEY WILL BE DEALT WITH (CONTINGENCY
PLANNING)

Considering the previous experience one of the possible expected constrain is the
unfavourable work condition in a salt work. Furthermore it is necessary to respect breeding
time of the species and unfavourable weather condition could lead to a delay respect the
foreseen timetable.
The project last 4.5 years, and all the concrete conservation actions start at the second
year so this should allow to manage delays due unfavourable weather condition.
The implementation of action C3 need an environmental impact assessment (EIA), which
will be carried out in action A6, and the competent authority has signed the form A8.
Further expected constraints and risks are site-specific and explained below:
For the Cervia and Salina di Comacchio sites from previous experience (in particular on
project LIFE00NAT/IT/7215) the unfavourable climate conditions is the only foreseen
constraint. In the previous project stakeholder or external factors did not influenced the
implementation of the conservation action.
Concerning the Molentargius site the problems tied to the realization of the works (hydraulic
restoration) are connected to the impossibility of interventions (processing) during the
reproductive season of the avifauna, besides other prescription and relieving works to
preview in the appraisal of incidence phase of the plan. As remarked in form B4 the
contingency measure is connected to the beginning of concrete conservation actions at the
second year having other three years to face possible delays.
Camargue site: Unfavourable climate conditions may be a constraint for the implementation
of hydraulic works, habitat restoration works and breeding islets construction, as access of
mechanic engines into the saltworks can be restricted by high rainfalls. However, this
constraint is significantly mitigated by the dry climate in the Camargue: the lack of relief and
the situation of the Camargue at the southern end of the Rhône valley and near the sea
accentuate wind strength and frequency. “Mistral” blows in average 160 days per year. It is
blowing from the north/north-west and as a result it is dry and provokes a strong
evaporation, resulting in an important water deficit from April to September. Average rainfall
is 560 mm / year and average evaporation is 1706 mm / year. Because of these particular
climate conditions, it should be rather straightforward to temporarily drain the saltworks in
August and September in order to give access to mechanical engines. August-September
is not a sensitive period for birds breeding in the saltworks, thus this period will also be
favoured for saltworks drainage and prolonged hydraulic and breeding islet construction
works as it will mitigate bird disturbance.
Technical difficulties and external factors: On-going preliminary studies started in 2010 as
well as preliminary actions planned as part of the LIFE project in 2012 and 2013 should
help to identify and mitigate any possible difficulties for the implementation of the
conservation actions. No major obstacle related to technical difficulties or external factors
have been identified so far.
Stakeholder opposition: The conservation and restoration actions of the LIFE+ Nature
project will be implemented at Anciens Salins de Beauduc, a coastal area covering 6,690
ha, of which 5,060 ha (75% of the site area) was purchased from 2008 to 2010 by the
Conservatoire du Littoral (CEL). In the area already owned by the Conservatoire du Littoral,
the status of protected public property significantly mitigates the risk of stakeholder
opposition. Areas still owned by Groupe Salins are planned to be transferred to the
Conservatoire du Littoral by 2013 but this transfer could be delayed. In this case, it is
expected that Groupe Salins should support the implementation of conservation actions in

its remaining properties located in Anciens Salins de Beauduc as it will also be a
beneficiary of the LIFE project for its actions in Salins d’Aigues Mortes.
Several meetings involving local stakeholders were organized in 2010. They demonstrated
that the principle to implement urgent actions such as hydraulic restoration works is
accepted, as is the principle to secure the breeding conditions of the flamingo colony in the
long term, the latter being a flagship species in the Camargue and an important value for
tourism in the region.
Opposition of some of Salin de Giraud inhabitants, however, cannot be fully excluded.
Several potential conflicts are currently identified: (1) apprehension that the management of
Anciens Salins de Beauduc will lead to an increased flood hazard, (2) negative perception
that the abandonment of coastal dykes maintenance will lead to shoreline retreat, (3)
negative perception of the saltworks shifting towards natural, drier and seemingly less
productive landscape and (4) apprehension that purchase by Conservatoire du Littoral will
lead to a reduction of hunting activity and other activities perceived as “traditional rights”.
These potential conflicts will be taken very seriously into account in the frame of the LIFE
project: - Action A6 will include the preparation of executive projects to define the
conservation and restoration actions to be implemented under action C3. Executive projects
will be prepared with the consultation of the management committee already set up for the
management of the properties owned by Conservatoire du Littoral.
- Continued dialogue between the Conservatoire du Littoral, Parc Naturel Régional de
Camargue, the Groupe Salins and the Tour du Valat should also help to establish, if
necessary, the relocalisation of hydaulic works.
- Public meetings or on-site visits involving local stakeholders will be held to present
conservation actions and post-works monitoring results.
- Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue will collaborate with local newspapers for the
preparation of articles disseminating information on the implementation of the LIFE project.
- A workshop organized in the Camargue (action D9) will give a strong opportunity to
promote the actions carried on locally under the project. Action D4 also includes
dissemination of information through the website of Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue
and 2 special issues of the newsletter of the park.
In addition, many public awareness and consultation actions are / will be conducted outside
the frame of the LIFE project (i.e. in the frame of recurrent site management and as part of
other projects) so that conservation objectives are widely shared with local stakeholders:
- Consultation in the frame of a management committee involving local authorities is
already set up for the management of properties owned by the Conservatoire du Littoral.
- Regular meetings have been specifically organized since 2008 to open dialogue with the
different stakeholders and to discuss the future management of Anciens Salins de Beauduc
and regulation of uses. The current participants include the Conservatoire du Littoral, local
users (including the local hunting society), the former land owner (Groupe Salins), the
authorities responsible for the management of the site (Parc Naturel Régional de
Camargue) and its partners (Tour du Valat and Société Nationale de Protection de la
Nature). The agreement addressing hunting activities is currently fulfilled.
- a steering committee will be set up for two preliminary studies implemented in 2011
independently of the LIFE project. Both will specifically target Anciens Salins de Beauduc.
The first one will focus on hydrology and will address the issue related to an apprehension
of increased flood hazard. The other will identify potential socio-economic activities and
their practical development with respect of environmental issues.
- Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue has planned to engage 3 full-time wardens from
2011. One of their missions will be to implement recurrent on-site public awareness actions
including awareness actions linked with the fencing of protected areas for Little Tern
colonies established on beaches as defined under action C3.
- An applied research project was obtained from the “Water & Territory” call for projects of
the Ministry of Ecology, Development and Sustainable Planning. This project is
implemented in 2011 and 2012. It involves Tour du Valat, DESMID-CNRS, Université de
Provence and an independent structure research named RESSOURCE (Social Sciences

Researches on Organizations, Uses, Representations and Concertations associated with
the Environment). This project is called “From one wetland to another, changing wetlands Exercise of reflexivity within the water and territories system: wetland re-naturation /
restoration”. It will target two areas in the Rhône delta including Anciens Salins de Beauduc
area where all the conservation actions of the LIFE+ project are planned. The objectives of
this “Water & Territory” project is to bring elements for afterthought and understanding,
based on interdisciplinary articulation, for the construction and organization of water
governance. The objective is to produce applied research shared with local stakeholders.
This project will develop a scientific (human and social sciences) approach to address
several issues including “thinking governance for wetlands re-naturation and restoration”
and “giving a social sense for wetland restoration and their symbolic appropriation”. Results
of this project will be disseminated through meetings with stakeholders. This project is
therefore expected to bring support to the objectives of the LIFE project.
- Studies involving stakeholders were conducted in the past with the aim to address issues
related to shoreline retreat in the Camargue. Efforts are currently engaged to initiate a
research project specifically addressing shoreline retreat modeling at Anciens Salins de
Beauduc.
- a steering committee involving all local authorities as well as local stakeholder
representatives is also set up since 2007 for the preparation of the management plan of the
Natura 2000 sites. Conservation objectives defined for the Natura 2000 sites were validated
without opposition.
Pomorie lake site: Green Balkans NGO do not foreseen any further constrain to the
implementation of its actions.
Aigues-Mortes site: CSME do not foreseen any further constrain to the implementation of
its actions.
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CONTINUATION / VALORISATION OF THE PROJECT RESULTS
AFTER THE END OF THE PROJECT
•

Which actions will have to be carried out or continued after the end of the project?

All the sites will carry out actions according to the management plan.
•

How will this be achieved, what resources will be necessary to carry out these actions?

To implement the actions described above the beneficiaries will use own funds and will
apply to use all funding regional / national and EU level. The specifications for each
beneficiary/ site are the following:
Cevia site: for this site is foreseen the draw Management Plan which contain also cost and
possible funds for the implementation of the actions.
Molentargius site: Concerning the Molentargius Saline Park works and infrastructures will
be the object of a periodic monitoring about the state and functionality with fit necessary
interventions of restoration. Also the destined investments related to the monitoring actions
of the waters chemical physical quality will be subject to periodic checks of maintenance
and calibration. Moreover the realized interventions (banks) and the presence of the fixed
station of monitoring will allow to evaluate and to maintain the environmental quality the
salinity degree and the favourable levels of the pond for A. fasciatus.
Camargue site: Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue is already designed as the site
manager of over 1000 ha purchased by Conservatoire du Littoral and included in the area
targeted by the LIFE project. By late 2011, it will be assigned the manager of the whole
area within Anciens Salins de Beauduc purchased by the Conservatoire du Littoral (5060
ha), in partnership with Tour du Valat and Société Nationale de Protection de la Nature as
co-managers. Tour du Valat is already engaged in several long-term monitoring activities
on this site. Infrastructures that are to be set up with the support of the LIFE project include
fences for the protection of Little Tern areas, breeding islets for colonial waterbirds and
hydraulic infrastructures. These investments will be maintained after the project as part of
the daily management of the site carried by Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue.
Pomorie site: The project investments (created nesting islets and platforms, purchased
bikes, meteorological station) will be maintained by Green Balkans NGO. Islets and
platforms will be maintained through conservation volunteer holidays including Bulgarian
and international volunteers. Repairs of bikes and meteo station will be on Green Balkans
expenses. Partly these will be covered by rent-a-bike service to be offered as well as
entrance fees from Pomorie Lake Visitor centre.
CSME site: The project investments will be maintained by the Compagnie des Salins du
Midi et des Salines de l'Est.
•

Protection status under national/local law of sites/species/habitats targeted (if relevant)

The sites are already subject to strict levels of protection for each of the different levels
indicated by the the Habitats and Birds Directives.
Cervia and Comacchio sites are also inside the perimeter of Consorzio del Parco Regionale
del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna. Molentargius site is inside the perimeter of Consorzio
Consorzio del Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius-Saline. Camargue sites are inside
the perimeter of Parc naturel régional de Camargue. Pomorie Lake site was designated as
a protected site (IUCN category III-V) in accordance to Protected Areas Act of Republic of
Bulgaria.

•

How, where and by whom will the equipment acquired be used after the end of the
project?
According the Article 25.9 of the Common Provision equipment purchased during the
project will be used permanently by the beneficiaries for activities related to nature
protection even after the conclusion of the project.
•

To what extent will the results and lessons of the project be actively disseminated after
the end of the project to those persons and/or organisations that could best make use
of them (please identify these persons/organisations)?
The web pages will remain active after the end of the project, publications not distributed
within the timeframe of the project will be distributed to anyone who requests it and also at
public events of the beneficiaries. Web pages particularly has been proved to be efficient,
because has been the media which permitted to other beneficiaries to know the previous
project LIFE00NAT/IT/7215.
The associated beneficiary n.5 CSME declared that conservation actions may be planned
for replication on other salt-works such as Salin de Giraud and Berre in France, Torrevieja y
la Mata, Bonmati and La Tapa y Marivelez in Spain and also at Sousse and Sfax in Tunisia.
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TECHNICAL APPLICATION FORMS

Part C – detailed technical description
of the proposed actions
Important note:
 All calculations and detailed cost breakdowns necessary to justify the
cost of each action should be included in the financial forms F. In order
to avoid repeating the financial information (with the risk of introducing
incoherencies), Part C should only contain financial information not
contained in the financial forms (e.g. details explaining the cost per
hectare).
 All forms in this section may be duplicated, so as to include all
essential information.
 Each action described should have a clear indication of its physical
target (e.g., action 1 will take place in area "X" and/or will target species
"Y"). Whenever this is relevant, the location of these actions should
also be identified on one or several maps which must be provided in
annex (preferably one map per site). Where feasible, a map of each site
should be provided that indicates the location of all the actions taking
place on that site.
 Any action that is sub-contracted should be just as clearly described as
an action that will be directly carried out by the beneficiaries.
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DETAILS OF PROPOSED ACTIONS

A.

Preparatory actions, elaboration of management plans and/or of action plans
For each action or set of actions specify the following:

ACTION A.1: Elaboration of the Project's Operational Programme and subscription
of convention among partners
Description (what, how, where and when): an agreement will be signed between the
coordinating and associate beneficiaries, giving formal definition to the roles, duties and
responsibilities in the management of the various actions outlined by the project and the
ways in which the economic resources generated by the project will be transferred between
the beneficiaries.
It is part of the agreement, the Project's Operational Programme (POA), this document is a
management and administrative review of the project actions with the aim to identify in
detail the activities to be performed from each beneficiaries. The POA will be developed
with the help of a group of outside work in coordination with the executive staff of the
coordinating beneficiary and shared with the other associated beneficiaries. The
beneficiaries carrying out their institutional tasks normally commission external consultants
for specific matters as such as the present proposal has been performed with the help of
external consultants, who worked closely with the various project beneficiaries. The
selected consultants have high qualifications and experiences in handling LIFE projects and
this formula has achieved its objectives successfully in other LIFE projects.
During the implementation of this action will be selected and appointed the Director General
described into the action E1.
Timetable: the activity will be completed in the first quarter of the project.
Reasons why this action is necessary: The signing of an agreement between the
beneficiaries will prevent disputes and conflicts over responsibilities. A properly drawn up
Management Plan is crucial to achievement of the project’s conservation goals for the site.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Consorzio del Parco Regionale del
Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna; Consorzio del Parco Naturale Regionale MolentargiusSaline, Parc naturel régional de Camargue, Green Balkans NGO, Compagnie des Salins
du Midi et des Salines de l'Est; Tour du Valat.
Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna is the main
responsible for the actions including the elaboration of Project's Operational Programme.
All the other partners participate in discussing the documents including the convention and
in signing the convention.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): Report containing the
Project's Operational Programme. Agreement signed by the Coordinating Beneficiary and
all the Associated Beneficiaries. Appointment of the Director General described into the
action E1.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): the cost estimation is based on
previous experience on LIFE project involving different partners, adding the costs of
translation.
Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna

Costs

Description

Unit price Number

Personnel Director
Administrative

300
145

Total

2
6

External
Elaboration of the Project's Operational
assistance Programme

600
870
15000

TOTAL

16470

Consorzio del Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius - Saline
Costs

Description

Unit price Number

Personnel Director
Technicians D1
Administrative D1

Total

369
125

1
1

369

125

1

125

125

TOTAL

619

Green Balkans NGO
Costs

Unit price Number

Description

Personnel Project coordinator
Administrative

60
50

Total

5
4

300
200

TOTAL

500

Compagnie des Salins du Midi et des Salines de l'Est
Costs

Description

Unit price Number

Personnel Ecosystem manager

250
TOTAL

20

Total
500
500

ACTION A.2: Executive projects of the hydraulic circulation works and consolidation
for Torre Rossa. Cervia site Management Plan.
Description (what, how, where and when): An executive projects for the hydraulic
restoration provided for Action C1 will be drawn up.
A Management Plan for the Salina di Cervia site IT4070007 will be drawn up according the
“D.M. 3 settembre 2002, Ministero dell’Ambiente e della Tutela del Territorio. Linee guida
per la gestione dei siti Natura 2000.” Invitations to tender will be launched for the
implementation of action C1.
Reasons why this action is necessary: A properly drawn up executive project is
crucial to achievement of the project’s conservation goals for the site.
The executive project is required for precise identification and quantification of interventions
to achieve with actions C1. The tenders are required for the award of the work and carry on
the basis of executive project which include specific reports, calculations and tables with
detailed technical drawings.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Consorzio del Parco Regionale del
Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna

Expected results (quantitative information when possible): Executive projects for the
operations scheduled for Action C1. Drawing up of a Management Plan for the Cervia site
IT4070007; approval and adoption of the Management Plan of the site IT4070007 “Salina di
Cervia” by the Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms):
Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna
Costs

Description

Unit price
300
135

6
20

1800

Personnel

Director
Technicians D1
Administrative D1
Executive project

145

6

External

870
18000

assistance

Management Plan

Number

Total

2700

36000
TOTAL

59370

The share of the cost of the executive projects for the reconstruction of Via Vallone bridge
and the cement basement of Bova 2 bridge is estimated in 12000€, respect to the total cost
dedicated to the executive project.
ACTION A.3: Cervia salt work ex-ante monitoring
Description (what, how, where and when): It will be realized an ex-ante monitoring
on the following ecosystem components: flora, vegetation and habitats, birds, ichtyofauna.
Monitoring the ecosystem components will be through direct sampling and field surveys to
verify the presence and conservation status of habitats and target species.
The flora and vegetation and habitat monitoring will be implemented via census directly on
the field, noting visually habitats and then updating the georeferenced habitat maps
(shapefile), this monitoring will be performed during the growing season period
spring/summer. The census of birds, will be directed by visual census with a count to check
the breeding of target species. The bird monitoring method can vary for different species,
the count is performed directly with the use of optical instruments, and the count must be
performed in specific time of the day. The report will contain the methodology used and
variation for single species. Ichtyofauna monitoring will be carried out sampling with gill
nets, equipped with a few mm mesh, in function of the small size of the targeted species (46 cm of total length). This method has been performed during the implementation of
LIFE00NAT/IT/7215 into the “Salina di Comacchio”, in which the environment is very
similar. A GIS (Geographic Information System) will be designed and realized and the data
of the ex-ante ecosystem components monitoring will be inserted.
Timetable: the activity will be completed in the first year of the project.
Reasons why this action is necessary: the results of ex-ante monitoring will
provide a framework of reference for the state of conservation of the habitats and will also
be relevant to the objectives of the Habitats Directive through GIS (Geographical
Information System) processing by ensuring that the Management Plan is based on a
reliable representation of the site and its characteristics and by providing a reliable basis for
comparison for the ex-post monitoring. The GIS is indispensable to the organization of the
information needed to programme, plan and manage the sites. The map of habitats
currently available was created via remote sensing and using previous studies; direct onsite surveys will enable the map to be brought up-to-date, taking account also of the
presence of priority coastal lagoon* habitat, and will enable us later to evaluate the success
of operations undertaken.

Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Consorzio del Parco Regionale del
Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna
Expected results (quantitative information needed): Creation of a GIS; update of the
map of habitats and scientific reports with the results of monitoring.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
46.240€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Costs

Description

Personnel

Director
Technicians D1
Administrative D1
Elaboration GIS
Monitoring habitats (5.000) + fishes (11.000)
+ birds (10.000)
TOTAL

External
assistance

Unit price Number Total
300
135
145

2
10
2

600
1350
290
18000
26000
46240

ACTION A.4: Executive project of the hydraulic and naturalistic works and
permission phase in the Molentargius
Description (what, how, where and when): this step of the project concerns the
realization of the executive projects and technical documents for the exact definition of the
Action C2, and D3 related to the restoration of the hydraulic circulation, nesting islets and to
the tied workings to support the future visit of the site.
The planning corresponds to the lawful requirements as regards to the demand for all
necessary authorizations, advices and permission useful to the concrete realizations of
activities. The project is executed from the inner technical staff of the Molentargius -Saline
Park with the support of external advising for possible studies in depth and specific
initiatives of the plan.
Timetable: the activity will be completed in the first year of the project.
Reasons why this action is necessary: the action is necessary to the correct
definition of the actions C2 and D3, in order to obtain of all the lawful authorizations and the
organisation of the necessary administrative and accounting documents for the works
reliance notification.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Consorzio
Regionale Molentargius-Saline.

del

Parco

Naturale

Expected results (quantitative information needed): arrangement of the project
equipped with suitable specific reports necessaries to obtain all the lawful requirements and
to focus the right fulfilment of the works. Works contract and Executive projects for the
Actions C2 and D3 activities.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
56000 €, the costs were estimated as follow:
Costs

Description

Unit price

Personnel

Director
Technicians D1

369
125

5
250

31250

Technicians C1

115

47

5405

Number

Total
1845

Administrative D1
External
assistance

125

60

Executive projects. Studies and
survejes
TOTAL

7500
10000
56000

ACTION A.5: Monitoring abiotic and biotic characteristics ex ante in Molentargius
Description (what, how, where and when): The Bellarosa Maggiore is a share of the
“Nature 2000” area inside to the Molentargius-Saline Park, of which the scientific
knowledges are actually insufficient and obsoletes. The environmental system hasn’t
moreover been interested from any work, except for the affluent and the effluent channel
during the works concerning all the lagoon compendium (Programma di salvaguardia del
litorale e delle retrostanti zone umide di interesse internazionale dell'area metropolitana di
Cagliari ex art. 17, comma 20, legge 11/03/1988 n. 67 e art. 73, comma 3 Decreto
Legislativo 31/03/1998 n. 112).
For this important action, a proper GIS (Geographic Information System) will be created, in
which the result of surveying realized in this work phase will be constantly inserted in
subsequent actions E3.
The monitoring of the nesting and wintering Molentargius avifauna, of the Aphanius
fasciatus, of the zooplankton, of the macro-zoobenthos, also the realization of possible
ringing actions addressed to the Flamingo species, together with the monitoring of the
chemical parameters of water and sediments, are certainly foreseen. the monitoring of the
“Aphanius fasciatus”, of the benthic invertebrates, the chemical and physical parameters of
waters and sediments will be carried out according to the protocol indicated in the
“Protocolli per il campionamento e la determinazione degli elementi di qualità biologica e
fisico-chimica nell’ambito dei programmi di monitoraggio ex 2000/60/CE delle acque di
transizione” Dicembre 2008 El-Pr-TW-Protocolli Monitoraggio-03.05, ISPRA The monitoring
of the zooplankton will be carried out according to the protocol indicated in the “Metodologie
di studio del plancton marino”. Manuali e Linee Guida 56/2010 ISPRA”. For the colonial
nesting species is foreseen the assessment of the nests from safety distance with suitable
optical tools. The nests located on the banks and in the accessible islets will be directly
counted during the last quarter of the incubation period, avoiding the warmer hours of the
day. Referred to some species, the count of the adults to the guide of the pulli and the
recording of the acoustic contacts is previewed it. For the hosts species, the complete
censuses (quantitative and qualitative) of the aquatic birds presents in the area of study is
previewed (carried out in contemporary, in order to guarantee the representation of the
collected data). The opticians instruments will be the same ones used for the nesting
species.
The constant monitoring concerning the main physical parameters of waters through a fixed
station equipped of multiparameter probe and level sensors; a punctual monitoring through
a portable multiparameter probe also are foreseen in the plan activities.
The habitat study through proper phytosociological campaigns relief and floristic surveying
will be realized amongst the activities. The monitoring of the habitats is executed through
floristic surveyings (yearly census of the flora of the Bellarosa Maggiore) together with a
campaign of phitosociologic reliefs, according to the classical Braun-Blanquet system
(cover and sociability) on the permanent transepts.
The acquired instrumentation will also be employed in the subsequent monitoring phases.
Timetable: the activity will be completed in the first year of the project.
Reasons why this action is necessary: the “ex-ante” monitoring is shaped as an
essential and indispensable planning and cognitive means to the biodiversity and the
habitats of the plan area because it will allow the calibration of the planned works in the C2
action.

A greater punctual appraisal of the effects will moreover concur benefits that will be
expected as results after the environmental restoration (action C2).
The GIS system is essential to organize the information and the management of the site
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Consorzio del Parco Naturale Regionale
Molentargius-Saline.
Expected results (quantitative information needed): mapping on detail scale not only
related to the habitats localization and naturalistic excellences, but also to the abiotic
characteristics.
Realization of the GIS system.
Necessary information to support of the planning and the specific reports.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
269000 €, the costs were estimated as follow:
Costs

Description

Unit price Number Total

Personnel

Director
Technicians D1
Technicians C1
Administrative D1

369
125
115
125

5
335
47
47

Subtotal (personnel cost)
External
assistance

Equipment

Water and sediment analysis
Monitoring habitats + fishes + birds
Fixed station equipped of multiparametric
probe for remote monitoring: Dissolved
Oxygen % Saturation and ppm, Conductivity,
Temperature, pH, Level sensor, Salinity,
Turbidity, Redox, Chlorophyll. On site
Installation, software for data transfer and
management.
77000
Portable multiparametric probe equipped with
sensors for dissolved Oxygen % Saturation
and ppm, Conductivity, Temperature, pH,
Salinity, Redox, data loggers
68000
Small boat
1500

1plankton net 1 Ekman grab
Subtotal (equipment cost)
TOTAL

1845
41875
5405
5875
55000
25000
39000

1

77000

1
1

68000
1500
3500
150000
269000

The estimation for the personnel costs are based on the experience matured from the
Molentargius Saline Park, the number of working days are specified into the above table.
The estimation for the external assistance costs have been made based on the effective
average cost of the external collaborations activated from the Molentargius Saline Park
about the waters analyses, the analyses of sediments and those for the support to the
habitat monitoring, fish fauna and avifauna.
The cost of the equipment are specified into the above table and are included: purchase
and rests in work of n. 1 fixed station for the monitoring of the physical parameters
chemical of waters in continuous; portable multiparametric probe for the punctual survey of
the data; small half floating boat equipped of electric motor, plankton net and grab for the
sampling of the benthic invertebrates.
ACTION A.6: Camargue, modelling and executive projects for: hydraulic restoration,
habitats restoration, construction and fencing of breeding islets.

Description (what, how, where and when): A hydro-saline model will be completed
using existing modelling works already developed for Etang du Vaccarès, preliminary
modelling works to be launched for Anciens Salins de Beauduc in late 2010 (as part of a
preliminary action not included in the submitted LIFE project) and additional data to be
collected in setting up on-site CTD (Conductivity-Temperature-Depth) probes. This model
will be used to test several hydrological scenarios predicting water level variations, water
circulation and salinity variations. A cross-analysis of hydrological scenarios with historical
and present ecological data collected and compiled as part of a detailed on-going
ecological account (2010-2011) will provide prospective of ecosystems restoration and
management for Anciens Salins de Beauduc. This predictive work will be shared for
discussions with stakeholders. It will be used as a decision tool for selecting one of the
hydrological scenarios and defining operational objectives. The model will be implemented
in 2012 and 2013. Most of the work will be completed at office but it will also include on-site
data collecting and meetings with stakeholders.
An executive project will be drawn up for the hydraulic restoration works. It will be based on
the recommendations resulting from the model. The executive project will provide detailed
descriptions of the works required for the hydrological restoration of Anciens Salins de
Beauduc with a special focus on water circulation, including infrastructure constructions,
embankment removal and muddy material removal from internal channels. It will include
detailed planning and technical drawings of the hydraulic construction works,
implementation planning and engines circulation plan, thus providing all the technical
information required to prepare the invitation to tender for Action C3. The executive project
will be completed in 2013.
For habitat restoration a preliminary study will identify and describe the topographic and
ecological works needed to locally restore coastal habitats. The study will focus on
Mediterranean salt steppes* (1510), with additional target habitats including Mediterranean
salt meadows (Juncetalia maritimi) (1410), Mediterranean halophilous scrubs (1420) and
Salicornia and other annuals colonizing mud and sand (1310). Data will be collected on
sites still holding coastal habitats (‘reference sites’) and on sites targeted for restoration
works, thus providing a detailed reference state of the habitats. Protocols will be built on the
results of an on-going PhD thesis on the dynamic and restoration of Limonium girardianum
populations conducted at nearby Golfe de Fos-sur-Mer and supervised by Tour du Valat
and Institut Méditerranéen d’Ecologie et de Paléoécologie.
An executive project will be drawn up for the habitat restoration works, including
topographical works, implementation planning and engines circulation plan. The need and
conditions for species reintroduction will also be assessed. This part of the action will be
implemented in 2012 and 2013. It will include field-data collecting and the writing of a
report.
For the executive project of breeding islets a cross-analysis of the results of hydrological
modelling and historical data on breeding colonial waterbirds, together with on-site
investigations and expertise on the ecological requirements of the targeted species, will
enable to identify the most suitable locations for islets constructions. The executive project
will also provide detailed descriptions of the islets including size, orientation, topography,
type and location of construction material, implementation planning and engines circulation
plan. This action is to be completed in 2013. It will include historical data analysis, data
collecting in the field and the preparation of the work construction plan.
Water and Environmental Impacts Assessment will be conducted for hydraulic and
topographic works described. EIA will be completed using data and work description
provided during the implementation of the first phase of this action. It will be completed with
close connection with Direction Régionale de l’Environnement. Invitations to tender will be
launched for actions C3. This action will to be completed in 2013.
Reasons why this action is necessary: The model will provide the necessary
information for the executive projects. A properly drawn up executive projects is crucial to

carry out the works of action C3 correctly and achieve the project’s conservation goals for
the site.
Hydraulic and topographic restoration actions imply important operation works, eventually
leading to significant environmental and hydrological changes, thus it seems necessary to
complete a water and environmental impacts assessment according to the European and
French regulations requirements.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Tour du Valat and Parc Naturel
Régional de Camargue. Tour du Valat will implemte the hydro-saline model, the executive
project of restoration of coastal habitats, the executive project for construction of breeding
islets. Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue will implement the executive project of
hydraulics restoration, the action will be partially subcontracted and the administrative
formalities including water & environmental impacts assessment of the hydraulic and
topographic works.
Expected results (quantitative information needed): report of hydro-saline model,
executive projects (hydraulic restoration, habitat restoration, breeding islets) for action C3,
invitation to tender for the implementation of the action C3 is broadcasted. Permits are
obtained and enterprises are selected for the works planned in actions C3.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
117932€ ant was estimated as follow:
Model: €35.162 (excluding overhead costs), including €19.922 for personal costs, €240 for
on-site travels and €15.000 for equipment purchase.
Executive project of the hydraulics works : € 21.237,00 (excluding overhead costs),
including 2.237,00 for personal costs and € 20.000,00 for external assistance.
Executive project of restoration of coastal habitats: €31.699 (excluding overhead costs),
including € 22.699 for personal costs, € 1.200 for on-site travels, € 2.800 for equipment
rental and € 5000 for subcontracting soil analysis.
Executive project of breeding islets €13,034 (excluding overhead costs), including € 7,574
for personal costs, € 160 for on-site travels, € 2.800 for measurement equipment rental and
€ 2.500 for external assistance.
Administrative formalities and IEA: € 10.200 (excluding overhead costs), including €
3.500,00 for personal costs and € 6.700,00 for external assistance
The detailed cost calculations is:
Tour du Valat
Costs
Description
Unit price
Number
Total
(1) Hydrosaline modelling and hydro-saline and ecological restoration project assessment
Research Scientist (Hydrology)
381 euros/day
21 days
8001
Research Assistant (Hydrology)
206 euros/day
11 days
2266
Research Scientist (Natural habitats)
430 euros/day
7 days
3010
Program Director
602 euros/day
7 days
4214
Personnel costs
Research Scientist (Flamingos)
294 euros/day
5 days
1470
Head of Department (Species
385 euros/day
3 days
1155
dynamics)
Project Leader
298 euros/day
7 days
2086
10 field trips to Anciens Salin de
0,4 euro / km
Travel costs
1000 km
400
Beauduc x 100 km
Equipment
6 CTD (Conductivity-Temperature15000
purchase
Depth) probes
Subtotal1 37602
(2) Data-collecting and work plan definition for the restoration of coastal habitats including Mediterranean
salt steppes* (1510)
Personnel costs
Research Scientist (Habitats)
430 euros/day
18 days
7740
Research Assistant (Botany & GIS)
233 euros / day
24 days
5592
Research Assistant (Botany)
327 euros / day
18 days
5886

Travel costs
External
assistance
External
assistance

Project Leader
Research Assistant (Hydro/Topography)
Interns
20 field trips to Anciens Salin de
Beauduc x 100 km
Sediments analysis (including
granulometry)
Differential GPS rental (1 week)

298 euros/day
206 euros/day
27 euros/day

4 days
8 days
100 days

0,4 euro / km

2000 km

1192
1648
2700
800
5000
2800

Subtotal 2 33358
(3) Preliminary study for the construction of breeding islets for colonial waterbirds (including Greater
Flamingo, Pied Avocet, gulls and terns).
Project Leader
298 euros/day
23 days
6854
Personal costs
Research Assistant (Hydro/Topography) 206 euros/day
6 days
1236
882
Research Scientist (Flamingos)
294 euros/day
3 days
Travel costs
10 field trips x 100 km
1000 km
400
External
Scientific and technical assistance for
400 euros /
12 days
4800
assistance
the conception of breeding birds islets
days
External
Differential GPS rental (1 week)
2800
assistance
Subtotal 3 16972
Total

87932

Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue
Costs

External
assistance

Description
Environmental impact studies and
regulatory implications

Unit price
Number
Total
Engineering Studies
Office–
700 €/j
30 days 21 000
Travel expenses
9 000
and overhead costs
Total 30 000

The other costs are entirely related to the rental of a Differential GPS, a measuring tool that
will be used to collect precise and accurate bathymetric and topographic data.
Under action A6, it will be hired to collect topographic data for the definition of the executive
project for the restoration of coastal habitats. Micro-topography of coastal areas (ranging
from a few centimetres to several tens of centimetres) determines flood duration. In relation
with water regime and soil and water salinity, it is the main factor determining the
distribution of coastal habitats including, respectively, 1310, 1320, 1410, 1420 and 1510*.
Thus accurate topographic data must be collected in order to define a precise description of
the topographic works required for the restoration of coastal habitats. D-GPS will also be
hired to collect bathymetric data for the construction of breeding islets.
D-GPS are hired on a weekly basis (estimated cost is 2800 euros/week). For action A6 we
estimate that one week each is required to collect data for the preparation of (1) the coastal
habitats restoration plan and (2) the breeding islets construction plan.
ACTION A.7: Ex-ante monitoring of invasive plant species and nesting Waterbirds,
executive projects for improvement of nesting conditions and for the removal of invasive
plant species in Pomorie Lake.
Description (what, how, where and when): The project team will carry out ex-ante
monitoring of invasive plant species and nesting water birds. The monitoring will aim to
assess the specific needs of nesting birds at Pomorie Lake and assessment of their needs
for improvement of nesting conditions. These are target species for conservation of SPA
“Pomorie Lake” BG0000152. To get information for the hydrology of the lake monitoring of

meteorology will be needed and for that purpose an automatic meteorological station will be
purchased to be installed in the Pomorie Lake visitor centre. It will include anemometer,
pluviometer, thermometer, hygrometer and barometer.
Assessment of the invasive species and their distribution is needed so to optimize their
eradication. The monitoring will take place at Pomorie Lake and will be made by car and on
foot. For the invasive species it will be all year round and for the nesting birds during the
breeding season: April-July. The assessment will be made in first project year and its
results will be used also for the executive projects.
The methodologies for monitoring of birds: extensive counts of all birds at the site for
identification of concentration and preferred sites for feeding, roosting and resting. Bird
counts will be made twice a month (every 2 weeks). Invasive plant species will be surveyed
through site visit and mapped by GPS units. The ex-ante monitoring of invasive plants will
be made once a month during the spring-summer months. Post-monitoring will follow the
same patterns both for plants and birds.
The action includes a survey of existing experience in restoration of nesting habitat for
Charadriiformes and Anatidae bird species. Based on existing experience found and
specific conditions at Pomorie Lake the project team will develop Terms of Reference and
Guidelines. These will be submitted to an engineer who will develop executive projects with
technical designs and drawings for different types of nest boxes, platforms, rafts and islets.
The engineer will be sub-contracted. During the process of developing the designs the
engineer should visit the site where these are planned to be installed so to get first hand
experience of need to be met and specific conditions at Pomorie Lake. The provisional
study of existing experience will be made during first 9 months of the project and then
planning of different types further 9 months.
The project team will carry out consultation and study of existing experience and techniques
for fighting with target invasive plant species. Expert botanists will be consulted and the
situation at Pomorie Lake will be presented. On that basis and in compliance with specific
conditions of invasive species development and influence on the target habitats at Pomorie
Lake a Strategy will be developed for eradication of invasive species in a way not affecting
the conservation status of the target habitats.
The strategy will be developed in first 9 months of the project and based on ex-ante
assessment of invasive species.
Reasons why this action is necessary: fex-ante monitoring is needed for precise
information to be used in executive projects and to evaluate the results of action C4. Target
bird species to be subject to measures for improvement of nesting habitat belong to
Anatidae and Charadriiformes. Depending on findings of the monitoring the measures will
be adapted to their specific needs and preferred areas within the site. This information will
contribute for best designs and then further improvement of conditions. Furthermore
accurate assessment of distribution of invasive plant species and their identification will be
of great help to develop a strategy and then eradicate that threat to native species and
habitats. The use of GPS device will guarantee correctness of collected data throughout the
monitoring. Properly drawn up executive projects is crucial to carry out the works of action
C4 correctly and achieve the project’s conservation goals for the site.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Green Balkans
Expected results (quantitative information needed): report with ex-ante monitoring of
invasive species and nesting water birds. Collected data base with information on nesting
birds and invasive plant species distribution. Executive projects including technical design
for construction of nesting platforms; technical designs for nesting of Anatidae species –
nest boxes for Shelducks (Tadorna tadorna) and rafts for other ducks; technical design for
restoration of nesting sites for Charadriiformes – small islets at eroded dikes.

Executive project and strategy for removal of invasive plant species affecting target habitats
92D0 Southern riparian galleries and thickets Nerio-Tamaricetea and Securinegion
tinctoriae and 2120 Shifting dunes along the shoreline with Ammophila arenaria.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
15254€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Costs

Description

Personnel

Expert

Unit price
150

Travel and
subsistence
External
assistance

Number

Total
104

5200
5854

Engineer

4200
TOTAL

15254

ACTION A.8: Executive projects for hydraulic restoration, burying of electric cables, for
restoration of nesting islets and installation of bird hides in Aigues-Mortes saltmarsh.
Description (what, how, where and when): Analysis of the state of the hydraulic
works presenting dysfunctions on the Aigues-Mortes salt marsh undertaken by the CSME
production service. Executive projects and specifications of the hydraulic works led by the
CSME production and environmental service. Affectation of the works between the CSME
staff and outside companies. Deadline : 1 year from the beginning of the Life project.
Executive projects to bury electric cables and terms of the implementation specified by
integrating environmental recommendations carried out by CSME and an outside company.
Selection of the Company. Deadline : 1 year from the beginning of the Life project.
Executive projects, location and definition of the actions of nesting islets, restoration by
external naturalist consultants and CSME. Analysis of the bearing capacity of the pond
beds for the restoration of the nesting islets carried out by CSME. Location and definition of
the terms of the implementation of the actions to limit the disturbance by the Herring Gull
using 2 methods: the scaring, undertaken from January to March, period of gull installation,
to limit the settling of new individuals, and the eradication in April of the couples which
settled. Study carried out by external naturalists. Demand for eradication authorizations of
the Herring Gulls carried out by the external naturalists and CSME. Meeting with the
various services of the salt marshes concerned by the study organized by CSME.
Programming and definition of the terms of implementation of nesting islets restoration
actions and actions to limit the disturbance by the Larus michahellis carried out by external
naturalists. Selection of the external ornithologists. Deadline : 1 year from the beginning of
the Life project
Conception and location of bird hides on the salt marshes carried out by an external
company and CSME with the support of natural experts. Graphic Creation and location of
the explanation panels on the salt marshes by an external company and CSME. Executive
projects and specifications (terms of implementation). Selection of the companies. Deadline
1 year from the beginning of the Life project.
Reasons why this action is necessary: The works of action C5 must be defined and
scheduled taking into account the habitats and species. The external companies are still to
be identified. The executive projects are required for precise identification and quantification
of interventions to implement with actions C5. Selections are necessary to award the work
to subcontractors which will implement the actions on the basis of executive projects which
include specific reports, calculations and tables with detailed technical drawings.

Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Compagnie des Salins du Midi et des
Salines de l'Est
Expected results (quantitative information needed): Executive projects for the
operations scheduled for Action C5 and D5. Choice of external companies validated.
Authorization for the use of alphachloralose bait against Larus michahellis.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
6603€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Executive projects for hydraulic
Description

Costs
CSME
Personnel

Technician in charge of the sauniers
(salt marsh water circulation specialists)
Ecosystem Manager

Executive projects for burying of electric cables
CSME
Electricity Technician
Personnel
Ecosystem Manager

restoration
Unit price

Number

Total

4 days (3 in the
field + 1 paperwork)
1 day
250 euros/day
Subtotal

225 euros/day

205 euros/day

5 days

250 euros/day

1 day

900
250
1150
1025

Subtotal

250
1275

Executive projects for nesting actions
CSME
Personnel

Technician in charge of the sauniers
(salt marsh water circulation specialists)
Ecosystem Manager

External
assistance

1 day = 0,5 day
(bearing capacity
225 Euros/day
study
+ 0,5 day (meeting)
250 Euros/day
1 day

Subtotal
CSME
Personnel

Ecosystem Manager
Public Reception Manager

External
assistance

250
1670

Ornithological expert
Executive projects for birds hides and

225

2145

notice board
3 days = 1 day (bird
hides) et 2 days
(panels)
425 euros/day 1 day (monitoring)
250 euros/day

750
425

Ornithological Expert

458

External company (drawing up action
plan )

400
Subtotal

2033

Total

4075
2528
6603

CSME Personnel
External assistance
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B.

Purchase/lease of land and/or compensation payments for use rights
For each action or set of actions specify the following:
ACTION B.1: name of the action
Description (what, how, where and when):
Reasons why this action is necessary:
Beneficiary responsible for implementation:
Expected results (quantitative information needed):
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms):

ACTION .B.2: etc…

'NOT APPLICABLE'
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C.

Concrete conservation actions
For each action or set of actions specify the following:

ACTION C.1: Restoration of hydraulic circulation and new breeding islets in Cervia
salt work.
Description (what, how, where and when): Cervia salt work: restoration work will
involve the removal of muddy material from the internal channels silted up by the clay
eroded from the banks; the dredged material will be used to reconstitute the banks (0.16 m3
per linear metre). The narrow channels that surround the entire perimeter of the
evaporation basins throughout the salt pan are about 80,000 metres long by 80 cm wide by
30 cm deep. The dredging of these channels and the removal of the mud will take during
late summer and autumn in order not to interfere with critical phases of birds’ nesting
activities. The plant and equipment needed to ensure hydraulic circulation and requiring
attention are: the draining pumps called Tinazzo, Cannone, Frate and Canalino, which will
all be given an electrical and mechanical overhaul; draining pumps Bova 2 and Casa
Bianca, which both need new grilles; the iron and steel dam-gates for the separation of
waters, near the Rotonda del Capanno, which will be subjected to maintenance; the
reconstruction of the bridge in via Vallone and reconstruction of the cement basement near
the Bova 2 bridge.
Construction of new islests for nesting located close to the “canale circondariale”, for
mitigation of disturbance from L. michahellis over the islets will be build a grid of cable, at
an height of about 2.5 meter, the mesh of the grid will have a size suitable for
Charadriformes but not for L. michahellis which has a wider wing span. Furthermore the
isltes will be protected from tourists disturbance with wood-and-reed panels. Young
specimens of the targeted species are particularly sensible to impact with aerial electrical
cable, for this reason will be buried 500 meters of electrical line.
The action will be costly in terms of external assistance because it will be necessary to use
excavation equipment not owned by the Park and specialist operators for the maintenance
activities with skills and experience not available amongst the workforce of the Park. The
specialist operators required cannot be employed (not even on a temporary basis) because
of constraints imposed by the Italian Government Budget.
The maintenance of pumping station and electrical line are not recurring, because,
concerning the pumps, they include the replacement of damaged parts, which are replaced
only when it is necessary and not regularly. The same applies to the burial of power lines: it
is not a recurring activity, because it includes the replacement of damaged parts, which are
substituted only if and when it is necessary, not regularly, and whose replacement, partially,
depends also on the burial self. Anyhow the power line will be maintained in properly use
also after the end of the project. The Municipality of Cervia belongs to the Consortium of
the Regional Delta Po Park Emilia-Romagna, which is in charge of the management of the
Site Natura 2000 IT4070007 “Salina di Cervia”. In the year 2006, the Municipality of Cervia
received by the State Property the entire area of the salt pans, as a concession for 19
years. Furthermore, they are negotiating the acquisition of the salt work of Cervia. Currently
the pumps belong to the State Property, but given to the Municipality of Cervia as
concession for 19 years, with a view for both Salt Work and pumps to be acquired by the
Municipality. As a consequence, we can affirm that pumping will continue also after the
project end.
Into the cost of the action are present two cost lines named “Charges for security and
Technical and general expenses”. These two costs lines have been added because of the
law on public procurement, D.lgs163/2006, in which art.92 provides indication for the
economic costs of projects and it specifics to split the items Charges for security and

Technical and general expenses. The costs are based on D.M. 04/04/2044. These charges
are not included in the costs of works because of the law D.lgs163/2006.
Time schedule: this activity will be carried out in the second year (restoration work)
Reasons why this action is necessary (specify the species / habitat(s) / biodiversity
issue(s) targeted): all water circulation within the various basins in the salt pan is completely
artificial and controlled by draining pumps and sluice gates. Any failure in circulation would
lead to profound changes in the habitat 1150* and, as a result, for the species that populate
the Salina.
Nesting of Sterna hirundo, Himantopus himantopus, Recurvirostra avosetta, Sterna
albifrons, is currently under threat for the loss of suitable spaces and also for disturbance
from L. michahellis.
The reconstruction of the bridge at Via Vallone and the cement basement of Bova 2 is
essential for the implementation of the project, because these bridges are both bridges and
sluices necessary for water regulation. As highlighted the hydraulic circulation is artificial
and therefore these bridges are part of the water management infrastructure. In particular
the Bova 2 bridge and its sluice control the water regulation of a basin for nesting of
Recurvirostra avosetta, Himantopus himantopus, Sterna hirundo and Sterna albifrons. For
the reasons above expressed without the restoration of these two bridges and associated
sluices the project will loose a significant component which is necessary to reach the
project objectives.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Consorzio del Parco Regionale del
Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): restoration of hydraulic
circulation in about 700 ha of habitat 1150* Coastal lagoon, with electrical and mechanical
maintenance of 4 draining pumps, maintenance of the dam-gates of 2 draining pumps,
reconstruction of a bridge and of the basement of a second bridge.
Construction of breeding islets for a total surface of about 0,2 ha, burial of 500 m of
electrical line.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
811155€, the costs were estimated on the basis of market costs:
Costs

Description

Personnel

Director
Technicians D1
Technicians
Secretary C1
Administrative D1
Restoration of hydraulic circulation in Cervia saltwork
Channel dredging
Embankments restoration
Maintenance of pumping station
Burial of electrical line and maintanance
Reconstruction of the bridge in via Vallone and
reconstruction of the cement basement
Nesting islets and protection
Charges for Security
Technical and general expenses
TOTAL

External
assistance

Unit price
300
135
95
85
145

Number
6
44
80
6
6

Total
1800
5940
7600
510
870
48000
72000
60000
286435
240000
36000
13000
39000
811155

The cost estimation for external assistance is presented on the whole cost of single items
specified in the table presented into the form, some of the works in Cervia site an estimate
of the cost was asked to specialized company.
The estimate and detailed breakdown of the costs and their description for Via Vallone and
Bova2 bridges is the following:
Via Vallone bridge
Demolition of the bridge, transport of waste, dig of a section in the ground
Supply and installation of prefabricated reinforced concrete box
Works in reinforced concrete, concrete foundations, retaining walls and parapets, formwork, iron
Stones
Carpentry and metal sluice
Side barriers and adaptations road
sub total

16800
18000
55200
2400
14400
13200
120000

Bova 2 bridge
Demolition of the bridge, transport of waste, dig of a section in the ground
Supply and installation of prefabricated reinforced concrete box
Works in reinforced concrete, concrete foundations, retaining walls and parapets, formwork, iron
Stones
Carpentry and metal sluice
Side barriers and adaptations road
sub total
Total

15660
17100
56240
2880
14780
13340
120000
240000

The cost of Burial of electrical line and maintenance is comprehensive of the removal of the
aerial line, burial of the new line and re-construction of the electrical cabinet. The
breakdown of the cost (286435€) for Burial of electrical line and maintenance is in the
following table. The maintenance category is mainly about the electric cabinet (named Bova
1 Medium Voltage/Low Voltage - MV/LV).
Maintenance and adaptation of the cabinet MV/LV "Bova 1"
General Switch
19800
Switch "Casello"
14280
Terna bushings for the Medium tension line MT "Casello"
1192
Switch "Bova 1"
5544
Revision 100 kVA oil transformer
4128
Cables, pipes, accessory works
13555
Terminal Medium Tension
3672
Civil works of internal adjustment to the MV / LV
21240
Update technical documentation and practices of adaptation
3288
Dismantling existing system
2568
subotal
89267
Burial of power line
Modifications to panels and switches
Line Bova 1 - Bova 2 (200 ml)
Line Bova 1 - Bova 2 (400 ml)
40 m steel ductwork and electrical connections
Digging in the ground for a length of 630 m
Flexible Double-walled hose D.160
Manholes and manhole covers (No. 20)
Stabilized material

6840
31680
63360
5640
27666
21600
4560
8640

Removal of existing aerial lines and poles with existing plinth (n. 13 poles)
renatl of excavator, truck
subotal

15555
11627
197168

Total €

286435

ACTION C.2: Restoration of hydraulic circulation in the Molentargius - Saline
Natural Regional Park. Creation of two islets for nesting and staging for birds
Description (what, how, where and when): the restoration works of the hydraulic
circulation in the Bellarosa Maggiore (ex first evaporation basin of the Molentargius - Saline
saltworks) concerning the creation of the inner embankment to the separation river basin,
placed between the feeding seawater affluent channel and the same river basin.
The embankment, 2.200,00 meters long, is land made with high clay proportion, covered
with material of greater size for the protection to the wash, with 7 cubic meters to linear
meter approximately. The channel functionality will be restored is also assured from the
mud removal in the depth, and their consequent achievement in right dumping.
This work allow the restoration of the feeding point in the northern area of the Bellarosa
Maggiore. The realization of new inner banks to the same typology before described,
1.300,00 meters approximately, necessary to the water bounding in different basins, to
guarantee a differentiation of a salt degree. In the existing masonry embankment– related
to the Bassofondo drain basin, is foreseen the extraordinary maintenance with the
restoration of all the lacking masonry parts or the recovery of existing stones, otherwise
with the new supply parts supported with cementing mortar, executed by hand and for the
exact embankment length (meters 3.700,00). The right hydraulic circulation is also assured
from the creation of new mechanized remote controlled floodgates in wood, placed
between basins. It’s also expected the creation of two islets for nesting and staging for
birds, everyone land made.
Into the cost of the action are present two cost lines named “Charges for security and
Technical and general expenses”. These two costs lines have been added because of the
law on public procurement, D.lgs163/2006, in which art.92 provides indication for the
economic costs of projects and it specifics to split the items Charges for security and
Technical and general expenses. The costs are based on D.M. 04/04/2044. These charges
are not included in the costs of works because of the law D.lgs163/2006.
Timetable: this activity will be carried out in the second year.
Reasons why this action is necessary (specify the species / habitat(s) / biodiversity
issue(s) targeted): the foreseen works are necessary to restore adequate hydraulic
circulation inside the Bellarosa Maggiore, also to reconstitute the division of the waters in
basins with different salt degree through reconstruction a part of the inner embankment and
the feeding channel in the preceding set-up before the interruption of the saltwork
production.
The islets will increase the species breeding and its protection during periods of increased
vulnerability in areas not reached by predators
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius
- Saline
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): restoration of a adequate
hydraulic circulation, useful to re-establish the correct salt degree, to the aim to contribute
to safeguard the biodiversity by means of the restoration and the protection of the natural

habitats. This activity will concur to realize some inner basins to the Bellarosa Maggiore
having a constant salinity changeable according to the basin (Bé 3,5 and Bé 5°) in
comparison with the present situation characterized from the same saltiness value of the all
Bellarosa Maggiore compendium, and the difficulty to guarantee a constant values to itself.
At the present, the salinity seasonally changed in the whole of the Bellarosa Maggiore, (Bé
3,5° and Bé 5).
Creation of suitable points to avifauna monitoring. Implementation of the nesting sites for
the ornithic species, two islets for a total of 500 square meters. Increase of the right habitat
to the growth of a terrestrial native vegetable cover.
One of the most aim is represented by the increase of the availability of physical habitat for
the nesting avifauna, through the completely realization of two islets and the restoration of
the banks, that could encourage the nesting increase of 12 species at least, with a 70%
approximately rise (2000 couples at least) compared with the current nesting population.
Three species amongst 12 of them listed, could seems considered as “new nesting
because they haven’t arrived to the reproductive success”, although their large attempts of
settling related to the last years.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
790000,00 €, the costs were estimated as follow:
Costs

Description

Unit price Number Total

External
assistance

Creation of inner banks, land made with high clay
proportion, covered with material of greater size for the
protection to the wash
Restoration of the existing masonry bank in the
Bassofondo basin
Creation of new mechanized remote controlled floodgates
in wood
Creation of land made islets for nesting and staging for
birds

103

3500
meters

360500

120000

corpo

120000

60000

corpo

60000

200

500
square
meters

100000

Charges for Security Oneri per la sicurezza
VAT 10%
Technical and general expenses (VAT included)
TOTAL

19215
64050
66235
790.000

The cost of 120.000 € (restoration of the existing masonry bank in the Bassofondo basin)
and 60.000 € (creation of new mechanized remote controlled floodgates in wood) is the
result of preliminary estimation of the contract price (public works) necessary to the
realization of works and detailed as follow. The work costs of the banks is calculated as
“hour/man cost” according to the basis of regional proportion related to the regional cost list
of Sardinia Region, as following foreseen: n. 4 professional workers; n.1 work chief.
Professional Worker € 30,60/hour
€ 244,80 / day
Work Chief € 33,41/ora
€ 267,28 / day
If we could realize in 60 working days (on week), the labour is € 74.788,80, the residual
consist of different materials (less stones, mortar, concrete, etc), the chartering of
equipments (boat, self propelled crane), the enterprise revenues, also sums available to the
contracting out station.
The cost of € 60.000,00 is the realization of n.2 floodgate in wood with a command servant
with tele - control command organized with concrete handmade and photovoltaic system,
necessary to electrical alimentation to the floodgates, as experimental system.
n.2 floodgate with concrete handmade
€ 10.000,00
n.2 motor system
€ 30.000,00
n.1 photovoltaic system (with electrical tools)
€ 20.000,00

ACTION C.3: Camargue: hydraulic restoration, habitat restoration, construction and
fencing of breeding sites.
Description (what, how, where and when): The work of hydraulic restoration will be
implemented according the executive projects draw up in action A6. This action will include
the restoration of a number of natural hydrological connections (locally called ‘gazes’) that
have been suppressed in the past for the needs of salinity and water level control for salt
production. The restoration of ‘gazes’ will require important actions of mud removal and it
will also require the removal of several stretches of embankments in order to suppress salt
works partitioning. Civil engineering works to be conducted include the construction and
restoration of sluice gates. Works will address the priority issue of restoring water
connections between the water basin (including Etang du Vaccarès hydrosystem) and
Etang du Fangassier and Etang du Galabert lagoons.
The action will require external assistance because it will be necessary to use machines
such as mechanical shovels not owned by the Park and it will also require specialist
operators with skills and experience in civil engineering not available amongst the
workforce of the Park. Hydraulic works are expected to be carried out in 2013 and early
2014.
Habitat restoration. Following the recommendations provided by the executive project
completed in action A6, topographic works will be conducted to reshape a natural
topography at the location of embankments, thus involving important earth works to be
carried out. Seed bank introduction may also be carried out according to the conclusions of
action A6.
This action will target areas at Anciens Salins de Beauduc escaping coastal dynamic (i.e.
areas located far away from the sea), where coastal sediments circulation cannot be
restored. It is expected to be carried out in late 2013 and early 2014.
Breeding sites. Construction works will be carried out for the restoration and creation of
breeding sites for colonial waterbirds focusing on 1) Greater Flamingo and 2) mixedcolonies of Pied Avocet, Slender-billed and Mediterranean Gull, Sandwich, Gull-billed, Little
and Common Tern. Based on the executive projects of action A6, a large islet will be
constructed for Greater Flamingos. To maintain the current breeding size (averaging
11.500 pairs during 2000-2009), the islet should cover ca. 6000m2. Other colonial
2
waterbirds will require a network of smaller islets (ranging from 100 to 3000m ) to be
constructed in several lagoons where water fluctuations can be managed, thus avoiding
colonization and competition by yellow-legged gulls. This action is to be completed in 2013
and early 2014. Earth works requiring the use of mechanical engines will be subcontracted.
Wooden fences (locally called "gannivelles") will be constructed on two Little Tern breeding
sites covering ca. 5 ha each. These permanent facilities will be set in winter. Warning notice
will be set near pathways to explain the process.
Meanwhile, public awareness and wardening actions will be conducted so that these closed
areas are understood and accepted by all. As large extents of beaches will remain available
for human activities, it is expected that these new restrictions will be widely accepted.
Fencing is expected to be constructed in 2012. The public awareness campaign is to be
carried out annually during the four years of the project.
Reasons why this action is necessary (specify the species / habitat(s) / biodiversity
issue(s) targeted): Water circulation for salt production at Anciens Salins de Beauduc has
been reduced since 2008 and it is expected to be fully withdrawn by 2011 or 2012. In the
past the whole area received water supply from a pumping station located in Beauduc but in 2009 this
pumping station was dismantled. If no action is taken to restore the hydrology of these lagoons, the
whole area will eventually dry out for prolonged periods, resulting in increased degradation of the
priority habitat 1150* and the complete loss of suitable conditions for breeding colonial waterbirds.
Hydraulic restoration works are therefore crucial. Additionally, these works will enable more

consistent water management of the water basin and will in particular provide an opportunity to
improve the natural drainage of the Vaccarès hydrosystem.

Embankments constructed for salt production operations led to the destruction and
degradation of coastal habitats. The aim of this action is focused on restoration of habitats
Mediterranean salt steppes* (1510), with additional target habitats including Mediterranean
salt meadows (Juncetalia maritimi) (1410), Mediterranean halophilous scrubs (1420) and
Salicornia and other annuals colonizing mud and sand (1310). A number of locations are
today escaping coastal dynamics. It is therefore necessary to carry out topographic works
to recreate suitable conditions for the recolonization of coastal habitats.
The islet currently holding the Greater Flamingo nesting colony is situated in a salt work
created on higher topographical grounds. As the water circulation for salt production is to
be withdrawn by 2011 or 2012, it will no longer be possible to maintain high water levels
required for the successful breeding of flamingos (to avoid disturbance and predation by
mammals). It is therefore necessary to carry out the construction of a new breeding site
located in deeper topographical grounds where suitable water levels can be naturally
maintained during the breeding season.
Breeding populations of Pied Avocet, terns and lesser Gull species have declined
dramatically as a result of islets erosion and competition with yellow-legged gulls.
Construction of new islets is therefore needed and they should be carefully designed and
located. Special attention will be given to minimize the possibility of colonization by yellowlegged gulls. Little Tern population breeding at Anciens Salins de Beauduc area averaged
64 pairs during the 1956-2007 period, with up to 152 pairs being recorded in 1973, but a
dramatic decline is recorded in recent years and breeding success rate is very low on most
years. Furthermore Plage de Beauduc and Plage de la Comtesse are heavily frequented for
tourism during spring and summer, when little terns attempt to breed. Seaside activities
include camping, bathing, kite-surfing and circulation of motor vehicles. Predation and
disturbance by escape dogs has been observed as well. For 5 years, Parc Naturel Régional
de Camargue implemented awareness actions and temporary fencing was provided when
Little Tern colonies attempted to breed. Permanent fencing is now considered to be more
appropriate to provide suitable security conditions for little terns.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): As a result of the
implementation of hydraulic works, it is expected to restore the natural hydrology of a wide
range of coastal habitats including over 5.000 ha of Coastal lagoons* (1150), large extent
of Mediterranean halophilous scrubs (Sarcocornetea fruticosi) (1420) and belts of Salicornia
and other annuals colonizing mud and sand (1310) on lagoon margins, thus significantly
improving their conservation status. Hydraulic works will also enable to locally restore
suitable water levels for colonial breeding waterbirds. Hydraulic works will enable to
manage water levels favouring gravity water circulation, with the aim to avoid water
pumping as it is expensive and energy-consuming.
As a result of restoration of coastal habitats it is expected to imprevove the conservation
status of habitats 1310, 1410, 1410, and 1510*.
It is expected to maintain suitable conditions for breeding greater flamingos. Based on
demography dynamic, it has been estimated that successful breeding of a large colony is
required at least once every 3 years to maintain the current population size in the
Camargue. Furthermore, it is expected that suitable breeding conditions of Pied Avocet,
Common, Gull-billed and Sandwich Tern and Slender-billed Gull will be restored and that a
dramatic increase of their breeding populations will occur in the short-term and will be
maintained in the medium-term, leading to a recovery of the population sizes recorded
during the 1980’s - early 2000’s period in Anciens Salins de Beauduc. It is expected an
increase of the population size and success rate of the breeding little terns. The overall
works carried out in Action C3 should improve the conservation status of all the targeted
species.

Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
461725€, field personnel in charge of site management will not be assigned specifically to
the LIFE budget, the Action is divided into some infrastructure related to the acquisition of
property (sluice gates, fencing, hydraulic valves) for and some external assistance related
to the works (through a master contractor for the works), the costs were estimated as
follow:
Costs
Works
Topographical
work, hydraulic
and breeding
birds islet works
External
assistance

Description
Master contractor for implementation of:
Desilting hydraulic (channel dredging)
Embankment levelling

Topographic restoration of dikes and
banks of the lagoons
Construction of breeding islets

Unit price

9,5 € / ml
1400 € / day for 1
mechanic shovel
and 1 truck
1400 € /day for 1
mechanic shovel
and 1 truck
1400 € / day for 1
mechanic shovel
and 1 truck

Number

Total

1580 m linear

15000

21,5 days

30000

42,5 days

60000

57 days

80000

Subtotal 185000
Infrastructure costs :
Creation of hydraulic structures (sluice
gates, connections)
Infrastructure

17 500
25 euros / m linear

Acquisition of « gannivelles » (fencing),
installation and maintenance

Direct
Personnel Costs

Description
Biodiversity Project Manager
Responsible management of natural
areas Mission
Coastal Study Engineer
Technician Manager
Study Engineer SIG
Accounting staff

Unit price
270 € / day
220 € / day
200 € / day
150 € / day
205 € / day
190 € / day

10 sluice
175000
gates
2200 m
linear

55000

Subtotal 230000
Number
Total
20
5400
90
19800
20
90
15
5

4000
13500
3075
950

Subtotal
46725
TOTAL 461725

ACTION C.4: Improvement of nesting conditions and removal of invasive plant
species at Pomorie Lake
Description (what, how, where and when): the action will be implemented according
the executive projects of action A.7. This will include creation of nesting sites in accordance
to species preferences and ecological needs. Target species belong to two families:
Anatidae and Charadriiformes. First one includes Mute swan (Cygnus olor), Shelduck
(Tadorna tadorna), and Ferruginous Duck (Aythya nyroca). Shelducks usually nest in old
hole in the ground used by foxes and badgers – that will define the need for nest boxes for
them. The other species of that family usually nest on small islets in reed beds so rafts will
be created for these. The species belonging to Charadriiformes include Sandwich Tern
(Sterna sandvicensis), Avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta), Black-winged Stilt (Himantopus
himantopus), Kentish Plover (Charadrius alexandrinus), Common Tern (Sterna hirrundo),

Little Tern (Sterna albifrons). The works will be made in second and eventually third project
years and will involve participation of volunteers and Green Balkans staff.
Clearing of invasive plant species will be made on basis of results from Actions A.7. The
removal will be made following the developed strategy so not to affect the plant species that
are subject to conservation and are typical for the habitats. Depending on identified quantity
and selected techniques the removal will be made mechanically or in very rare case by
local and controlled application of herbicides with follow up mechanical removal. Period for
removal will be selected on basis of preliminary study and recommendations of strategy.
Sites where the invasive species will be removed will be defined after their ex-ante
monitoring and mapping with GPS.
Reasons why this action is necessary (specify the species / habitat(s) / biodiversity
issue(s) targeted): Main threats for the avifauna of Pomorie Lake are direct destruction and
degradation of nesting habitat and human disturbance. First is caused by erosion of salt
works embankments and dikes. The second is a complex factor caused by waste disposal,
light and noise pollution and disturbance related to construction of new resorts around the
lagoon. During past 10 years many land plots’ ownership was restituted to private owners
and many of the disused old salt works situated within the city boundaries have been turned
into new residential and resort areas. The existing embankments and dikes in the lake used
as nesting sites by Charadriiformes are subject to the impact of the elements – wind, rain
and waves – causing their erosion and degradation. In this regard it is of crucial importance
that safe and reliable nesting habitat is created and maintained – in that case nesting
platforms, nest boxes, rafts and islets. The measures will benefit the following species:
Sandwich Tern (Sterna sandvicensis), Avocet (Recurvirostra avosetta), Black-winged Stilt
(Himantopus himantopus), Kentish Plover (Charadrius alexandrinus), Common Tern
(Sterna hirrundo), Little Tern (Sterna albifrons), Mute swan (Cygnus olor), Shelduck
(Tadorna tadorna), Great Crested Grebe (Podiceps cristatus) and Ferruginous Duck
(Aythya nyroca).
Invasive plant species have been identified as a major threat for native plant communities
and fauna species in the EU. In recent years invasion of alien species is observed at
Pomorie Lake. These species include Amorpha fruticosa, Eleagnus angustifolia,
Antirrhinum majus and Spartium junceum. Their development affects native plant species
that are typical for the communities like Eryngium maritimum, Cakile maritima, Medicago
marina, Silene thymifolia, Stachys maritime and Trachomitum venetum. If no measures are
taken for eradication of invasive species the conservation status of habitats subject to
conservation in pSCI “Pomorie“ BG0000620 will become bad. These habitats include 92D0
Southern riparian galleries and thickets Nerio-Tamaricetea and Securinegion tinctoriae and
2120 Shifting dunes along the shoreline with Ammophila arenaria.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Green Balkans
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): Created 2 nesting
platforms for Charadriiformes.
Created 4 islets for Charadriiformes.
Installed 5 nest boxes for Shelducks and 4 rafts for Anatidae.
Invasive plant species Amorpha fruticosa, Eleagnus angustifolia, Antirrhinum majus and
Spartium junceum removed and threat to target habitats eliminated.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
24200€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Costs
Personnel

Description

Unit price

Number
100

Total
96

4800

Travel and
subsistence

7400

Consumables Timber, nails

10000

Equipment

2000
TOTAL

24200

ACTION C.5: Restoration of hydraulic circulation, burying of electrical cables,
restoration of nesting islets and reduction of disturbance from Herring Gulls in AiguesMortes saltmarsh
Description (what, how, where and when): This action follows on from the
implementation of action A8. This action depends directly on the results of the executive
projects to programme and define the Hydraulic restoration works, the burying of bury the
electric cables and the restoration of the nesting islets and the actions to limit the
disturbance by the Herring Gulls. The action is situated on the overall Aigues-Mortes
saltworks situated over two departments: Gard and Bouches-du-Rhône.
The action, in 2013, 2014 and 2015 will restore the hydraulic systems and the pumping
plants, the current state of which is not satisfactory, to insure the management of the
hydraulic salt-works. The system is a sluice system allowing to manage the water
circulation between the coastal salt lagoons. In the years 2013, and 2014, will be buried
about 3.5 Km of electric line on the salt-works according the executive projects.
In the years 2013, 2014 and 2015 will be carried out the restoration of nesting islets and
actions to limit the disturbance by the Herring Gulls. The nesting islets have to present a set
of typological criteria to satisfy the reproduction. The isolation concerning land predators is
controlled by the levels of water and the distance to the bank. The shape and the location
of the arrangement towards the prevailing wind ensure the protection of the structure from
erosion. The presence of a flat slope decreases the power of the waves and offers a
variability of micro-habitats favourable to the formation of multi-specific colonies. Finally, the
surface and the surface coverage of the islets (fine shell sand, vegetation) determine the
colony size and the species present. The works, which are the in domain of the ecological
engineers, consist of restoring these typological characteristics with earth-moving
machines. Disturbance by the Herring Gulls will use a combination of 2 methods: 1) scaring
from January to March, the period of the gulls' installation, to limit the settling of new
individuals, and the eradication in April of the couples which settled. Scarings are practised
using an automated "scarey-man", a model with a human shape which inflates thanks to a
ventilator fed from a car battery. There is timer to set the time, the duration and the number
of inflations. Once placed on the islet, the system can work automatically without human
intervention for several weeks. 2) The eradication, led in the Camargue since the 1960s,
uses alphachloralose bait. These actions require authorization. An operation of eradication
consists of three passages on the colony twice to lay bait twice and once to gather the
corpses and unused bait. Baits are placed in the nest of yellow-legged gulls (one bait per
nest) during the incubating period. Yellow-legged Gull is powerful and aggressive and
shows a strong territorial behaviour. Thus, it breeds in mono-specific colony and the
probability that other species eat baits is quite zero. The operator uses this method in the
Camargue and only one Magpie and one Carrion Crow have been accidentally killed for 16
years. We will pay a strong attention to collect all the corpses in order to avoid corpse
consuming by other predators. The corpses will be destroyed or deeply buried after
collection.
The works will be carried out by an outside company and supervised by CSME.
After the Life programme, the CSME will have to ensure the regular maintenance of the
hydraulic works, of the electric cables buried and the regular maintenance of the restored

islets. The actions to limit the disturbance by the Herring Gulls can be co-financed by the
local authorities. This can be co-financed by Contracts Natura 2000.
Reasons why this action is necessary (specify the species / habitat(s) / biodiversity
issue(s) targeted):
Restoration of hydraulic circulation
This action allows to preserve and to restore the coastal salt lagoons (1150 *) by preserving
the salt-works hydraulic systems (control of the water circulation and the gradients of
salinity). It also allows keeping the good conditions of reception of several water bird
species on the salt-works (A132-A035-A176-A179-A191-A189-A195-A193). Any
disturbance of the salt-works hydraulic management would induce the disappearance of the
coastal salt lagoons and would risk the failure of the reproduction or to perturb the food
supply of certain bird species.
The lagoons of the salt marshes are permanent or temporary plans of water among which
the area and the salinity are variable. These areas of water correspond to former ponds
and natural lagoons which were modified and reorganized for salt. They have the peculiarity
to be characterized by a gradient of salinity and a hydraulic management which goes
against the natural cycle. They are separated from the sea by a sandy offshore bar and fed
with sea water in an active way. There is no permanent natural exchange between the salt
lagoons and the sea.
Furthermore, the salt marsh is protected from the arrival of fresh water and so from
phenomena of eutrophication. This habitat is the most represented on the salt marsh with
7600 ha, which is nearly half of the lagoons and the ponds of the Natura 2000 site " the
Camargue gardoise ". The salt tables, where salt is harvested, and the salt reserves, are
very artificial so they are not considered as coastal lagoons.
We distinguish on the salt marsh permanent or temporary salt lagoons of low salinity,
characterized by the presence of aquatic vegetation (Zostera and Ruppia), of fish and a
variety of aquatic invertebrates and permanent or temporary salt lagoons of high salinity (>
70g / L) welcoming important quantities of shellfish Artemia spp ., food resources of
numerous water birds.
The hydraulic management, which corresponds to the stake in water of the salt marsh in
spring and in preservation of the levels of water during summer, is favourable to the
reproduction and to the food supply of the birds. These particular conditions, different from
those of the natural areas which dry out in summer, allow:

An isolation towards the predators of the reproduction sites of colonial larolimicolous of patrimonial interest. The salt marsh is of major importance for the
conservation of 7 species of birds of European Interest (Directive Habitat Appendix I),
hosting sometimes up to 100 % of breeders in France for the Slender-billed Gull,
Mediterranean Gull, Sandwich Tern and Gull-billed Tern.

The presence of available aquatic food resources for numerous birds of patrimonial
interest
In spring and in summer, the salt marsh management induces a gradient of salinity
favourable to the development of varied food resources. The ponds of low salinity are
characterized by the presence of aquatic vegetation, fish and a variety of aquatic
invertebrates. The ponds of high salinity (> 70g / L) welcome important quantities of
shellfish Artemia salina, food resources of numerous water birds especially flamingos. In
France, the salt marshes of the Camargue (Aigues-Mortes and Giraud) welcome in summer
about 50 % of the French numbers.
In autumn and in winter, the hydraulic management, corresponding to the drying out of
certain ponds, is favourable to the reception of wintering and migratory birds such as
limicolous. Limicolous feed on invertebrates in mudflats formed by the dried up ponds. The
salt marsh is a privileged zone for the reception of 25 species of coastal limicolous which
justified the designation of the SPA" Petite Camargue laguno-marine : the 2 salt marshes of
the Camargue (Aigues-Mortes and Giraud) welcome the majority of wintering and migratory
costal limicolous of the Camargue.

Burying of electrical cables
CSME is the owner-manager of the Aigues-Mortes salt-works electricity network. All the
electric lines on the salt-works are above ground and are 50 km long. On a part of the
electric lines, 3.5 km, the CSME staff regularly sees regularly dead Pink Flamingos
(Phoenicopterus roseus) (A035). These collisions result in material damage and a high
mortality rate of birds (approximately 1 power cut / month with repairs and micro-power cuts
without regular repair; more than 95 % of the problems of the electricity network come from
this part of the line).
In October 2009, a collision between flamingos and the electric line provoked a fire leading
to damage in the natural areas. The Mediterranean salted meadows and the Mediterranean
and thermo-Atlantic halophilous thickets (Habitats 1410 and 1420) were burnt on
approximately 0.5 ha. The burying of this particularly sensitive portion of electric line seems
to be a solution adapted to avoiding the problems of collision between birds and electric
lines as well as the regular damage of the natural habitats.
Restoration of nesting islets and reduction of disturbance from Larus Michahellis
This action aims at protecting the reproductive birds of patrimonial interest (Recurvirostra
avosetta A132, Phoenicopterus roseus A035, Larus melanocephalus A176, Larus
ridibundus A179, Sterna sandvicensis A191, Sterna nilotica A189, Sterna albifrons A195,
Sterna hirundo A193). The pre-emption of the nesting sites of gulls, terns and avocets by
the Herring Gulls is no doubt the most important problem provoked by this species in the
littoral wetlands. The objective is to free some of these sites occupied today by the Herring
Gulls for the nesting of other species. The use of two methods, scaring from January to
March, period of Herring Gulls installation to limit the settling of new individuals and the
eradication in April of the couples which settled, has been experimentally tested for the last
4 years on two colonies and seems to bring satisfactory results. The implementation of this
protocol on two new sites would on one hand allow to strengthen the size of the sample and
to free nesting sites which are cruelly lacking in the sector of Bouches-du-Rhône
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Compagnie des Salins du Midi et des
Salines de l'Est.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible)
Restoration of 16 hydraulic sluices systems (12of the 16 will be repaired by external
assistance) and 4 pump stations, hydraulic circulation restored in about 7600 hectares of
the habitat 1150* Coastal lagoon, the entire saltmarsh of Aigues-Mortes is concerned
because each pond is connected to the other.
Burying of the electric cables over about 3.5 km, reduction of mortality rate of birds due to
collision, any fire provoked by birds collision on electrical cables.
Between 1 and 10 restored islets for about 1500 ha and 2 islets managed by scaring and
eradication.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
547435€.
The costs for restoration of hydraulic circulation were estimated as follow:
Costs

Description

Personnel

Technicien responsable sauniers
CSME

CSME

Unit price

225
euros/day

Number

Total cost
(in euros)

3 days
(monitoring)

675

64 days

13000

200,75
Civil Engineering Technician

euros/day

External
assistance
External
assistance

Equipement rental (mechanical
diggers.)

2310

Hydraulic restoration works
Restoration
of
hydraulic
martelières systems

3000

12

36000

23500

4

94000

Restoration of Pump stations

Equipment

Spare parts (hydraulic sluices
systems)

91000
Total€

236985

The bulk sum of 91000€ of spare parts concern hydraulic sluices system, the cost breakdown is as
follow:

Number
hydraulic
sluices
systems

1
2
3
4

Cost
Cost
Reinforce Flagston
d concrete
e
1300
450
1300
450
1300
450
1300
450

Cost
Door
600
600
600
600

Cost
Beam
foot
800
800
800
800

Cost
Feed
water
pipe

Cost

Cost

1920
1920
2880
1920

Rocks
654
654
654
654

Loam
320
320
160
160

Total
cost
Material
6044
6044
6844
5884

5

1300

450

600

800

1920

654

160

5884

6

1300

450

600

800

1920

654

160

5884

7

1300

450

600

800

1920

654

160

5884

8
9
10
11
12
13

1300
1300
600
600
1300
1300

450
450
200
200
450
450

600
600
300
300
600
600

800
800
500
500
800
800

1920
1920
960
960
1920
1920

654
654
654
654
654
653

160
160
160
160
160
160

5884
5884
3374
3374
5884
5883

14
15
16

1300
1600
1600

450
450
450

600
600
600

800
800
800

1920
1920
1920

653
653
653

160
160
160

5883
6183
6183

Total

91000

The costs for burying the electrical cables were estimated as follow:
Costs

Description

Personnel

Electricity Technician

Unit price
205
euros/day

Number
6 days
(monitoring)

Total

1230

CSME
Ecosystem manager

External
assistance

Forming flagstone
Substation HTA
Drilling
Electric line HTA laying
Forming joints
Forming cable fixed ends
Electric line BT laying
Air electric line removal
Plans
Verification Apave
Unprogrammed works (rocks..)

250
euros/day

1 day

750
17100
27000
111375
4875
675
16028
23600
3929
1250
9344

750
17100
27000
111375
4875
675
16028
23600
3929
1250
9344
215926
84074

subtotal
Forming flagstone
Equipment

Substation HTA
Drilling
Electric line HTA laying
Forming joints
Forming cable fixed ends
Electric line BT laying
Plans

250

750
17100
18000
37125
4875
675
5342
207

750
17100
18000
37125
4875
675
5342
207
84074

subtotal
Total

Total€

301480

The costs for nesting were estimated as follow:
Costs

Personnel
CSME
External
assistance

Equipments

Description

Unit price

Number

Total

Technician Sea Salt Technical
Pole
Transportation costs for
equipment
Use of Mechanical Digger
Works monitoring
Herring Gull eradications

250
euros/day

1 day (nesting
islets restoration
works)

250

Scarey-man

1500
2800
570
2500
1350
euros

1
Total €

1350
8970

LIFE+ Nature & Biodiversity 2010- C1d
D.

Public awareness and dissemination of results
For each action or set of actions specify the following:

ACTION D.1: Dissemination trough Website and media
Description (what, how, where and when): will be developed and published specific
Internet pages of the project, which will contain all relevant information. The pages included
in the website of the coordinating beneficiary, will be staged at an early stage of the project
to allow constant updates on progress. The pages in question for the most salient will be
bilingual, Italian and English and will contain links to websites of partners. Contribute to the
drafting of texts beyond the coordinating beneficiary of the various associated beneficiaries.
Will be published the main results of the project and all materials popular products.
The same pages will be published on the websites of the associated beneficiaries in the
original languages, French and Bulgarian and in English translations in order to make them
accessible to a European audience.
The personnel of Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius-Saline will provide to the
elaboration and the circulation of informative material related to the project’s actions,
through the local media during the different step of the plan performance.
The Po Delta Park Emilia-Romagna serves as coordinator, will also be responsible for the
implementation of structural prorpio web pages on the site. The Po Delta Park EmiliaRomagna entrust outside the technical realization of the pages and graphics, as it has in its
staff qualified for this task.
The partner Compagnie des Salins du Midi et des Salines de l'Est will elaborate also
specific internet web pages as detailed in action D7.
The content of the webpages developed by the coordinating beneficiary will be
linked/transferred to the other beneficiaries websites.
The web pages will be available after six months fromt the beginning of the project, the
dissemination trough media will be carried out during all the project implementation.
Reasons why this action is necessary (specify the target audience): the web pages
are obligatory. Information via web-pages is one of the instrument for transmitting the local
community the importance of conservation of habitats and species of the Natura 2000
network. The web pages translation into English and partner’s languages will spread the
project’s informations beyond national boundaries.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Consorzio del Parco Regionale del
Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna; Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius-Saline; Green
Balkans NGO.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible) dissemination of
the project through web pages on the site of the Po Delta Regional Park Emilia-Romagna
(http://www.parcodeltapo.it/er/index.html), Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius-Saline
(http://www.parcomolentargius.it/), Parc naturel régional de Camargue (http://www.parccamargue.fr/); Green Balkans NGO (http://www.greenbalkans.org/).
The Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius-Saline foreseen through the main daily and
local broadcasting premises and three newspaper to a medium year’s spread of
approximately 500.000 users (nearly 1/3 of the regional population).
Press review of the project results from the different beneficiaries.

Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): the total cost of the action is
23200€ and was estimated as follow:

Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna
Costs

Description

Unit price

Number Total

Personnel
Technician D1
Director
Technicians

135
300
95

20
1
60

External
Website Technical realization of the internet pages
assistance and graphics

2700
300
5700
9000

TOTAL 17700
Consorzio del Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius - Saline
Costs
Description

Unit price

Number Total

Personnel Technicians D1
Administrative D1

125
125

15
1

External
assistance Realization of the Website

1875
125
2500

TOTAL

4500

ACTION D.2: Installation of notice boards
Description (what, how, where and when): The panels will explain the objectives of
the project, and they will bear the logos of Life and Natura 2000 network. The panels will be
affixed in significant areas for dissemination of interventions, chosen so that they can be
easily viewed by visitors. This action involves the construction and installation of the panels
in appropriate boards, preparing the content and appearance of and the work necessary to
apply for permits for the display panels that often require lengthy bureaucratic procedures
and therefore the costs of personnel.
Camargue site: Information boards will be installed on sites affected by the action C3 on a
specific budget of Park de Camargue in relation to the communication activities on the
management plan of the site of the Conservatoire du Littoral or with money saved during
the implementation of the actions. The boards will be installed at the start of work until the
end of LIFE and scientific monitoring of the operations conducted by the Tour du Valat.
Timetable: this activity will start at the beginning of the year 2012.
Reasons why this action is necessary (specify the target audience): according to
“LIFE+ Nature and Biodiversity Guidelines for applicants 2010” the installation of notice
boards is an obligatory action.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Consorzio del Parco Regionale del
Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna; Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius – Saline; Green
Balkans NGO. Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue.
The associated beneficiary Compagnie des Salins du Midi et des Salines de l'Est has
foreseen to install notice boards during the implementation of the action D5.

Expected results (quantitative information when possible): installation of three notice
boards in the Natura 2000 sites of Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna,
installation of three notice boards in the Natura 2000 sites of Parco Naturale Regionale
Molentargius – Saline; installation of 2 notice boards in the Natura 2000 sites of Green
Balkans NGO.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): ): the total cost of the action is
17369€ and was estimated as follow:
Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna
Costs

Description

Technicians D1
Technicians
External assistance Supply and installation notice boards
Personnel

Unit
price

135
95
2000

Number

Total

5
12
3

675
1140
6000
7815

TOTAL

Parco Molentargius Saline
Costs

Description

Personnel
Technicians
External assistance Supply and installation notice boards

Unit
price

Number

1200

Total

5000
3600
8600

3
TOTAL

Green Balkans
Costs

Description

Travel and
subsistence
External assistance Supply and installation notice boards
Consumables
Cement, iron

Unit
price

300

Number

Total

2
TOTAL

304
600
50
954

ACTION D.3: Environmental Education and Infrastructure for monitoring and
fruition.
Description (what, how, where and when): Molentargius: the environmental
education is directed to raise the student’s knowledge about the biodiversity and in
particular the importance of the preservation of habitats and species of the Natura 2000
network. Through the CEAS Molentargius (the Environmental Education and Sustainability
Centre "Molentargius"), formative days concerning the Bellarosa Maggiore, as
representative site of the habitat 1150* “Coastal Lagoons”, comprehensive of theoretical
and practical lessons not only about the most important species to preserve, but also on the
aquatic ecology of the Mediterranean wetlands, will be realized. Also naturalistic tours in the
sighting point typical of the Molentargius protected area the environmental education
activity will be activated.
The action also foreseen to implement a pedestrian naturalistic trail on the Bellarosa
Maggiore, and the realization of two Bird Watching towers in wood. The trail is filled in
struck ground, with a width of about 1,50 m and about 560 m long, the trail will be protected
with reed mats to mitigate the visual impact and disturbance to fauna, in the Bellarosa
Maggiore side. In the nature trail is foreseen also a wooden pedestrian bridge 12 m long.

Two Bird watching towers in wood (5 meters at the observation height) will be build with
access staircase, and a canopy of protection, the towers will be located along the trail.
Pomorie Lake: Eco-tourism is developing in Bulgaria recently but mostly in remote areas.
The town of Pomorie is a typical seaside resort with developed intensive tourism. Pomorie
Lake is situated on the outskirts of town and the newly-established Pomorie Lake Visitor
Centre is on the banks of the lake. The centre serves as an information and education
centre as well as commanding centre for conservation actions at the site. To promote ecotourism several routes for observation of birds, plants and landscapes are designated within
the developed management plan. To facilitate visitor access purchase of bikes is planned.
These will be rented to visitors and advice on bike routes will be given in accordance with
designated trails. The purchase of bikes is planned for first project year and number of
bikes will be 5.
Cervia and Comacchio: Design and implementation of training workshops targeted to
teaching staff of schools in the Po Delta Regional Park Emilia-Romagna and production of
an educational kit. The training workshops will be carried out into the facilities in both the
salt works of Cervia and Comacchio. The objective of the workshops is to train teachers on
issues of Natura 2000 and the particular environment of salt work. This training provides,
then a commitment from the teachers involved to perform a specific environmental
educational activity with their schools including an experiences exchange with the salt work
of the other beneficiaries of the project. To this end, it is also planned a trip / visit to one or
more beneficiaries of project sites and then Regional Park Molentargius-Saline; Parc
naturel régional de Camargue, Pomorie Lake. The educational kit will support the
environmental educational activity with the schools and the visit to the site with emphasis on
habitat and species. These materials will be made in part with the staff of the beneficiary
and partly in external assistance in particular will be entrusted to external experts preparing
the contents and the graphics. Into the Cervia site will be build also a bird watching tower
the will increase the touristic attraction of the site.
Reasons why this action is necessary (specify the target audience): The action
addresses the educational problems related to habitat and species conservation, the
management of the environmental patrimony and the peculiar characteristics typical of the
lagoon ecosystem. The Natura 2000 site is surround by the urban territory of the Cagliari
city, in which live 400,000 inhabitants. It is necessary to raise the knowledge and sense of
participation and responsibility for biodiversity conservation to the young people and their
main social groups (family, school, sport society and a social centre).
The infrastructures will improve the tourists naturalistic experience during the to the site.
Furthermore are necessary in order to improve the access to the pond during the activities
action C2 and for monitoring the avifauna in the action E3.
The environmental Education addressed to local schools (teachers and students) of the Po
Delta Regional Park Emilia-Romagna is necessary to rise the awareness of new
generations thus contributing to the conservation of the salt wok and related habitat and
species. An educational approach of this type increases the respect for the conservation
issues and knowledge of the Natura 2000 network thus reducing the danger of a use not
respectful.
Development of eco-tourism is an important action for assuring long-term conservation of
Pomorie Lake site. Recognition of the area as a recreational site will contribute to that and
one way is education of people. That can be provided inside the visitor centre but real life
experience can be acquired only by on-site visit. Even though the site is not very big
walking to some sites will need some effort. Access via bike will make the site much more
appealing and accessible to visitors. In this way the natural treasures will be discovered by
much more people and in this way its recognition as a site of natural heritage with high
importance will be increased.

Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius
– Saline; Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna; Green
Balkans.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): In Molentargius site
Environmental education program is expected to involve about 5,000 students every year,
and nearly 10.000 people induced. Realization of a naturalistic trail about 560 long and
realization of two bird watching towers, the bird watching towers will be used both for
tourism and for avifauna monitoring foreseen in action E3.
At the Parco Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna is expected to involve at least 30 teachers
and consequently they own students, plus the printing of 1500 educational kits.
Purchased 5 bikes to be rented to visitors at Pomorie Lake site.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
159400€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Parco Molentargius saline
Costs

Description

Unit price

Number

Total

Personnel
Director
Technicians D1
Technicians C1
Administrative D1
External
assistance
Infrastructure

Environmental Education
Implement a pedestrian naturalistic trail
on the Bellarosa Maggiore
Realization of two Bird Watching towers
in wood
Realization of a wooden pedestrian
bridge 12 m long

369
125
115
125

5
27
22
2

1845
3375
2530
250

11000

1

11000

40

560 meters

22400

20000

2

40000

15000

1

18600

TOTAL 100000

Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna
Costs

Description

Personnel
External
assistance

Technicians

Infrastructure
Other costs

Unit price

Number
95

Total
30

7000

Educational workshops
Educational kit (Texts, drawings and
graphics)
Birdwatching tower
Print of Teaching kits
Visit of school

2850

18000

3,5

1
1500

12000
5250
12000

57100
“Other costs” of the action (Cervia and Comacchio sites): these costs are related to the
printing of the teaching kits, the cost estimate was from previous project implemented by
the Parco Delta Po E-R. Furthermore is foreseen a cost of 12000€ for the trip/visit to one or
more beneficiaries project site. The cost was estimated considering about 12 teachers for a
visit of 2-3 days. The cost of trip/visit vary from site to site, so during the implementation of
the action it has been planned to increase or decrease the number of teacher to adapt at
available budget. It was not possible at the stage of proposal to have a better estimate of
this cost.
TOTAL

Green Balkans
Costs

Description

Personnel
Infrastructure

Administrative
bikes

Unit price

Number

50
400

Total

6
5

300
2000

TOTAL

2300

ACTION D.4: Local Communication at Parc naturel régional de Camargue.
Description (what, how, where and when): Communications activities to be carried
out in the Camargue will primarily target people inhabiting Parc Naturel Régional de
Camargue with a special focus on people inhabiting Salin de Giraud which is located near
Anciens Salins de Beauduc where most of the actions of the LIFE project will be
implemented.
The website of Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue will provide information about the LIFE
project programme, its actions and their results. Further information will be transferred in
the bimonthly newsletter "Visages de Camargue” broadcasted by the Parc Naturel Régional
de Camargue.
At the end of the project a technical brochure for the general public will also be produced in
order to explain the implementation and the results of the project in the Camargue.
A poster will be produced.
For Tour du Valat: The contribution of the scientific team and of the project leader for the
development of communication products (including newsletter, posters and most
importantly a technical brochure) is considered important as it will provide a scientific focus
on the communication documents as well as a scientific validation of their contents. We
estimate that the contribution of the research scientist in hydrology (1 day), of the research
scientist in habitats (2 days), of the project leader (10 days), of the research assistant in
botany & GIS (2 days) and of the research scientist in flamingos and invertebrates (1 day)
is well-balanced to respond to the numerous subjects that will be in the communication
products of the LIFE project.
For Parc naturel régional de Camargue (PNRC): The organization and facilitation of
consultation meetings with local management committee of the Conservatoire du Littoral
site was included in this action.
The method of financing the bi-monthly Park Camargue “Visages de Camargue" is based
mostly on the special feature of each issue (devoted to a different topic). So, the funding
under the LIFE is included in this financing. Therefore two special issues of the bimonthly
newsletter "Visages de Camargue" will be dedicated exclusively to present the objectives
and results of the LIFE+ project.
Reasons why this action is necessary (specify the target audience): Orientation for
coastal habitats restoration will favour the restoration of natural processes including coastal
dynamics and it is expected that natural connections between the sea and the lagoons will
be improved. These somewhat innovative orientations may raise concern beside local
community as it could possibly be perceived as provoking increased marine flood hazard
(together with the anticipated increase of the sea level). Communication with local
stakeholders will therefore be very important.
Also important is the need to integrate the LIFE project beside other conservation actions
already developed in the Camargue (RAMSAR, MAB Reserve, Natura 2000, etc ...) and to
promote locally the actions and results of the LIFE project.
Communication targeting local community will therefore highlight the strong link between
the policies of coastal management and marine environment with maintaining a favourable
conservation status of the coastal lagoons.

Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue,
Tour du Valat.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): Local communication
actions are expected to promote locally the overall actions and results of the LIFE project.
They are also expected to raise public awareness on the conservation issues associated
with coastal habitats restoration.
Products will include : web pages on the PNR Camargue website, 2 special issues of the
newletter “Visage de Camargue”, a poster and a technical brochure for the general public.
Each special issue of "Visages de Camargue" will be publshed in 11,000 copies of which
8800 are distributed on the Park territory. 1000 Additional copies will be published as part of
a specific broadcast LIFE (working groups, associations, inhabitants of Salins de Giraud,
etc. ...).
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
52526€, the costs were estimated as follow:
- Two special issues for bimonthly newsletter "Visages de Camargue”: 8000 €
- Technical brochure full color - 20 pages - A5 size to 2000 copies: 12 000 €
- Specific Poster: 2000 €
A specific budget line Translation (Italian - English) is planned to pool the experiences of
LIFE for 6000 €.
The detailed cost breakdown is:

Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue
Costs

Description
Unit price
Two
special
issues
for
bimonthly
newsletter
“Visages
4000 euros
External
de
Camargue”
assistance
Technical brochure full color – 20 pages – A5 size to
2000 copies
Specific Poster
Specific budget line of translation (Italien – Anglais)
Description
Costs
Biodiversity Project Manager
Responsible management of natural areas Mission
Study Engineer SIG
Personnel Accounting staff
Costs

Number

Total

2

8000

2000
2

12000
2000
6000
28000
Total
9450
4400
5125

Subtotal
Unit price
Number
270 € / day
35
220 € / day
20
205 € / day
25
190 € /
3
day
Subtotal
Total

570
19545
47545

Tour du Valat
Costs

Description
Research Scientist (Hydrology)
Personnel Research Scientist (Habitats)
costs
Project Leader
Research Assistant / Botany & GIS
Research Scientist (Flamingos)

Unit price
381 euros/day
430 euros/day
298 euros/day
233 euros/day
294 euros/day

Number Total
1 day
381
2 days
10 days
2 days
1 day
Total

860
2980
466
294
4981

ACTION D.5: Installation of bird hides and notice board at the Aigues-Mortes
saltmarsh.
Description (what, how, where and when): This action will be implemented
according the specific executive project of action A8. The action depends directly on the
results of the preliminary study for the conception and the programming of the works for the
creation of bird hides and panels. The objective is to valorise salt marshes and the
associated biodiversity (habitats and species: 1150*; A132-A035-A176-A179-A191-A189A195-A193) by increasing the quality of the visitors reception.
The action consists, in 2012, 2013 and 2014 of setting up bird hides and the explanation
panels.
After the Life program, CSME will have to ensure the regular maintenance of the
arrangements created for the reception of the general public.
Reasons why this action is necessary (specify the target audience): With the
development of industrial tourism, salt marshes have opened their sites to the public, also
making the most of the charm of the seaside cities nearby. This tourism aims to value the
ecological quality of the site. The access is controlled and channelled in a way that is
compatible with the preservation of the natural areas. Two types of guided tours exist on
the site. A visit by small train lets the visitors discover the salt tables (lasting 1:30 with
approximately 70000 visitors / year). Since 2009, a visit in a 4WD vehicle lets the visitors
discover the salt production and the heart of the natural salt marsh areas (lasted 3:30). Bird
hides and explanation panels will increase the general publics' awareness of the role played
by the Mediterranean salt marshes in the conservation of biodiversity (Habitats and
species: 1150*; A132-A035-A176-A179-A191-A189-A195-A193).
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Compagnie des Salins du Midi et des
Salines de l'Est.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): installation of 3 bird hides
and about 15 explanation panels.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
55250€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Costs

CSME
Personnel

Description

Technician Sea Salt Technical Pole

Ecosystem Manager

External
assistance
Equipment

Unit price

Number

Total

2 days (monitoring
of the
250 euros/day
implementation of
the bird hides and
panels )
250 euros/day 3 days (monitoring
of the
implementation of
the bird hides and
panels)

500

750

Implementation of Bird hides and
panels

17000

Bird hides

27000

Panels
TOTAL

10000
55250

The cost related to birds hides and panels was calculated as following:
Equipmen
External assistance
t
(Implementation of
Unit Cost Equipment
birds hides and
cost
panels) €
Birds hides dimension
Number €
Octogonal Diameter 6,00m
1
13362
13362
5250
Belvedere en U Long
3,00+6,00+3,00 m larg 3,00 m
1
7268
7268
3800
3X3 m and palisade
1
6370
6370
5050
subtotal
27000
14100

Panel dimension
139X124 cm
40x70 cm

(cost includes
panel
graphic)
3
1693
5080
12
410
4920
subtotal
10000
37000

2900
2900
17000

ACTION D.6: Documentary "Salt and nature" on the Aigues-Mortes salt marshes.
Description (what, how, where and when): The objective is to increase the general
public and pupils' awareness about the role played by the Mediterranean salt marshes in
favour of biodiversity.
The action consists, in 2013 and 2014 of filming a documentary to present Mediterranean
sea salt production and the associated biodiversity to the general public. This movie is
filmed on the Aigues-Mortes salt marsh by an outside company in association with CSME.
The salt production and the associated biodiversity will be explained.
The service production staff and the ecological manager are interviewed. The movie is
presented in two versions: a 20-minute version and a shorter 2-minute version. 300 copies
will be produced. It is made in French (subtitled in English) and in English (subtitled in
French). It will be shown for first time, on the World Wetlands Days in February 2014,
during a demonstration organized by CSME.
This movie will be shown at the salt eco museum of Aigues-Mortes during the visits by the
small train (more than 70000 visitors / year) and the hybrid vehicle. It will also be
distributed to environmental educators, schools and places open to the general public. The
movie is not copyrighted. It will be downloadable on the CSME web sites (www.salins.com,
www.saunierdecamargue.fr, www.labaleine.fr).
Reasons why this action is necessary (specify the target audience): We noticed that
the ecological role of the Mediterranean salt marches is little known by the general public.
The documentary increases the general publics' awareness of the role played by the
Mediterranean salt marshes in biodiversity conservation (Habitats and species targeted:
1150*; A132-A035-A176-A179-A191-A189-A195-A193)
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Compagnie des Salins du Midi et des
Salines de l'Est.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): A movie created about
the production of Mediterranean sea salt and the ecological role of the Mediterranean salt
marshes in two versions: a 20-minute version and a shorter 2-minute version. 300 copies
will be produced; 1 projection of the movie on the occasion of the World Wetlands Days ;

permanent broadcastings during the guided tours on the Aigues-Mortes salt marsh ( more
than 50000 visitors / year ) and on the CSME web sites; the movie will also be distributed to
environmental educators, schools and places open to the general public.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
33775€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Costs

Description

Unit price

Number

Total

CSME

Ecosystem manager

250
euros/day

6 days (3 days
conception, 1 day
interview and 3
days in the field
accompanying)

Personnel

Technician in charge of the sauniers
(salt marsh water circulation
specialists

225
euros/day

1 day (interview)

225

Public Reception Manager

425
2 days (conception)
euros/day

850

External
assistance

Documentary Creation and
production costs

1500

31200
TOTAL

33775

ACTION D.7: Communication and valorisation actions of the specific Life Salt
marshes Program in the Aigues-Mortes salt marsh
Description (what, how, where and when): It consists of communicating on the
specific project for Aigues-Mortes on a local level (brochures), on a regional level (press
releases, press conferences), as well as on inter-regional, national, European and
international levels.
The action consists, in 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 of :
-Conceiving and editing a presentation brochure of the Life program concerning the salt
marsh of Aigues-Mortes: a description of the ecological stakes in the salt marsh of AiguesMortes, technical and financial partners, objectives of the program and the actions
envisaged. This action will be carried out by an outside company and CSME
-Creating and supplying the web sites in connection with CSME (www.salins.com,
www.saunierdecamargue.fr, www.labaleine.fr). A special section Life "salt marshes" is
regularly created and updated (at least once every 3 months). It contains:
At least 10 fixed pages presenting: the objectives of the project and the general actions, the
stakes and threat on the Aigues-Mortes salt marsh, the developed actions, the technical
partners, the financial partners throughout the program
At least 2 regular flexible pages presenting the state of progress of the actions
This action is carried out by an outside company and CSME
-Quarterly electronic newsletters on the natural areas of salt marshes managed by CSME
called "Horizon sel" integrating information on the Life project (state of progress, example
of actions, news). This newsletter is integrated onto the www.salins.com web site and
diffused directly to more than 100 partners of CSME and also in-house to 400 employees in
a direct way and in a indirect way in the lagoons letter diffused by the "Pôle Relais Lagunes
de Mediterranée en France" which is diffused to 500 partners; action undertaken by CSME
-Broadcasting of a press release during the launch of the program and the end of the
program to at least 20 journalists in region, but also to journalists on an inter-regional and
national level; action undertaken by a news agency
-At the end of the program: conception and edition of a press kit and the organization of a
final press conference gathering at least 10 journalists with a guided visit of the AiguesMortes salt marsh ; action undertaken by a news agency

-Undertaking of a popularization report established on paper and in an electronic format at
the end of the project. It will be presented in English and in French. It will be of 5 to 10
pages and presents the project, its objectives, its actions and its results to the general
public. It will be downloadable on the CSME web site; action carried out by CSME
-Elaboration by a news agency of a " after-party-life communication plan " for the actions
undertaken on the salt marshes of Aigues-Mortes
Reasons why this action is necessary (specify the target audience): The target
public: all the professional actors, the administrators and the decision-makers susceptible
to be interested in the contents of the Life program as well as the general public. This
action is essential to inform at the beginning, during and at the end of the Life + Nature
program of the actions and the objectives of the program and the results obtained.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Compagnie des Salins du Midi et des
Salines de l'Est.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): 200000 presentation
brochures of the program, the specific Internet pages for the project updated regularly on
the web site in connection with CSME, newsletters; 3 press releases; 1 final press
conference and 1 10-page press kit edited in 100 copies; 1 final report and 1 " after-partylife communication plan"
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
24750€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Costs

CSME
Personnel

External
assistance

Other costs

Description

Ecosystem manager

Unit price

Number

Total

27 days (1 day
conception
presentation
brochure + 10 days
special Web site +
5 days "Horizon
sel" + 5 days
popularisation
250 Euros/day
report+1 day press
release+ 1 day
press kit + 2 days
press conference
+2 days after-Life
communication
Plan)

Brochure creation
Life + salt marshes on Website CSME
Broadcasting of 2 press releases
Press conference
Press kit
After-life communication plan for
Aigues-Mortes Salt marsh actions
Printing of the Brochure

6750

1500
1000
1500
5000
2000
2000
TOTAL

5000
24750

ACTION D.8: Elaboration of a management model for salt works, guidelines for
Larus michahellis disturbance mitigation, and technical and non technical publications.

Description (what, how, where and when): this action is aimed to address two key
conservation issues: 1) the relationship among salt work and biodiversity conservation; 2)
the impact of Larus michahellis on other bird species, in particular Charadriiformes.
1) Thank you the partnership of the project is available a range of different salt works, all
located in Natura 2000 sites, but in which salt production stopped 25 years ago (Cagliari),
stopped last year (Camargue), has been restored for conservation purpose (Comacchio), is
artisanal (Cervia), or still full productive (Aigues-Morte and Pomorie lake). Most of them
experience hydraulic circulation problems and lost of nesting sites. Thanks to the availability
of all these data, besides habitats maps, birds population data will be elaborated a
management model for salt works. The model will compare the range of different data such
as costs for conservation (public, private, donation, etc..), salt production and relation to
conservation costs and conservation status of habitat and species. The aim is the
elaboration of a model to look for the best management regime for salt-works using the
comparison among different sites. Furthermore the project partner Compagnie des Salins
du Midi et des Salines de l'Est is a private Company part of the Group Salins which
manages ten salt works representing approximately 20,000 ha in France, 3,100 ha in Spain
and 2,600 ha
2) The disturbance of Larus michahellis over other birds species has been experienced for
years by the Parco Delta Po Emilia-Romagna, Parc naturel régional de Camargue and
Compagnie des Salins du Midi et des Salines de l'Est but it is still not solved. In this action
the different methods and results will be compared considering also local environment and
the study group will elaborate guidelines.
Besides the above publications the Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius-Saline will
elaborate scientific papers and one brochure based on the project actions implemented in
its site. The brochure will be diffuse with electronic and paper form at the end of the project.
Besides will be elaborate the Layman’s report, for the dissemination to a wider audience
with the general results of the projects, the Layman’s report will be both printed and
available as downloadable pdf into the webpages dedicated to the project, action D1.
Reasons why this action is necessary (specify the target audience): salt works and
related biodiversity is an European issue. The Tour du Valat publication (N. Sadoul, J.
Walmsley & B. Charpentier 1998, Salinas and natura conservation) clearly illustrates that
salt works are biologically rich. The same publication list 168 salt works (or salinas)
distributed in 18 Mediterranean countries, at the census time 90 of them were productive,
64 inactive and 11 transformed. France, Turkey, Spain and Italy produce 84% of
Mediterranean salt.
Disturbance from Larus michahellis on other bird species, in particular Charadriiformes, has
been addressed with different methods but it is still unsolved.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Consorzio del Parco Regionale del
Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna; Parc naturel régional de Camargue; Parco Naturale
Regionale Molentargius-Saline.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): elaboration and
publication of a management model for salt works, translated in four languages English,
French, Italian and Bulgarian, 500 copies each. Elaboration and publication of guideline for
Larus michahellis disturbance mitigation, translated in four languages Italian, English,
French Bulgarian, 500 copies each. The two publications will be distributed during the
Networking action.
For the Parco of Molentargius partner: production of 1 scientific paper, 1 document
(brochure) in paper and electronic form for the dissemination of the results of the project.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
182031€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna

Costs

Description

Personnel

Director
Technician D1
Secretary C1

Unit price

Number

300
135
85

5
20
20

External
assistance

1500
2700
1700

30000
10000
20000
10000

Elaboration Management model
Translation
Elaboration Guideline
Translation
Print of Management model in four languages
Other costs (500 copies each)
Print of Guideline for Larus michahellis in four
languages (500 copies each)

Green Balkans
Costs
Description
Personnel Translation of English version into Bulgarian
External
assistance Printing of Guidelines and management model

Total

6

3000

18000

6

3000

18000

TOTAL

111900

Unit price
40
500

Number Total
100
4000
6
TOTAL

3000
7000

Consorzio del Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius - Saline
Costs

Description

Personnel

Director
Technicians D1
Technicians C1
Administrative D1

Unit price

Number
369
125
115
125

Total

5
43
22
2

1845
5375
2530
250

External
assistance

Translations
Scientific and technical articles+ elaborate about the
Other costs plan results + document to not technical content

3000
6

1500
TOTAL

9000
22000

The external assistance cost was estimate for a highly qualified professional at 300€/day,
lower than the cost of experts into the personnel, since it is comprehensive of VAT and all
expenses. Considering 100 man-days for the Management model (total 30000€) and 67
man-days for the Guideline (total rounded to 20000€). The translation cost was estimated
at 40€ per standard cartel (1500 characters, A4 page equal to 2 cartels), considering 62
pages (80*62 rounded to 5000€) in English and French. The 20000€ for translation
foreseen for the Management model and the Guidelines cover the translation from IT into 3
languages (EN, FR, BG). The translation into Bulgarian will be checked by Bulgarian
partner.

ACTION D.9: Workshops of the project.
Description (what, how, where and when): The workshops have multiple purpose:
dissemination of the results; project coordination; know-how exchange. Each workshop is
spread over two days of activities, with a general organization: day 1 morning session:
presentation of activities dedicated to the local community of the different geographical
areas involved in the project; day 1 afternoon session: technical meeting for the experts of

the various project beneficiaries; day 2 morning session: visits to sites; day 2 afternoon
session: technical meeting for the experts of the various project beneficiaries.
The first workshop, will be held at the Regional Park Molentargius-Saline within the first
quarter of the project. The second workshop takes place at Pomorie Lake in the second
quarter of 2013. The third workshop takes place at the French sites in the second quarter
of 2014. The fourth workshop, will takes place at Delta Regional Park Emilia-Romagna.
The workshop will be open to the political Institutions, to the local Administrations, to the
public and private Research Institutions, and to the Scholastic Institutions.
Reasons why this action is necessary (specify the target audience): workshops are
intended both for divulgation and for know-how exchange and coordination among
partners. It is necessary to increase the knowledge trough know-exchange of different
Natura 2000 sites connected to the salt production, with different historical and
environmental values.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Consorzio del Parco Regionale del
Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna; Consorzio del Parco Naturale Regionale MolentargiusSaline, Parc naturel régional de Camargue, Green Balkans NGO, Compagnie des Salins
du Midi et des Salines de l'Est; Tour du Valat.
Each partner will be responsible for the organization of the workshop that will be held in its
own geographic location.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): it will be carried out 4
workshops, three days each, involving political Institutions, local Administrations, public
and private Research Institutions, Scholastic Institutions of local communities of three
Nations in four different geographic location.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
106001€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna

Costs

Description

Personnel

Director
Technician D1
Secretary C1
Technicians

Travel and
subsistence

External
assistance

From Parco Regionale del Delta del Po
dell’Emilia-Romagna to Parc naturel régional
de Camargue
From Parco Regionale del Delta del Po
dell’Emilia-Romagna to Parco Naturale
Regionale Molentargius-Saline
From Parco Regionale del Delta del Po
dell’Emilia-Romagna to Pomorie Lake

Unit price Number Total
300

5

1500

135
85
95

4
15
12

540
1275

1200

2

2400

1500

2

3000

1400

2

2800

1140

hostess service

2000

Catering
Translation service

2000
3000

Other costs

TOTAL 19655
Consorzio del Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius-Saline

Costs

Description

Personnel

Director
Technicians D1
Technicians C1
Administrative D1

Travel and
subsistence

Unit price Number Total
369
125
115
125

2,5
10
3,5
1

From Parco Naturale Regionale MolentargiusSaline to the plan partner
TOTAL

Green Balkans
Costs
Description
Personnel
Travel and
subsistence

External
assistance
Consumable
s

Administrative
From Bulgaria to Parc naturel régional de
Camargue
From Bulgaria to Parco Naturale Regionale
Molentargius-Saline
From Bulgaria to Parco Regionale del Delta del
Po dell’Emilia-Romagna
Bulgarian cities-Pomorie

Unit price

1250
402,5
125

4800
7500

Number Total

50

24

1200

1100

2

2200

1100

2

2200

1100

2

2200

2600

catering service, sound system hire
Hospitality speakers (Travel and subsistence)

922,5

1500
1100

3 3300
TOTAL 15200

Parc naturel régional de Camargue

Costs

Description

Personnel

Project coordinator

Travel and
subsistence

Unit price Number Total
15
6

4050

Responsable for mission management area

270
220

Responsable for mission coastline
Management technician
Responsable SIG
Administration staff

200
150
205
190

0
2
2
0

0

Camargue/Pomorie Lake
Camargue /Po Delta
Camargue/Sardinia

1320

300
410
0

1 1450
2 2900
2 2900
TOTAL 13330

Compagnie des Salins du Midi et des Salines de l'Est

Costs

Description

Unit price Number Total

Personnel

Travel and
subsistence

Other costs

Engineer
Ecosystem manager
From Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue to
Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’EmiliaRomagna
From Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue to
Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius-Saline
From Parc Naturel Régional de Camargue to
Pomorie Lake
Hospitality speakers (Travel and subsistence)
Catering
Translation service

380
250

12
12

4560

2

3000

2

3500

2

3500
1000
3000
1000

3000

TOTAL 22560
Tour du Valat

Costs

Description

Unit price Number Total

Personnel

Project Leader (MTT)

298

15

4470

381
602
434

4
12
7

1524
7224
3038

Travel and
subsistence

Research Scientist / Hydrology (PCH)
Programm Director (PGS)
Research Scientist / Habitats (FMD)
workshop final in Parco Regionale del Delta del
Po dell’Emilia-Romagna
first workshop in Parco Naturale Regionale
Molentargius-Saline
workshop intermediate in Pomorie Lake

5

4800

3 3400
4 3300
TOTAL 27756

LIFE+ Nature & Biodiversity 2010- C1e
E.

Overall project operation and monitoring
For each action or set of actions specify the following:
ACTION E.1: Project management

Description (what, how, where and when): The direction of the project will be
conducted by: the Director General, whose appointment was made A1 in Action; the Project
Manager of the Po Delta Park Emilia-Romagna; a responsible for each associated
beneficiaries identified in Action A1. The General Directorate of the project will be governed
partly by outsourcing to personnel who have extensive experience in the direction of other
LIFE projects. The organization's direction is represented in the organization below.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Responsible of Coordinating beneficiary
General Director, (subordinated to Coordinating beneficiary responsible)

Responsible Associated
Responsible
Associated
beneficiary n. 2
(subordinated to General beneficiary n. 3
Director)
(subordinated to
General
Ext. assist. project
Director)
management (subordinated
to responsible beneficiary
n.2 )

Responsible
Associated
beneficiary n. 4
(subordinated to
General
Director)

Responsible
Associated
beneficiary n. 5
(subordinated to
General
Director)

Responsible
Associated
beneficiary n. 6
(subordinated to
General
Director)

As a matter of fact the steering committee is provided by the General Director and by the
six responsible of the beneficiaries. The communication will be maintained via e-mail and
audio/video conference plus meetings foreseen into the action D9 workshops that have
been planned before the deadline of each activity report. As described in action D9 these
workshops have multiple purpose: dissemination of the results; project coordination; knowhow exchange. The financial management of the project is organized trough the convention
among the beneficiaries foreseen in action A1. The convention rules also the financial
aspects, usually the payments follow the financial contribution from the Union to the
Coordinating beneficiary: first pre-financing payment; mid-term pre-financing payment and
final payment. The Coordinating beneficiary proceed with the first payment to the
associated beneficiaries after they provide proofs of the beginning of the activities. The
Coordinating beneficiary proceed with the mid-term payment to the associated beneficiaries
that reached percentage of expenditures. The final payment is subordinated to the
response of the Commission. Basically the Coordinating beneficiary apply to the associated
beneficiary the same rules applied from the Commission.
The project Director has experience on LIFE project management and knowledge of
conservation issues. The General Director has the duty of to control the respect of the
timetable, to control the implementation of the actions in coherence with the proposal and
with the Common Provision, the coordination of the beneficiaries, the editing of the project
reports and the coordination with the auditor. The General Director will use the Project's
Operational Programme (POA) deliverable of action A1 as management tool, but he/she is
directly bound to the person responsible for the project of the coordinating beneficiary. So
in case is necessary to make decisions regarding the project implementation different from
the original project the coordinating beneficiary must approve the decision. As a matter of

fact even if he/she is not an employee he/she must respond to the coordinating beneficiary.
We are aware that this management model has been successfully used from the Ente
Parco Regionale Veneto del Delta del Po during the implementation of the project
LIFE04NAT/IT/000126 “Conservation and Breeding of Italian Cobice Endemic sturgeon”
which involved 11 beneficiaries and all the project's actions were successfully implemented
according the timetable.
The responsible of Coordinating beneficiary is in charge to sign all the administrative
documents for the project’s actions implementation and all the administrative documents for
the Commission.
The responsible of each associated beneficiary is in charge to sign agreements, contracts
and all the administrative documents for the project’s actions implementation.
The proposed project management model has been experienced by the coordinating
beneficiary in other LIFE Nature projects regularly completed.
Currently the Italian Public body, as the coordinating beneficiary is, cannot employ new
personnel (L. 27 dicembre 2006, n. 296 "Disposizioni per la formazione del bilancio annuale
e pluriennale dello Stato"; D. L. 112/2008 "Disposizioni urgenti per lo sviluppo economico,
la semplificazione, la competitività, la stabilizzazione della finanza pubblica e la
perequazione tributaria"; D.L 112/2008), therefore the external assitance is the better
solution.
The Molentargius Saline Natural Regional Park do not have experience in LIFE project
management, and besides its current personnel need a specific figure to which demand the
management of the LIFE+ project. The project management will deal with the proper
implementation of the actions for which the Molentargius Park is responsible, the
coordination with other beneficiaries, and financial accounting as well. The Molentargius
Saline Natural Regional Park is a Public Body and is in the same situation of the
Coordinating Beneficiary Parco Delta del Po Emilia-Romagna. Therefore the external
assistance is the better solution, according the organigramme the figure in charge of the
project management will be subordinated to the responsible of the Molentargius Park
institution.
Each associated beneficiary will select the person responsible for the project.
The management of actions to be carried out by Green Balkans NGO will be done by
project coordinator of Green Balkans. The person will be selected by Green Balkans NGO
Management Board and he/she will be responsible for overall communication with Project
manager and partners. The coordinator will supervise the work of other experts of Green
Balkans who will be hired part-time on different project actions.

Reasons why this action is necessary: the project management is essential for the
proper execution of actions, to respect the time schedule and the Common Provisions of
LIFE.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Consorzio del Parco Regionale del
Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna; Consorzio del Parco Naturale Regionale MolentargiusSaline, Parc naturel régional de Camargue, Green Balkans NGO, Compagnie des Salins
du Midi et des Salines de l'Est; Tour du Valat.
Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna is responsible for the
whole project management, partners coordination and relationship with Commission.
Associated beneficiaries will lead local actions management.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): Proper execution of the
project, respect of the time schedule and Common Provisions. Resulting in constant control
of the phases of work and final testing of various products; enforcement bureaucracy
provided during execution of work. Provision of technical and financial reports foreseen in
number 4.

Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
438580€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna
Costs

Description

Personnel

Director
Administrative D1
Secretary C1

External
assistance

Unit price Number

300

Total

48
40
60

14400
5800
5100

TOTAL

160000
185300

145

85

Project management

Green Balkans
Costs

Description

Personnel

Project coordinator
Accountant

Unit price

Number

60
150

Total

480
20

28800
3000
31800

TOTAL

Consorzio del Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius-Saline
Costs

Description

Personnel

Director
Technicians D1

369
125

20
82

10250

Technicians C1

115

54

6210

Administrative D1

125

90

11250

External
assistance

Unit price

Number

Total
7380

Project management

79910
115000

TOTAL

CSME
Costs

Personnel

Description

Unit price Number

Ecosystem manager

70 days
250
(1/3 time for 17500
Euros/day
4 years)
TOTAL

Total

17500

The beneficiary green Balkans NGO refers to administrative staff for translator and
secretary. The Parco Delta del Po E-R for administrative refers to specialized personnel
with a degree or diploma and more than annual experience. We believe that the differences
in expression for personnel not at the same level are due to different habits into the three
countries involved into the project.
The cost of external assistance for the Ente Parco Delta del Po E-R was estimated
considering the similar cost of previous LIFE project of the coordinating beneficiary. In
similar way was estimated for the Molentargius Park but considering the project
management is only about the actions in charge to this beneficiary.

ACTION E.2: Cervia salt work ex-post monitoring

Description (what, how, where and when): When the restoration work of Action C1
will be completed, ex-post operation monitoring will include on-site investigations on the
following ecosystem components: flora, vegetation and habitats, birds, ichtyofauna.
The flora and vegetation and habitat monitoring will be implemented via census directly on
the field, noting visually habitats and then updating the georeferenced habitat maps
(shapefile), this monitoring will be performed during the growing season period
spring/summer. The census of birds, will be directed by visual census with a count to check
the breeding of target species. The bird monitoring method can vary for different species,
the count is performed directly with the use of optical instruments, and the count must be
performed in specific time of the day. The report will contain the methodology used and
variation for single species. Ichtyofauna monitoring will be carried out sampling with gill
nets, equipped with a few mm mesh, in function of the small size of the targeted species (46 cm of total length). This method has been performed during the implementation of
LIFE00NAT/IT/7215 into the “Salina di Comacchio”, in which the environment is very
similar. The data of the ex-post ecosystem components monitoring will be inserted into the
GIS (Geographic Information System) realized into the action A3.
The action will be implemented during the year 2014.
Reasons why this action is necessary: Post-operation monitoring is necessary in
order to evaluate the effectiveness of the actions undertaken and to identify any other
consequences, not for the habitats but also for potentially affected species of birds and fish.
The description of the site includes 34 species of birds listed in Annex 1 of Directive 79/409,
60 species of habitual migratory birds not listed in Annex 1 of Directive 79/409, a reptile
(Emys orbicularis), three species of fish, one species of invertebrate and a plant (Salicornia
veneta specie prioritaria), listed in Annex II of Directive 92/43.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Consorzio del Parco Regionale del
Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): Post-restoration report of
the monitoring of habitats and vegetation, birds and fish. Updated GIS with post-restoration
results concerning habitats and vegetation, birds and fish.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
34240€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna
Costs

Description

Personnel Director

Unit price

Number

Total

Technicians D1

300
135

2
10

Administrative D1

145

2

600
1350
290

TOTAL

6000
26000
34240

External
assistance GIS

Monitoring habitats + fishes + birds

ACTION E.3: Monitoring ex-post abiotic and biotic characteristics at the
Molentargius
Description (what, how, where and when): after the ex-ante monitoring phase developed
during the first year of activity the monitoring actions related to the biotic and abiotic
aspects will be activated.
The acquired instruments necessary to the action A5 activity “monitoring abiotic and biotic
characteristics ex-ante” will be utilized.
The monitoring of the nesting and wintering Molentargius avifauna, of the Aphanius
fasciatus, of the zooplankton, of the macro-zoobenthos, also the realization of possible
ringing actions addressed to the Flamingo species, together with the monitoring of the
chemical parameters of water and sediments, are certainly foreseen. the monitoring of the
“Aphanius fasciatus”, of the benthic invertebrates, the chemical and physical parameters of
waters and sediments will be carried out according to the protocol indicated in the
“Protocolli per il campionamento e la determinazione degli elementi di qualità biologica e
fisico-chimica nell’ambito dei programmi di monitoraggio ex 2000/60/CE delle acque di
transizione” Dicembre 2008 El-Pr-TW-Protocolli Monitoraggio-03.05, ISPRA The monitoring
of the zooplankton will be carried out according to the protocol indicated in the “Metodologie
di studio del plancton marino”. Manuali e Linee Guida 56/2010 ISPRA”. For the colonial
nesting species is foreseen the assessment of the nests from safety distance with suitable
optical tools. The nests located on the banks and in the accessible islets will be directly
counted during the last quarter of the incubation period, avoiding the warmer hours of the
day. Referred to some species, the count of the adults to the guide of the pulli and the
recording of the acoustic contacts is previewed it. For the hosts species, the complete
censuses (quantitative and qualitative) of the aquatic birds presents in the area of study is
previewed (carried out in contemporary, in order to guarantee the representation of the
collected data). The opticians instruments will be the same ones used for the nesting
species.
The constant monitoring concerning the main physical parameters of waters through a fixed
station equipped of multiparameter probe and level sensors; a punctual monitoring through
a portable multiparameter probe also are foreseen in the plan activities.
The habitat study through proper phytosociological campaigns relief and floristic surveying
will be realized amongst the activities. The monitoring of the habitats is executed through
floristic surveyings (yearly census of the flora of the Bellarosa Maggiore) together with a
campaign of phitosociologic reliefs, according to the classical Braun-Blanquet system
(cover and sociability) on the permanent transepts.
The “ex post” monitoring isn’t limited to the duration of the interventions and to the following
year, but it will already be in existence realizing all the modalities of the monitoring in
progress that the Molentargius Saline Natural Regional Park have to carry out with the
acquired tools necessary for the accomplishment of the previewed activities in A.5 action
(fixed station of monitoring of the quality of the waters etc).
The ex-post monitoring foreseen in action E3 will be activated in year 2013, and
implemented until the end of year 2014, so it will last two years. Therefore the personnel
costs and the external assistance are proportional to the “ex ante” monitoring, 1 year
foreseen in action A5. The personnel cost have been estimated considering the personnel
of the Molentargius Saline Park will implement the following activities: collection of samples
and analysis for monitoring zooplankton and macrozoobenthos, which are notably time
consuming, for both it is necessary species recognition at the microscope. The collection of
water samples for the following analysis implemented in external assistance: Ammonium,
Nitrates, Nitrite, total Nitrogen, total phosphorus, dixolved phosphorus, silicates, sulphides,
suspended solids. The collection of sediment samples for the analysis in external
assistance: organic matter, total Nitrogen total phosphorus. The water and sediment
analysis implemented in external assistance need specific facilities not available at the
Park.

Concerning all floristic-vegetation aspects, both the analysis of the habitat elements, the
relief directly in field and the data elaboration will be implemented by personnel with the
cooperation of specific figures in external assistance necessary to the determination of the
species and the location of the associations. The fauna monitoring will be performed in the
same way, by personnel of the Molentargius Saline Park with the cooperation of specific
figures in external assistance.
Furthermore it is important to stress that all the data elaborations obtained from the
monitoring, will be implemented by the Park personnel including the management and data
elaboration of the data collected from the multiparametric probe. We would like to specify
that, when completed the intense activities of “Restoration of hydraulic circulation in the
Molentargius Saline, together with the creation of two islets for nesting and staging for
birds” the monitoring actions will probably need an increase due to the new islets submitted
to the new colonization.
The result of these studies will be placed in the GIS system foreseen in the A5 action.
The action will be implemented during the year 2014.
Reasons why this action is necessary: the aim of the monitoring activity is the
estimation of the effects that the environmental restoration works have on the habitat and
species, both work in progress and the end of them.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius
- Saline
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): writing of proper reports
about the monitoring results related to the habitat and the biotic populations.
The obtained data will be employed in order to integrate all the information presents in the
GIS (Geographic Informative System).
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
203800€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Consorzio del Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius-Saline
Costs

Description

Unit price

Number

Total

Personnel Director
Technicians D1

369
125

10

3690

299,

37375

Technicians C1

115

169,

19435

Administrative D1

125

66

8250

External
assistance Water and sediment analysis

55050

Monitoring habitats + fishes + birds

80000
TOTAL

203800

The estimation for the personnel costs are based on the experience matured from the
Molentargius Saline Park, the number of working days are specified into the above table.
The estimation for the external assistance costs have been made based on the effective
average cost of the external collaborations activated from the Molentargius Saline Park
about the waters analyses, the analyses of sediments and those for the support to the
habitat monitoring, fish fauna and avifauna.

ACTION E.4: Camargue: ex-post monitoring on EU habitats, colonial breeding
waterbirds, submerged macrophytes, and aquatic invertebrates
Description (what, how, where and when): Once the restoration works of actions C3
are completed, ex-post monitoring will include on-site investigations relating to habitats and
vegetation and to hosted species of birds and aquatic invertebrates.
Post-works monitoring of action C3 will include surveys of submerged macrophytes and
benthic invertebrates. Results of these surveys will be compared with data collected during
an on-going environmental assessment launched in 2010 and to be completed by 2011. It
is of note that water levels and salinity surveys are not included in this action as we
consider it as a recurrent management action already conducted on-site but the results of
these on-going surveys will be presented in the project’s reports.
Post-works monitoring of action C3 will include topographic and vegetation surveys at the
location of restored coastal habitats. Post-works monitoring of action C3 will include
surveys of the islets (vegetation, erosion) and surveys of breeding colonies of terns,
avocets and lesser gull species (number of pairs, breeding success rate). It is of note that
flamingos are already surveyed as part of a long-term monitoring programme developed by
Tour du Valat, thus no flamingo survey is included in the LIFE project but the results of the
on-going survey will be presented in the project’s reports.
Post-works monitoring of action C3 will include survey of breeding little terns at plage de la
Comtesse and plage de Beauduc.
The monitoring methodology are detailed as follow. EU coastal habitats (1310, 1410, 1420,
1510*): to assess the results of the coastal habitats restoration works we will compare
habitat evolution trajectories on ‘active restoration sites’ (i.e. sites where topographic works,
soil structure works and/or seed-bank importation will be conducted) and on ‘reference
sites’ (i.e. sites where no active restoration works will be implemented and/or where
management will be restricted to hydraulic restoration). The aim will be to distinguish
habitat changes resulting from active restoration works from those resulting from natural
evolution or other factors such as hydraulic restoration.
Monitoring methodologies will include (1) habitat and flora mapping and (2) vegetation-plot
description of vegetation structure, where monitored parameters will include species
richness, species abundance and dominance, species distribution and vegetation cover.
Physical data will also be measured (i.e.: altimetry, water level fluctuations, water salinity,
sediment size).
Post-works monitoring will be implemented during the two consecutive years following the
restoration works and data will be compared to those collected as part of action A6
(preliminary studies) during the first year of the project.
Coastal habitats may also be monitored at a larger scale as part of a research project using
remote sensing. This activity is not included in the LIFE project proposal and is dependent
upon additional funding opportunities.
Coastal lagoons (1150*): We will use submerged macrophytes and benthic invertebrates as
biotic descriptors for monitoring this habitat and assessing the effectiveness of the
hydraulic restoration works. It is of note that costs for monitoring physical parameters such
as water level and water salinity are not included in this action of the LIFE project as we
consider they are part of the long-term daily management of the site, but monitoring results
will be added to the project’s reports and for interpreting results of the biotic descriptors
monitoring. Submerged macrophytes: Submerged macrophytes are one of the main
descriptors to describe coastal lagoons habitats and assess their conservation state. The
objective will be to monitor the evolution of beds of submerged macrophytes following
hydraulic restoration works. Standardized data-collecting will be conducted for two
consecutive years on a sample of at least 50 vegetation plots covering a 6 meter radius (i.e.
110m2 each). Inventory of species composition and estimation of vegetation cover will be
conducted on each plot. Data will be collected during the two consecutive years following
the restoration works and they will be compared with results of a preliminary survey
conducted in 2010 that provides an initial state of the lagoons. Benthic invertebrates: This

group largely explains the conservation importance of the project area as it is a significant
food resource for many waterbirds. Furthermore, benthic invertebrates are also one of the
main biotic descriptor used for the ecological characterization of coastal lagoons. A sample
of stations will be determined beforehand and located on-site using a GPS. For each
station, 10 sediment corings will be sampled. Invertebrates screening, sorting and
determination will be conducted in a lab. Storage and preservation of samples require the
use of alcohol and will refer to existing standards (ISO).
Number of stations will vary from 1 to 3 depending on the surface of each lagoon. Their
locations will be defined in homogeneous areas, representative of each lagoon studied.
For each station, data collected will provide information on species composition and
abundance. Data will be collected during the two consecutive years following the restoration
works and they will be compared with results of a preliminary survey conducted in 2010 that
provides an initial state of the lagoons.
Colonial breeding waterbirds: Small colonial charadriiformes (Mediterranean and Slenderbilled Gulls, Terns and Avocet): Monitoring on a weekly basis during the breeding season
(April to July) is required to survey colonies set-up, breeding pair numbers fluctuations,
breeding success rates (number of raised chicks / number of breeding pairs) and eventually
identify factors leading to unsuccessful breeding (ie: nest predation, abandonment following
poor weather conditions or human disturbance). Weekly surveys will be conducted with
binoculars and scope and they will be completed by rapid censuses of nests and laid eggs
on each islet. Data will be collected during the two consecutive years following the
restoration works and they will be compared with previous surveys.
Yellow-legged Gull: As a result of hydraulic works, the restoration of natural water level
fluctuations is expected on a number of coastal lagoons. This will lead to unstable and
unpredictable conditions that could be detrimental to the yellow-legged gull colonies and a
decrease of breeding numbers is expected. One visit of all colonies will be conducted on
two consecutive years following the water restoration works to census the numbers of
nests.
Greater Flamingo: Field work costs for the monitoring of the Flamingo colony are not
included in the project as they are already supported by Tour du Valat as part of a longterm monitoring of the species in the Camargue. However, results of this long-term
monitoring including number of pairs and number of raised chicks will be provided in the
project’s reports.
The action will be implemented from 2013 to 2015.
Reasons why this action is necessary: ex-post monitoring is necessary in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of the actions undertaken and to identify any other
consequences, not only for the habitats but also for birds and aquatic invertebrates
communities affected by the works.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Tour du Valat.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): ex-post monitoring
reports will be produced with an evaluation of the effectiveness of the action C3.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
95510€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Costs
Tour du Valat
/ Personnel costs

Description
Research Assistant (Botany)
Research Assistant (Botany & GIS)
Research Assistant (Hydrology)
Research Scientist (Habitats)
Project Leader
Program Director

Unit price
Number
Total
327 euros/day
26 days
8502
233 euros/day
30 days
6990
206 euros/day
22 days
4532
430 euros/day
12 days
5160
298 euros/day
24 days
7152
602 euros/day
6 days
3612

Travel costs
External
assistance
Other costs

Research Technician (Colonial
waterbirds)
Research Technician (Flamingos)
Head of Department (Species
dynamics)
Research Scientist (Flamingos)
Interns
140 field trips to Anciens Salin de
Beauduc x 100 km
Post works monitoring of submerged
macrophytes
Differential GPS rental (3 weeks)

155 euros/day

76 days

11780

187 euros/day

46 days

8602

385 euros/day

4 days

1540

294 euros/day
27 euros/day

18 days
324 days

5292
8748

14000 km

5600

0,4 euro / km

9600
Total

8400
95510

The contribution of the flamingos research scientist for 18 days and of the flamingos
research technician for 46 days to the implementation of the action E4 will not be related
with flamingo monitoring activities (with the exception of 6 days of specific contribution of
the flamingo research scientist for writing results on flamingo monitoring in the LIFE+ postrestoration reports) but it will be related with benthic invertebrates monitoring conducted on
2 consecutive years.
“Other costs” are entirely related to the rental of a Differential GPS (D-GPS), a measuring
tool that will be used to collect precise and accurate bathymetric and topographic data. DGPS will be hired to monitor short-term erosion and accretion processes as they are one of
the main drivers of the topographic evolution of restored coastal habitats and breeding
islets. Thus it will be used to assess the durability of the conservation actions.
D-GPS are hired on a weekly basis (estimated cost is 2800 euros/week). For post-works
monitoring defined under action E4, we estimate that the hiring of D-GPS rental is required
for a total of 3 weeks to achieve the monitoring of breeding islets and coastal habitats.

ACTION E.5: Ex-post monitoring and evaluation of created birds nesting sites and
removal do invasive plant species at Pomorie Lake
Description (what, how, where and when): The action will monitor the result from
Actions C.4. After implementation of conservation actions fro improvement of nesting
habitats for target bird species and removal of invasive plant species from target habitats.
These will be made by on-site monitoring and field visits. Occupancy of nesting habitats by
target bird species will be evaluated by survey of created nest sites occupancy. Regular
monitoring during breeding season will be needed for the year 3 and 4 of the project. The
methodologies for monitoring of birds is extensive counts of all birds at the site for
identification of concentration and preferred sites for feeding, roosting and resting. Bird
counts will be made twice a month (every 2 weeks). Invasive plant species will be surveyed
through site visit and mapped by GPS units.
Concerning invasive species after their removal in year 2 the follow up monitoring will
evaluate if the action was successful and whether repetition of clearing is needed. The
monitoring will be made from spring months when plant development usually starts.
Reasons why this action is necessary: Post monitoring of conservation actions
results is needed to evaluate if and to what extent the action C3 have been successful.
Additionally if need of further intervention is identified it will be made. Monitoring will be
made following the ex-ante monitoring and will continue for a period of 2 years. After its
completion a report will be developed presenting the results of the conservation actions.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Green Balkans.

Expected results (quantitative information when possible): Post-monitoring
results from conservation action is made and technical report is developed.

of

Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms):
Costs

Description

Personnel

Experts

Travel and subsistence

Unit price Number Total
60

100

6000

150

20
Total

6640
12640

ACTION E.6: Evaluation of the impact of the hydraulic restoration, burying of
electrical cables and restoration of nesting islets
Description (what, how, where and when): Objective of the action is an evaluation
of Action C5. For the hydraulic restoration the evaluation will be focused on the state of
conservation of the habitats 1150* Coastal lagoons and the birds targeted and drawing
conclusions or recommendations (link with D.4) for actions reproducing the experimental
actions of the Life program from it. The action consists, in 2012 and 2015, of finalizing a
common protocol of follow-up and the monitoring indicators of the state of conservation of
habitats 1150 *coastal salt lagoons and associated birds ( A132-A035-A176-A179-A191A189-A195-A193) in 2012. This action is carried out by CSME and natural experts.
Estimating the conservation state of habitats 1150* Coastal lagoons and associated birds
(A132-A035-A176-A179-A191-A189-A195-A193) in 2012 and 2015. Analyzing and draw
conclusions on the impact of the hydraulic restoration actions engaged within the
framework of the Life "salt marshes" program (link with D8). It will be also necessary to set
up, in the long term, a follow-up to estimate at the end of 5, 10 and 15 years the results of
the actions led. These follow-ups carried out every 5 years after the end of Life can be
financed within the framework of the animation of the "Document d'Objectifs" of the Natura
2000 sites for the "Petite Camargue".
From the implementation of the scarey-man at the beginning of January up to it being taken
down at the beginning of April, every 15 days, an observer takes their place at a distance
from the colony and lists the number of individuals on the island and on the pond before the
inflation of the scarey-man. On the activation of the Scarey-man, they calculate the latent
period between the inflation and the first flights and the maximum number of flights, by
distinguishing the reaction of the birds put on the island and on the pond. The total number
of individuals in flight is also counted. Furthermore for the eradication, the number of nests,
the clutch of eggs, the number of baits laid, the number of corpses, their age and their
reproductive status are noted every day of the eradication. One and a half month later
approximately, an observer passes on colonies to count the number of birds, the number
and the size of the clutch of eggs of the nests present
At Aigues-Mortes site, for the case of Evaluation of the impact of the of hydraulic
restoration works on the preservation state of the habitats and birds targeted, it is not
possible to give more details on the monitoring methodology because a common protocol
will be written in the framework of this project. The overlapping among Action A8 (planning)
and Action E6 (ex-post monitoring) is due to the fact that Action E6 foreseen at the very
beginning to set up a protocol for monitoring.
Reasons why this action is necessary: The action allows for answering the lack of
tools for the follow-up and it is necessary to evaluate the conservation status and the
impact of the action C5 on habitats and birds species targeted (1150*; A132-A035-A176A179-A191-A189-A195-A193).

Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Compagnie des Salins du Midi et

des Salines de l'Est.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): For the restoration of
hydraulic circulation in year 2012 : Protocol of follow-up and monitoring indicators defined.
In year 2012 evaluation of the initial preservation state of the habitat " coastal salt lagoons"
(1150 *) and associated birds (A132-A035-A176-A179-A191-A189-A195-A193). In year
2015 evaluation of the conservation state after hydraulic restoration works of the habitat
coastal lagoons (1150*) and associated birds (A132-A035-A176-A179-A191-A189-A195A193).
In year 2014 evaluation of the conservation state of birds (A132-A035-A176-A179-A191A189-A195-A193) after the actions C5.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
19005€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Costs

CSME
Personnel
External
assistance

CSME
Personnel

CSME
Personnel
External
assistance

Description

Unit price

Number

Evaluation of the impact of the of
Ecosystem manager
Interns
Natural experts

hydraulic
250 €/day

restoration
10 days

of electric
205 Euros/day
250 Euros/day

Subtotal
cables
1 day
2 days
Subtotal

7300

Evaluation of the impact of for burying
Electricity Technician
Ecosystem Manager
Evaluation of the impact of nesting
Ecosystem manager

actions
250 Euros/day

4 days

1000

Total

2500
3600
1200

205
500
705

10000

Ornithology experts
Subtotal

CSME Personnel
External assistance
Total

11000
7805
11200
19005

ACTION E.7: Independent financial Audit
Description (what, how, where and when): The independent audit will be
implemented by a professional Auditor, registered at "Albo dei Revisori dei Conti" (Register
of Auditors). He will also get the cooperation of the Direction team to ensure compliance
with accounting rules in force, and the expenditure conforms to the provisions of the LIFE
Programme.
The account auditor's fee has been estimated using the price list edited by the
“Commissione del Consiglio Nazionale dei Dottori Commercialisti” (Commission of National
Council of Chartered Accountant). The audit cost has been calculated considering the limits
specified by the price list, excluding any applicable increase.
In the price list the audit cost is commensurate to the project cofinancing amount and is
estimate to 2479€.
The auditor has the right for the absence from the study, for the archive implementation, for
the documents preparation, calculated as a flat-rate of 30% of the cost. Finally has been
added travel and subsistence costs, and translation costs.

Reasons why this action is necessary: Independent financial Audit is an obligatory
action.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Consorzio del Parco Regionale del
Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): Financial auditing, proper
execution of technical and administrative procedures and compliance with the Common
Provision.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
17950€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Costs

Description

Personnel

Director
Administrative D1

External
assistance

Unit price Number

300
145

Total

5
10

1500
1450

TOTAL

15000
17950

Independent financial Audit

ACTION E.8: Networking with other LIFE and/or non-LIFE projects
Description (what, how, where and when): with this action will be contacted and
visited other sites manager with similar experiences. starting up of the networking with
other LIFE plans and/or different plans typology; organization of specific meetings
concerning plans in existence and already finished about transitional waters and wetlands
in general. The Molentargius Park has already identified the following project to involve: the
“LIFE08 NAT/IT/000339 Oristanese terra di acque: una rete per la gestione condivisa dei
SIC/ZPS costieri della Sardegna centro-occidentale”; the “LIFE07NAT/IT/000519
PROVIDUNE Conservazione e ripristino di habitat dunali nei siti delle Province di Cagliari,
Matera, Caserta”; the “LIFE00/NAT/IT/7215 Ripristino ecologico e conservazione degli
habitat nell’area della Salina compresa nel sito SIC Valli di Comacchio”; The “GILIA 96
Nature Plan LIFE”; The “ZOUMGest Humid Zones Plan: sistemi gestionali per integrare le
attività antropiche e la tutela della natura”, nell’ambito del Programma di Cooperazione
Transfrontaliera Italia/Francia “Marittimo” 2007-2013”;
In this activity the CSME, who is part of the Salins Group, will be useful because the Salins
Group manages ten saltworks, of which 7 in Europe and 3 in Tunisia.
Reasons why this action is necessary: the networking is an obligatory action. The
aim of the networking activation is not only to allow the comparison with very similar LIFE
Plans, but also to estimate other LIFE and not LIFE experiences, that could be useful to the
management activity of the Nature 2000 site.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Consorzio del Parco Regionale del
Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna, Parco Regionale Molentargius – Saline, Parc Naturel
Regional de Camargue, Green Balkans NGO, Tur du Valat.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): networking with other life
and non-life project and with protected areas manager related to salt works.

Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): The total cost of the action is
64670€, the costs were estimated as follow:
Consorzio del Parco Regionale del Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna
Costs

Description

Personnel

Director
Technician D1
Technicians

Unit price

Number

300
135
95

Total

2
20
40

600
2700
3800

TOTAL

8000
15100

External
assistance

Consorzio del Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius-Saline
Costs

Description

Personnel

Director
Technicians D1
Technicians C1
Administrative D1

Unit price

Number
369
125
115
125

Total

5
57
34
54

Travel and
subsistence
External
assistance

1845
7125
3910
6750
5000

TOTAL

24940
49570

The external assistance is foreseen for the realization of meeting and conferences for
networking into the project, for both Parco Regionale Delta del Po and Molentargius Saline
Natural Regional Park.

ACTION E.9: After-LIFE Conservation Plan
Description (what, how, where and when): the coordinating beneficiary, and the associated
beneficiaries will produce an “After-LIFE Conservation Plan” for each own site. The plan will
explain how it is planned to continue and to develop the actions initiated in the project after
the end of the project. A new and separate E action for this plan should be added to the
proposal (with a cost of 0 €) and the plan must be added to the list of deliverables
Reasons why this action is necessary: according to “LIFE+ Nature and Biodiversity
Guidelines for applicants 2010” the After-LIFE Conservation Plan is an obligatory action.
Beneficiary responsible for implementation: Consorzio del Parco Regionale del

Delta del Po dell’Emilia-Romagna; Parco Naturale Regionale Molentargius – Saline;
Parc naturel régional de Camargue; Green Balkans NGO; Group salins.
Expected results (quantitative information when possible): After-LIFE Conservation
Plan for each site.
Cost estimation (verify consistency with F forms): according to “LIFE+ Nature and
Biodiversity Guidelines for applicants 2010” this action has a cost of 0€.

LIFE+ Nature & Biodiversity 2010- C2
DELIVERABLE PRODUCTS OF THE PROJECT
Name of the Deliverable

Agreement signed by the Beneficiaries
Project's Operational Programme
Executive projects of the operations carried out under Action C1
Report with ex-ante monitoring of invasive species and nesting
water birds - data base with information on nesting birds and
invasive plant species distribution.
Executive projects for improvement of nesting conditions and
for the removal of invasive plant species in Pomorie Lake
GIS of Cervia Salt Work
Map of habitats and scientific reports with the results of
monitoring
Executive projects for the operations scheduled for Action C5
and D5 and authorizations
Works contract and Executive projects for the Actions C2 and
D3 activities
GIS of Molentargius- Saline Park
Map of habitats and scientific reports with the results of
monitoring
Protocol of follow-up and monitoring indicators defined
Report of hydro-saline model
Executive projects (hydraulic restoration, habitat restoration,
breeding islet) for action C3
Documentary "Salt and nature" on the Aigues-Mortes salt
marshes
Printing of 1500 educational kits
Post-restoration report of the monitoring
Updated GIS with post-restoration results of monitoring
Post-restoration report of the monitoring
Updated GIS with post-restoration results of monitoring
Post-restoration report of the monitoring
Post-restoration report of the monitoring
Pre and post- restoration report of evaluation
Management Plan
Press review
Two special issues for bimonthly newsletter "Visages de
Camargue”, Technical brochure full color, Specific Poster
Publication of a management model for salt works
publication of guideline for Larus michahellis disturbance
mitigation
Production of 1 scientific paper, 1 document (brochure) in
paper and electronic form for the dissemination of the results of
the project
After-LIFE Conservation Plan

Code of the
associated
action
A1
A1
A2

31/12/2011
31/12/2011
30/06/2012

A7

30/06/2012

A7

30/06/2012

A3

30/09/2012

A3

30/09/2012

A8

30/12/2012

A4

30/06/2013

A5

30/06/2013

A5

30/06/2013

E6
A6

31/12/2012
30/06/2013

A6

30/09/2013

D6

31/12/2014

D3
E2
E2
E3
E3
E4
E5
E6
A2
D1

31/12/2014
30/09/2015
30/09/2015
31/12/2014
31/12/2014
31/12/2014
31/12/2015
30/06/2015
30/09/2015
30/09/2015

D4

31/03/2016

D8

30/09/2015

D8

30/09/2015

D8

30/09/2015

E9

31/03/2016

Deadline

MILESTONES OF THE PROJECT

Name of the Milestone
Appointed the Director General
Web pages visible on internet
Dissemination in the media
Restoration of hydraulic circulation and new breeding islets in
Cervia salt work
Restoration of hydraulic circulation in the Molentargius - Saline
Natural Regional Park. Creation of two islets for nesting and
staging for birds
Improvement of nesting conditions and removal of invasive
plant species at Pomorie Lake
Hydraulic restoration, habitat restoration, construction and
fencing of breeding sites in Camargue
Restoration of hydraulic circulation, burying of electrical
cables, restoration of nesting islets and reduction of
disturbance from Herring Gulls in Aigues-Mortes saltmarsh.
Installation of notice boards

Code of the
associated
action
A1
D1 – D7
D1 – D7

31/12/2011
31/03/2012
30/09/2015

C1

31/12/2013

C2

30/09/2014

C4

31/12/2013

C3

30/06/2014

C5

31/06/2015

D2-D5

31/12/2014

Deadline

ACTIVITY REPORTS FORESEEN
Please indicate the deadlines for the following reports:
• Inception Report (to be delivered within 9 months after the project start);
• Progress Reports n°1, n°2 etc. (if any; to ensure that the delay between consecutive
reports does not exceed 18 months);
• Mid-term Report with payment request (only for project longer than 24 months)
• Final Report with payment request (to be delivered within 3 months after the end of
the project)
Type of report
Inception Report
Progress Reports n°1
Mid-term Report with payment request
Progress Reports n°2
Final Report with payment request

Deadline
30/06/2012 - 9 months after the project start
30/09/2013 - 24 months after the project start
15/09/2014 - 36 months after the project start
31/07/2015 - 47 months after t he project start
30/06/2016 - within 3 months after the project end

LIFE+ Nature & Biodiversity 2010- C3
TIMETABLE
List all actions ordered by number and using their numbers or names. Tick as appropriate.
Action

2011

Number/name

IV

2012
I

II

2013

III

IV

I

II

III

2014
IV

I

II

III

2015
IV

2016

I

II

III

IV

X

X

X

X

I

A. Preparatory actions, elaboration of management plans and/or action
plans :
A1
X
A2

X

X

X

X

X

A4

X

X

X

X

X

X

A5

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

A3

X

A6

X

X

X

A7

X

X

X

A8

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

B. Purchase/lease of land and/or rights : NON APPLICABLE
C. Concrete conservation actions :
C1

X

X

X

X

X

C2

X

X

X

X

C3

X

C4

X

X

X

C5

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

D. Public awareness and dissemination of results :
D1

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

D5

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

D6

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

D2

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

D3
D4

X

D7

X

X

X

X

D8
D9

X

X

X

X

X

E. Overall project operation and monitoring:
E1

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

E2
E3

X

X

X

E4
E5
E6

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

E9

X

X

E7
E8

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

